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Dear Colleagues and Friends, 

It is our pleasure to welcome you in person to the beau�ful city of Braga in Northern Portugal 
and to the 2023 Edi�on of the Microscopy at the Fron�ers of Science. The last �me we all met 
in person was 2019 in Granada and in those four long years, many things have happened. We 
are very happy to be with you again in person!   

In terms of the MFS2023 Program you will see an explosion of CryoEM Oral and Poster 
presenta�ons that will showcase how this field has gown within the Iberian Peninsula since 
2019.  In this vain, our hosts - The Interna�onal Iberian Nanotechnology Laboratory – received 
the first CryoEM in Portugal in this last year and we invite you to take a tour of this new facility. 

It is also very exci�ng to combine this mee�ng with the satellite mee�ng for the MultEMplex 
COST Innovators Grant mee�ng and we hope you will take advantage of this unique 
opportunity to a�end the talks of scien�sts trying to innovate a new grid for CryoCLEM.   

Over these three days, the MFS program is full of exci�ng research done by young scien�sts, 
some of whom have received the SPMicros and SME Thesis Awards.  Our sincere 
congratula�ons to the award recipients. We would also like to welcome all students and 
technicians who are presen�ng their research for the first �me. It is in�mida�ng to present at 
a big mee�ng, but please remember you are within a suppor�ve community and we wish you 
success in your presenta�ons.   

Lastly and very importantly we would like to take a moment to thank our corporate sponsors. 
Without your help and enthusiasm this mee�ng would not be the success it will be.  We thank 
you for suppor�ng our PhD awards, our social events and being part of the microscopy 
community within the Iberian Peninsula. We are very glad to have you here with us!   

We wish you all a fabulous MFS2023!  Thank you for joining and sharing your science! 

On behalf of the SPMicros and the SME Boards,  

Erin Tranfield (President of SPMicros) Juan de Dios Alché (President of SME) 
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APPLICATIONS OF SUB-SAMPLING AND INPAINTING FOR HIGH RESOLUTION, IN-SITU AND 
ULTRAFAST TEM/STEM 

Nigel D. Browning1,2, Alex W. Robinson1, Daniel Nicholls1, Jack Wells3, Zoe Broad1, Amirafshar 
Moshtaghpour1,4, Angus Kirkland4,5, B. Layla Mehdi1 

1 - School of Engineering, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, L69 3GH, UK; 2 - Sivananthan Laboratories, 
590 Territorial Drive, Bolingbrook, IL 60440, USA; 3 - Distributed Algorithms Centre for Doctoral 
Training, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, L69 3GH, UK; 4-  Rosalind Franklin Ins�tute, Harwell Science 
and Innova�on Campus, Didcot, OX11 0QS, UK; 5 - Department of Materials, University of Oxford, 
Oxford, OX2 6NN, UK 

Abstract 

For many imaging and microanalysis experiments in high-resolu�on/in-situ/operando scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (STEM), the resolu�on and precision of the final result is primarily 
determined by the tolerance of the sample to the applied electron beam dose.  If the dose is not 
controlled, the stability of structures and the kine�cs of dynamic observa�ons can be drama�cally 
changed by the beam, leading to a different structure and/or chemistry than would be expected from 
an ex-situ experiment under similar reac�on condi�ons.  Recent results at the University of Liverpool 
(UoL) have shown that the op�mal solu�on for dose control in any form of scanning/transmission 
electron microscopy is to form the image from discrete loca�ons of a small electron beam separated 
by as far as possible in space and �me.  Instead of forming the image with an extended beam (as with 
TEM) or from a regular raster pa�ern (as in conven�onal STEM) this condi�on is sa�sfied ideally by 
moving the STEM probe over the area of the image using large jumps between the acquisi�on pixels.  
This form of STEM imaging presents numerous challenges to the stability of the microscope, but these 
stability issues can be rou�nely overcome using either a form of random walk scanning, a calibrated 
random scanning or a mixture of conven�onal scanning and rapid beam blanking.  The larger than 
standard jumps between pixel acquisi�on loca�ons in this methodology creates problems with image 
interpreta�on, as the gaps between loca�ons of acquisi�on are missing informa�on.  Fortunately, we 
can use Inpain�ng to retrieve the missing informa�on and form a full image.  Here I will discuss the 
methodology of Inpain�ng, with par�cular reference to the speed/efficiency of the reconstruc�on 
method and the poten�al for real-�me imaging.  In addi�on, the use of simula�ons to provide a 
star�ng point for image interpreta�on and the use of deep learning approaches to allow the 
microscope to adapt its own imaging condi�ons, will be demonstrated.  Finally, the integra�on of these 
methods into the hardware design for both the new JEOL 300kV AI-STEM at the UoL and the Rela�vis�c 
Ultrafast Electron Diffrac�on and Imaging (RUEDI) UK na�onal facility will also be discussed. 
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THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD TO IN SITU STRUCTURAL BIOLOGY WITH CRYO-ET 

J.M. Plitzko1, S. Klumpe1, C.J.O. Kaiser1, O. Schioetz1

1 - CryoEM Technology, Max-Planck-Ins�tute of Biochemistry, Mar�nsried, Germany 

Abstract 

In situ structural biology, as we know it today, is the study of molecular machines at their original 
se�ng, i.e., inside the cell in which they reside. Cryo-electron tomography has provided the first 
insights into molecular details of various cell types. However, the route has been long and winding 
with many technical and methodological advances that have made this possible. Yet, along with the 
progress, challenges remain, and a key step s�ll is sample prepara�on, especially for larger cells and 
�ssues. 

This lecture will take us to the beginnings of tomography, from the early days of contempla�on to 
today's technical achievements and the latest methodology that is s�ll evolving. Historical and 
theore�cal aspects are not unimportant, but the view from the prac��oner's perspec�ve is maybe the 
most appealing and avoids glossiness in the structures and slides presented. It is worth no�ng that 
with some cu�ng-edge technologies, less than a handful of scien�sts have even been able to perform 
in situ cryo-ET at all. However, with the advent of new, streamlined, and simplified instruments and 
prac�ces in recent years, that handful has grown to several dozen, and their numbers con�nue to grow. 

We will showcase our latest workflow for in situ structural biology, from correlated light microscopy, 
integrated approaches, to lamellar milling of cells (on-the-grid) and of course �ssues or whole 
organisms (li�-out) - and give you an up-close look at large-scale produc�on of lamellae and 
tomograms. With regard to the la�er, a perspec�ve on revisi�ng visual proteomics will be given in light 
of having "1001+" tomograms readily at hand. 
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THE FINE ART OF OPTIMISING SAMPLE PREPARATION WORKFLOWS FOR BIOLOGICAL ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY 

Errin Johnson, PhD 

Electron Microscopy Facility, Sir William Dunn School of Pathology, the University of Oxford, Oxford 
UK 

Abstract 

Alongside cryo-EM, the field of biological EM has undergone its own revolu�on in recent years, with 
the emergence of new volume EM and correla�ve approaches that are providing exci�ng new insights 
into biological systems with unprecedented precision across a range of scales. As for tradi�onal EM, 
high quality sample prepara�on is at the core of these techniques. However, there is no one-size-fits-
all approach for preparing biological samples for a given applica�on and this is par�cularly true for 
volume EM and correla�ve microscopy, which have addi�onal requirements for sample preserva�on 
and contrast. Furthermore, the sample itself may also complicate the process, for example the 
presence of a cell wall can significantly hinder reagent penetra�on. As such, it can o�en be a lengthy 
and challenging process to establish a novel protocol, or to op�mise an exis�ng one, for a new type of 
sample and/or EM technique. 

In this talk I will highlight a number of different workflows that we have developed at the Dunn School 
EM Facility for preparing a range of biological samples, including mammalian cells, bacteria, yeast, fa�y 
�ssue and plant leaves, across a variety of standard and advanced EM techniques, such as Serial Block 
Face SEM and correla�ve light and electron microscopy. I will detail the approaches we have taken to 
achieve successful results, whilst also providing examples of failed prepara�ons/dead-ends and how 
these have informed subsequent efforts. The value of mining historical EM literature to improve 
modern day sample prepara�on protocols will also be discussed, as will the importance of engaging 
with the wider biological EM community to benefit from the huge amount of knowledge and 
experience in the field.  
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A ROBUST STUDY ON THE ATAXIN-3 FIBRILLIZATION PATHWAY FOR THE DISCOVERY OF NEW 
INHIBITORY COMPOUNDS

Francisco Figueiredo (Austria)1 

1 - Ins�tute Science and Technology Austria 

Abstract  

Machado-Joseph Disease (MJD) is linked to a gene muta�on that causes an expansion in the Ataxin-3 
protein. This leads to protein self-aggrega�on and triggers MJD. During my PhD, I have developed and 
published an experimental protocol that outlines the most important steps to study the aggrega�on 
of Ataxin-3 in vitro. This protocol was also used to perform high- throughput screening of a commercial 
chemical library of compounds that could inhibit Ataxin- 3 aggrega�on. The compounds with the best 
in vitro results were selected for in vivo analysis for their an�-aggrega�on proper�es in a C. elegans 
model of MJD. These findings prompted another publica�on, whereby I and my collaborators show 
the poten�al usages of dopaminergic compounds for the therapeu�c use for MJD. Two provisional 
patents were filled for the Ataxin-3 aggrega�on inhibitors presented in both in vitro and in vivo studies. 
In addi�on, I op�mized a new nega�ve staining technique for studying Ataxin-3 aggregates using 
transmission electron microscopy. This was a crucial step, because it allowed me to gain access to cryo-
electron microscopy facili�es, to explore the structural and morphological characteris�cs of Ataxin-3 
aggregates. The cryo-EM studies were performed at Prof. Sarah Butcher laboratory at the University 
of Helsinki (Finland), supported by an EMBO Scien�fic Exchange Grant. 

Note of appreciation:  
This award was supported by ThermoFisher Scientific. 
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DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ELECTRON DIFFRACTION APPROACH IN A TEM FOR 
CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS  

Sergi Plana Ruiz (Spain)1,2 

1 – LENS, MIND/IN2UB, Departament d'Enginyeria Electrònica i Biomèdica, Universitat de Barcelona, 
Martí i Franquès 1, 08028 Barcelona, Catalonia (Spain). 2 – Institut für Angewandte 
Geowissenschaften, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Petersenstrasse 23, 64287 Darmstadt, 
Germany.  

Abstract 

The use of electron diffraction to crystallographically characterize all kinds of materials has gained 
some attention in recent years due to, first, the wide availability of fast and sensitive detectors, and 
second, the appearance of commercial electron diffractometers. During this last decade, a large 
number of structural analyses from different compounds have been already carried out with the help 
of 3D electron diffraction data that were not possible with the current X-ray methods. In this context, 
the use of a transmission electron microscope as an electron nano-diffractometer has proved to be 
advantageous when diffraction data from single nanocrystals are required, for instance, in phase 
mixtures. Individual phases do not have to be purely synthesized; thus the risk of structural change is 
avoided. This work presents the development and implementation of a novel and universal routine 
for the accurate and reliable acquisition of electron diffraction data in a TEM. The potential of this new 
data collection strategy to solve various crystallographic problems is illustrated using three known 
materials. In addition, two unknown crystal structures from commercial products are fully determined 
and refined based solely on electron diffraction data: an organic dye of low symmetry and an 
incommensurate modulated structure of a major constituent of cement. In particular, the precise 
knowledge of the different crystal structures in cement clinkers enables the exact phase analysis of 
these industrial phase mixtures directly from the manufacturing process, and paves the way for its 
CO2 emissions reduction.  

Note of appreciation:  
This award was supported by ThermoFisher Scientific. 
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NEW METHODS FOR THE STUDY OF PRIMARY CILIARY DYSKINESIA 

 Dr. Andreia Pinto (Portugal)1 

1 – NOVA School of Science and Technology, NOVA medical school, Royal Brompton Hospital 

Abstract  

Cilia and flagella are cellular protrusions found in eucaryotic cells, highly conserved between species 
and found in almost every cell type. Motile cilia are known for their motility properties and are 
involved in propelling and moving fluids.  Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is an inherited autosomal-
recessive disorder of motile cilia that results in several clinical manifestations. The estimated 
prevalence of PCD is 1 per 10,000 births, but it is more prevalent in populations where consanguinity 
is common, it is currently associated with mutations in more than 40 genes. To diagnose PCD it 
involves a combination of tests, in particular, electron microscopy (EM) that is essential for 
determining the type of ciliary ultrastructural defect. The focus of this work was motile cilia 
ultrastructure and how the differences in cilia can be identified and classified, through the 
development of tools and guidelines to make the quantification and analysis of cilia more reliable and 
informative. The differential diagnosis of PCD is complex but crucial, and the development of new 
potential targeted treatments is essential. For better investigating the molecular mechanisms 
underlying PCD, it has been modelled in several organisms like mice, frogs and Zebrafish (ZF). ZF is a 
teleost vertebrate used in many areas of research, and a well-known animal model. ZF embryos 
develop quickly and allow unique advantages for research studies owing to their transparency during 
larval stages. ZF has many ciliated organs and presents primary cilia as well as motile cilia together 
with homologs for all the disease causing genes. The use of mutant zebrafish has been contributing to 
the better understanding of PCD molecular aetiology. Here, is investigated whether zebrafish cilia are 
ultrastructurally suitable for the study of PCD and concluded that the motile cilia of zebrafish resemble 
the cilia in the human airway in healthy conditions and in PCD.  

Acknowledgments 

NOVA technological school 
NOVA medical school 
Royal Brompton Hospital London 

Keywords: Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia (PCD), zebrafish, motile cilia, electron Microscopy (EM), 
diagnosis 

Note of appreciation:  
This award was supported by Izasa Scientific. 
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STRUCTURE OF TWO STABLE, COMPLEX CAPSIDS: ENTERIC AND FOWL ADENOVIRUSES 

Marta Pérez-Illana (Portugal)1,2; Marta Mar�nez (Spain)1; Anna Schachnner (Austria)3; Gabriela N. 
Condezo (Spain)1; Mercedes Hernando-Pérez (Spain)1,4; Casandra Mangroo (Canada)5; Martha Brown 
(Canada)5; Michael Hess (Austria)3; Roberto Marabini (Spain)6; Carmen San Mar�n (Spain)1 

1 - Department of Macromolecular Structures. Centro Nacional de Biotecnología, Madrid, Spain; 2 - 
Present address: Ins�tuto de Tecnologia Química e Biológica. Universidade Nova de Lisboa, Oeiras, 
Portugal; 3 - Department for Farm Animals and Veterinary Public Health. University of Veterinary 
Medicine, Vienna, Austria; 4 - Present address: Departamento de Física de Materiales.Universidad 
Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain; 5 - Department of Molecular Gene�cs. University of Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada; 6 - Escuela Politécnica Superior. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Madrid, Spain 

Abstract 

Adenoviruses have a non-enveloped icosahedral capsid with a pseudo T=25 geometry. They are 
rela�vely large— with a diameter of 900 Å, enclosing a dsDNA genome in the range of 25-49 kbp 
(depending on the adenovirus genus) accompanied by virus encoded “histone-like” proteins. 
Adenoviruses infect a broad range of vertebrate hosts and are tradi�onally studied due to their 
pathogenicity in immunocompromised human individuals and in certain animal species. In par�cular 
human enteric adenoviruses are of interest because they cons�tute one of the main causes of viral 
gastroenteri�s in the world and must withstand the harsh condi�ons found in the gut. This 
requirement suggests that capsid stability must be different from that of other adenoviruses. On the 
other hand, the use of non-human adenoviruses has been proposed as alterna�ve vectors in terms of 
evading the pre-exis�ng immune response against human adenovirus-based vectors.  

In this thesis we have assessed the thermal stability of an enteric human adenovirus (HAdV-F41) and 
a fowl adenovirus (FAdV-C4). HAdV-F41 and notably FAdV-C4, are more thermostable than the 
prototype respiratory adenovirus HAdV-C5. We have determined the structure of HAdV-F41 at 4 Å 
resolu�on [1] and of FAdV-C4 at 3.3 Å [2] by single par�cle averaging cryo-electron microscopy. We 
have compared the structures with those of other adenoviruses with respiratory (HAdV-C5) and ocular 
(HAdV-D26) tropisms, as well as adenoviruses infec�ng lizards (LAdV-2) and cows (BAdV-3). Overall, 
major coat proteins reveal conserva�on among adenoviruses, although the organiza�on of surface-
exposed loop regions is substan�ally divergent in HAdV-F41 and FAdV-C4 from the prototype HAdV-
C5. Unexpectedly, the organiza�on of the external cemen�ng protein (IX) in HAdV-F41 is unique 
compared to all previously characterized adenoviruses. In FAdV-C4, internal minor capsid proteins (VIII 
and IIIa) show important rearranged domains, as compared to other adenovirus structures. Finally, we 
provide preliminary insights on the different organiza�on of the nucleoproteic core of FAdVC4. 
Variance in the core organiza�on among adenoviruses might play a role in determining the stability 
features. All this knowledge could inform on modifica�ons to use HAdV-F41-based oral vaccines with 
a longer “shelf-life” than drugs relying on HAdV-C5. Design of highly stable vectors, with reduced 
immunogenic response, based on FAdVs would be also of interest. 
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Acknowledgments 

M.P.-I. held a predoctoral contract from La Caixa Founda�on (ID 100010434), under agreement
LCF/BQ/SO16/52270032

References 

[1] M. Pérez-Illana, M. Mar�nez, G.N. Condezo, M. Hernando-Pérez, C. Mangroo, M. Brown, R.
Marabini, C. San Mar�n, Cryo-EM structure of enteric adenovirus HAdV-F41 highlights structural
varia�ons among human adenoviruses, Science Advances 7(9) (2021) eabd9421.
[2] M. Pérez-Illana, A. Schachnner, G.N. Condezo, M. Hernando-Pérez, M. Mar�nez, R. Marabini, M.
Hess, C. San Mar�n, Aviadenovirus structure:A highly thermostable capsid in the absence of stabilizing
proteins [manuscript under prepara�on].

Keywords: cryo-electron microscopy, enteric adenoviruses, fowl adenoviruses, virus structure, virus 
stability 

Note of apprecia�on:  
This award was supported by Tescan. 
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PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS AND MODELLING OF THERMAL STRESSES IN A CAST SUPER DUPLEX 
STAINLESS STEEL  

Ricardo O. Sousa (Portugal)1,3; Pedro Lacerda (Portugal)2; P.J. Ferreira (Portugal)4; L.M.M. Ribeiro 
(Portugal) 

1 - Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; 2 - 
FERESPE – Fundição de Aço e Ferro, Lda, V. N. Famalicão, Portugal; 3 - INEGI, Department of 
Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; 4 - Mechanical 
Engineering Department and IDMEC, Ins�tuto Superior Técnico, University of Lisbon, Av. Rovisco Pais, 
1049-001 Lisboa, Portugal 

Abstract 

Metal cas�ng is an old manufacturing process that involves the mel�ng and solidifica�on of an alloy 
to make a product with a simple or complex shape. Despite the fact that metal cas�ng is one of the 
most economical routes to transform raw materials into finished metal products, it is also one of the 
most challenging manufacturing processes. In the past, to control the quality of final products a trial-
and-error approach was typical. Nowadays, the tradi�onal methods of manufacturing have been 
replaced by advanced produc�on systems capable of managing the small batch produc�on of complex 
products and short lead �mes. Furthermore, computa�on is currently an essen�al tool because it 
displays new methods of modelling and simula�on to op�mize the design and manufacturing 
processes. In metal cas�ng, there are several physical phenomena that affect the quality of the final 
products, such as solid-phase transforma�ons of the material, heat transfer between the hot metal 
and the cold mold and thermal stresses generated during cooling. In this regard, for any current 
advanced produc�on system, modelling plays an important role in describing quan�ta�vely the 
rela�onships among the aforemen�oned physical phenomena. This methodology can be applied to 
solve complex problems associated with cas�ng technology. In this context, the objec�ve of the 
present work focused on crea�ng a model that describes the main parameters affec�ng the forma�on 
of residual stresses in cast parts with complex geometries. In par�cular, this work centers on 
determining the solid-phase transforma�ons occurring in 25Cr-7Ni-Mo-N super duplex stainless steel, 
as a func�on of temperature and cooling rate, 2) understanding the kine�cs of forma�on of secondary 
phases and the distribu�on of phases across the thickness of the cast parts, and 3) crea�ng numerical 
models to predict the residual stresses of 25Cr7Ni-Mo-N super duplex stainless steels parts. Through 
the development of numerical models, the effects of temperature distribu�on, mechanical constraints, 
and solid-phase transforma�ons on the residual stresses of cast parts are effec�vely predicted. To 
understand the solid-phase transforma�ons occurring in 25Cr-7Ni-Mo-N super duplex stainless steel, 
an ini�al study was made on the microstructural characteriza�on of the as-cast components. 
Subsequently, the secondary phases formed at temperatures between 700 oC and 1000 oC were 
iden�fied and their kine�cs of forma�on were assessed. For this characteriza�on, a combina�on of 
microscopy techniques was used: op�cal microscopy, scanning electron microscopy and transmission 
electron microscopy. With the characteriza�on of solid-phase transforma�ons, a sequen�ally coupled 
thermo-mechanical model was developed in AbaqusTM, using empirical descrip�ons of the thermos 
physical proper�es of the phases. The accuracy of the models was evaluated by measuring the residual 
stresses using the contour method. A close agreement between the predicted and measured residual 
stresses was achieved, showing the importance of defining the interfacial heat transfer coefficient, 
which strongly depends on the specific setup. In summary, this work greatly contributes to improve 
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the quality of cast super duplex stainless steel components. In addi�on, the methodology developed 
can be extrapolated to other materials and manufacturing processes. This work fosters future 
developments within the field of cas�ng, in par�cular to predict the microstructure evolu�on along 
the thermal processing cycle. 

Note of apprecia�on:  
This award was supported by Zeiss. 
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MATERIAL SCIENCES/CATALAN INSTITUTE OF NANOSCIENCE AND NANOTECHNOLOGY (ICN2), 
BARCELONA, SPAIN  

Ting Zhang (China)1; Jordi Arbiol (Spain)2  

1 – Catalan Ins�tute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), Barcelona; 2 - Catalan Ins�tute of 
Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), Barcelona, Spain 

Abstract 
Electrochemical CO2 reduc�on reac�on (eCO2RR) driven by renewable power is a promising way to 
convert CO2 to fuels and chemicals, which has been proposed as a sustainable process for the ar�ficial 
carbon cycle.1 However, due to the innerness of CO2 molecules and compe��ve hydrogen evolu�on 
reac�on (HER), the main challenges in the field eCO2RR are the high overpoten�al requirement that 
represents the unfavourable thermodynamics and low Faradaic efficiency (FE) for the target products.2 
Therefore, searching for a high-efficient and cost-friendly electrocatalyst is sensible and necessary for 
prac�cal applica�ons. As a fron�er in materials science, single-atom catalysts (SACs) with atomically 
dispersed ac�ve sites anchored on a specific solid support, have great poten�al of bridging the gap 
between homogenous and heterogenous catalysts, and thus emerged as an up-to-date fron�er as 
electrocatalysts. Especially, benefi�ng from their simple and precise single metal-based ac�ve sites, 
their cataly�c performance can be easily regulated, which help overcome the high ac�va�on barriers 
and the sluggish kine�cs in eCO2RR, and therefore SACs have currently been widely used in eCO2RR 
and showed excellent selec�vity and ac�vity.3  Among all methods to prepare SACs, metal-organic 
frameworks (MOFs), because of their large specific surface area, rich pore structure, and uniformly 
dispersed ac�ve sites, have a great poten�al, which could form single ac�ve sites from the guest metal 
via spa�al confinement effect.4 Thus, ra�onal design of SACs derived from MOFs to fulfill the high FE 
and low overpoten�al is crucial for eCO2RR applica�ons 

Acknowledgments 

Authors acknowledge funding from Generalitat de Catalunya 2017 SGR 327 and 2017 SGR 1246. T. Z. 
and J. A. acknowledge funding from the Spanish MINECO project NANOGEN (PID2020-116093RB-C43). 
ICN2 is supported by the Severo Ochoa program from Spanish MINECO (Grant No. SEV-2017-0706).  
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References 

1. Zhao, K. & Quan, X. Carbon-Based Materials for Electrochemical Reduction of CO2 to C2+
Oxygenates: Recent Progress and Remaining Challenges. ACS Catal. 11, 2076–2097 (2021).
2. Jin, S., Hao, Z., Zhang, K., Yan, Z. & Chen, J. Advances and Challenges for the Electrochemical
Reduction of CO2 to CO: From Fundamentals to Industrialization. Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 60, 20627–
20648 (2021).
3. Qu, Q., Ji, S., Chen, Y., Wang, D. & Li, Y. The atomic-level regulation of single-atom site catalysts for
the electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction. Chem. Sci. 12, 4201–4215 (2021).
4. Zhou, D., Li, X., Shang, H., Qin, F. & Chen, W. Atomic regulation of metal–organic framework derived
carbon-based single-atom catalysts for the electrochemical CO2 reduction reaction. J Mater Chem A
9, 23382–23418 (2021).

Keywords: MOFs, single atom catalysts, CO2 reduction reaction, electrocatalysis 

Note of apprecia�on:  
This award was supported by Zeiss. 
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RATIONAL DESIGN OF THE CATALYSTS MICROENVIRONMENT TO EFFECTIVELY BOOST THE CARBON 
DIOXIDE ELECTROCHEMICAL REDUCTION 

Xu Han (China)1; Jordi Arbiol (Spain)1 

1 – Catalan Institute of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology (ICN2), Spain 

Abstract 

Anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emission is anticipated to contribute to a projected global 
temperature rise of 1.5°C between the years 2030 and 2052. This escalation is associated with a range 
of environmental challenges, including but not limited to global warming, elevated sea levels, 
intensified weather events, and potential species endangerment. Although renewable energy and 
electrification have realized the decreasing CO2 emissions in some sectors, air transportation without 
electrified alternative and industries such as steel and cement requiring carbon oxidation in their 
operation must decrease carbon footprint through combining the implementation of renewable fuels 
and the conversion of CO2 conversion. Electrochemical conversion of CO2 powered by renewable 
energy to energy-dense fuels and commodity chemicals is considered as an elegant solution to achieve 
the carbon cycle. At least on a short to intermediate term renewable-powered electrochemical carbon 
dioxide reduction reaction (eCO2RR) to produce carbon monoxide (CO) provides a techno-economic 
feasible manner. In this dissertation we have conducted a series of studies around CO2-to-CO 
conversion. This conversion goes through two electrons and two protons transfer in solid-liquid-gas 
three-phase system. We will optimize different key steps of CO2-to-CO conversion by taking different 
strategies. The primary objective of this dissertation is to enhance specific reaction steps on catalysts, 
ultimately achieving heightened activity and selectivity in eCO2RR. The whole work includes three 
parts, focusing on improving adsorption of CO2 1 , the transformation of CO2 2 and desorption of CO3 
respectively. 
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Abstract 
Bacterial biofilms are an important virulence factor with a vital role in evasion from the host immune 
system, coloniza�on and infec�on. The aim of the present study was to evaluate in vitro the effects of 
three environmental factors (H+ , glucose and human plasma) in biofilm forma�on, by carrier and 
invasive S. agalac�ae strains of ST17 and ST19 sequence types, including DNase producers and non-
producers. Bacteria ability to assemble biofilms was classified based on crystal violet assay. Biofilm 
forma�on was also monitored by scanning electron microscopy. Depending on the growth medium 
used, each bacterial isolate could fit in different biofilm produc�on categories. Our data showed that 
op�mal condi�ons for S. agalac�ae biofilm assembly were reached a�er 48 h incuba�on at pH 7.6 in 
the presence of glucose and inac�vated human plasma. In the presence of inac�vated human plasma, 
the biofilm biomass of ST19 strains experienced a higher increase than ST17 strains. The composi�on 
of the extracellular polymeric matrix of the three strongest biofilm producers (all from ST17) was 
accessed by enzyma�c diges�on of mature biofilms and proteins were shown to be the predominant 
component. The detailed iden�fica�on of the extracellular protein components should contribute to 
the development of new therapeu�c strategies to fight S. agalac�ae infec�ons. Acknowledgments The 
authors wish to thank Barbara Spellerberg for the kind gi� of S. agalac�ae strains from collec�on of 
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Abstract 

Carefully designing complex Fluorescence (FLM)/Electron microscopy (EM) experiments is a 
fundamental pre-requisite for the success of every project involving advanced imaging technologies. 
Collabora�ve projects run between research groups and imaging facili�es in a research structure 
strongly rely on the infrastructure and exper�se of the facili�es. They are based on established 
imaging workflows developed to answer specific biological topics related to the main themes and 
objec�ves of the concerned research structure. In this presenta�on I will elaborate on how to design 
successful cryo-electron tomography (cryoTOMO) and in par�cular cryoCLEM imaging experiments, 
based on my long-term experience of working on an EM facility at Ins�tut Pasteur Paris (IPP). IPP’ 
research is focused on pathogen and host-pathogen interac�on studies and offers advanced FLM and 
a recent cu�ng-edge cryoEM infrastructure, featuring dedicated systems upgraded to the latest 
standards, such as a Titan krios cryo-TEM, an Aquilos2 cryoFIB/SEM and a cryoFLM system. Within the 
Ins�tute, we developed cryo-tomography (cryoTOMO)/cryoCLEM pipelines1,2 for in situ cellular 
studies, accessible to the campus and to external users. These approaches are tailored to the study of 
isolated pathogens such as bacteria, viruses, fungi and of pathogen interac�ng with host cells, looking 
at different �me points of infec�on and at the molecular players involved in the infec�ous process. 
These workflows are made of mul�ple interconnected steps that require specific op�misa�on and 
troubleshoo�ng, star�ng from sample prepara�on on EM grids up to image acquisi�on in cryogenic 
condi�ons and image processing3,4. Using cryogenic tomography approaches on cellular samples has 
the great advantage of preserving and imaging the sample as close as possible to its na�ve state, but 
it o�en comes at the expenses of speed and throughput. The results obtained provide generally a 
morphological characterisa�on of the sample coupled to quan�fica�on, while the high-resolu�on 
structural analysis remains more challenging and strongly structure-dependant5. Moreover, the 
cri�cal aspects to be considered when designing a cryoTOMO/cryoCLEM experiments are availability 
of microscope �me, the overall costs and �ming, the available resources in terms of human exper�se 
and established technologies and finally safety issues and protocols for inac�va�on of pathogens, 
compa�ble with the structural integrity of the samples6. I will showcase our roadmap for designing 
cryoTOMO/cryoCLEM experiments with several examples on model systems, represen�ng some 
relevant applica�ons to finalised and ongoing projects. I will conclude with some perspec�ve on 
implementa�ons of novel methodologies to extend our pipelines to higher spa�al resolu�on and to 
more complex biological systems such as organoids and �ssues. 
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Abstract 
Moving between academics and industry is o�en seen as unusual. The move from academics to 
industry is o�en seen as being mo�vated by salary, but possible. However, moving from industry to 
academics is poorly understood. Industry has a reputa�on of being only driven by sales and return on 
investment, while academics are some�mes viewed by the general audiences as wasteful if no direct 
applica�on can be provide. Nevertheless, it is the combina�on between industry and academics that 
is o�en the most powerful route to innova�on. Basic understanding of physical, chemical and 
biological processes is essen�al in providing solu�ons to our daily problems and the scien�fic 
valida�on and feasibility of the proposed ideas. Moving from the scien�fic drawing table to the 
produc�za�on and mass adop�on of innova�ve ideas does require the full commitment of the 
industrial sector. Funding of scien�fic projects directly by the industry is, however, o�en seen as non-
academic since the published data should be unbiased. In addi�on there is a no�on that industry will 
not develop new improved products by themselves without the pressure of compe��on. 
Understanding both the academic and industrial way of working, one can eliminate many 
misconcep�ons present on both sides about the other side and work more effec�vely towards 
innova�ve new products. In this lecture, I’ll present how to best engage each side and more 
successfully promote new ideas both in front of industry as well as in academics.   

Microscopy at the 
Frontiers of Science
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Abstract  

Uranyl Acetate is one of the most frequently used reagents in Electron Microscopy. Known for its 
versatility, the applications range from staining of thin sections in plastic-embedded samples, to high-
contrast negative staining (1). Its salts combine with the phosphate groups in nucleic acids and the 
phosphate and carboxyl groups on the cell surface – providing electron density to the sample and 
contrasting the various cellular elements (2, 3).   

Despite most radioactive nuclides being depleted from uranyl salts used in Electron Microscopy, the 
chemical is still classified as radioactive. It is highly toxic, and subsequently needs a lot of precautions 
surrounding its use (2). Therefore the purchase of the reagent is limited and subject to tedious 
bureaucratic processes, followed by a notorious difficulty for the storage and disposal (1). The 
establishment of a non-hazardous alternative in the community, would decrease the health and 
environmental issues for those who work with Uranyl Acetate, but also for the surrounding 
environment. 

With this purpose in mind, three non-toxic reagents (UAR-EMS, UA-Zero and Neodymium) were tested 
alongside Uranyl Acetate, to evaluate their performance in Negative Staining Conventional Processing 
and Post-Staining.  UAR and UA-Zero were selected because of their availability on the market and the 
reported good results (1, 4).  Neodymium was selected after excellent reports in the community of its 
suitability to replace Uranyl Acetate (5). For the Negative Staining tests, we selected E. 
coli, Lactobacillus spp., HIV-VLP ad exossomes samples, while for the Conventional Processing and 
Post-Staining the tests used 793T cell pellets. 

After the image collection in the Tecnai G2 Spirit BioTWIN Transmission Electron Microscope, using 
the Olympus-SIS Veleta CCD Camera, an evaluation key was created and distributed amongst various 
blind observers in and out of the field of Electron Microscopy. The mean of each score attributed was 
calculated for each reagent and condition tested; statistical analysis was then performed. 

Preliminary results point to UAR-EMS being a strong contender, followed by Neodymium and with UA-
Zero having the weakest performance. The current hypothesis points to the lack of a “one size fits all” 
answer - with different reagents performing better depending on the sample and protocol. Our best 
option may be to ration the remaining Uranyl Acetate for very specialized protocols.  
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Abstract 

The formation of the hard tissues that provide support and mobility to our organism is achieved by 
the interaction of tiny inorganic crystals and an organic framework composed mainly of collagen. The 
mechanical properties of bone depend on the size, orientation and degree of crystallinity of the 
mineral phase. However, the mechanisms driving mineralization remain poorly understood, with 
competing hypotheses on the location and orientation of the nanocrystals in relation to collagen 
fibrils.  

Combining a variety of sample preparation methods with three-dimensional electron tomography and 
high-resolution electron microscopy imaging and spectroscopy, we demonstrate that mineralization 
occurs through a spherulitic-like crystal growth process, in which the collagen matrix serves as an 
organic scaffold where the apatite crystals grow. First, aggregates of disordered crystals form in the 
interfibrillar spaces, which form the core of the spherulites. As the mineral expands and penetrates 
into the collagen fibrils, both the shape and the arrangement of the nanocrystallites are no longer 
arbitrary, but arrange in overlapping curved layers, apparently following the internal helical structure 
of the collagen fibril.  

Each of these spherulites is formed by a tight structure of overlapping curved layers crowded with 
small crystallites. The spherulitic intergrowth of the collagen structure by the mineral creates an 
interlocking tessellated macrostructure that seems to be responsible of the extraordinary mechanical 
performance of bone. 
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Abstract 

Influenza A virus (IAV) viral inclusions are viewed as critical hubs for concentrating and exchanging 
viral genome RNA segments in the cytosol and promoting viral genome assembly1,2. Genome assembly 
is challenging and involves the combination of eight distinct viral RNAs that must be packaged into a 
virion to form infectious particles. Identifying viral inclusions key-features may thus provide means to 
control their formation and halt viral production. 

To our knowledge, the only host factor directly implicated in the biogenesis of IAV liquid inclusions is 
Rab113-6, the major regulator of the recycling compartment that sorts and transports cargo to the 
apical cell surface1,7. During infection, Rab11 recycling function is impaired8,9 and Rab11 accumulates 
near specific Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) subdomains – the ER exit sites (ERES)10,11. At these sites, viral 
inclusions develop as biomolecular condensates that enlarge as infection progresses, and display 
properties of liquids including the ability to dynamically exchange contents and swiftly adjust to 
physiological changes10. 

Ultrastructural analysis of sites positive for Rab11, using correlative light and electron microscopy 
(CLEM), revealed that liquid viral inclusions, despite lacking a delimiting membrane, harbor clusters of 
heterogeneous vesicles of double and single membrane inside. Using immunogold labeling, we 
assessed that single membranes are decorated with structures that correspond to the viral genome 
segments8,10. Another group observed similar vesicles, protruding from a dilated and tubulated ER11. 
In both reports, ultrastructural studies were performed using chemical fixation and plastic sectioning 
which can introduce artifacts and structural distortions. 

To overcome methodological limitations, the 3D organisation of viral inclusions was resolved by using 
high-pressure freezing/freeze substitution and electron tomography. The study revealed numerous 
single membrane vesicles clustered around double membrane vesicles in the vicinity of the ER. 
Importantly, we detected ER invaginations, whorls and large vacuoles, which are characteristic ER-
alterations induced early in autophagy. 

We conclude that both ER alterations together with single and double vesicles are not chemical 
fixation induced artifacts and that further studies using cryo-electron microscopy should be pursued 
to reveal the ultrastructure of IAV viral inclusions and lead to a better understanding of IAV replication 
cycle. 
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Abstract 

Understanding the structural and compositional features of the oxygen sublattice becomes crucial to 
rationalize the functional properties of oxide type materials. In this context, determining the oxygen 
composition al local level is the most fundamental piece of information. However, the precise and 
accurate quantification of oxygen content in a metallic or multi-metallic oxide by means of 
nanoanalytical techniques, particularly XEDS, is not, in general, a straightforward question, due to the 
occurrence of absorption effects. This absorption contribution leads to underestimations of the 
oxygen content. 

Likewise, oxygen evolution from the samples induced by the interaction with the electron beam during 
the acquisition of the spectroscopic information may further complicate a precise quantitative oxygen 
analysis. This additional effect will be particularly significant for nanostructured oxides, due to the 
large value of their surface to volume ratio. 

Taking advantage of the improved detection capabilities of recent SDD multidetector systems, like 
that offered by the ChemiSTEM equipment, we have developed a novel experimental methodology 
which allows to overcome these limitations. The approach combines time-resolved XEDS-STEM 
mapping with precise quantifications performed using a new implementation of the so-called z-factors 
method (1). The former provides a series of spectra as a function of irradiation time. The latter allows 
to deconvolve the influence of absorption effects in the quantification of the oxygen content in each 
of the spectra in the time series. From this analysis, the evolution of oxygen content can be monitored 
as a function of electron dose and, consequently, traced-back to zero-dose conditions, Figure 1(d). In 
other words, using this method it is possible to obtain the O/M ratio in the pristine, undamaged, 
material. 

The methodology has been applied to determine the exact oxygen content of individual nanorods of 
a potassium-manganese oxide with hollandite type structure, Figure 1(a-c). A very good agreement 
has been observed with compositional results determined at macroscopic level using Neutron 
Diffraction and Temperature Programmed Reduction experiments (2), which fully validates the 
proposed approach. 
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Moreover, the results observed during the interaction of these oxides with the electron beam have 
demonstrated as key to propose a compositional path for the reduction of K-Mn hollandites under 
hydrogen at increasing temperatures (2). 
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Abstract 

Common bean is frequently used as a model plant for legume studies, however scarce information 
concerning the morphology of its pods and the relation of this morphology to the loss of seed dispersal 
and/or the pod string is available, in spite that they are key agronomic traits for legume domestication. 
Weakening of the dorsal and ventral dehiscence zones and the tensions of the pod walls are key 
features of pod tissues through dehiscence. Such tensions are attributed to the differential mechanical 
properties of lignified and non-lignified tissues and changes in turgor associated with fruit maturation. 
In the present report, we have studied the histological characteristics of the dehiscence zone of the 
ventral and dorsal sutures of the pod in two contrasting genotypes for the dehiscence and string, and 
we have compared different histochemical methods with autofluorescence. The secondary cell wall 
modifications of the ventral suture of the pod were clearly different between the PHA1037 genotype 
(dehiscence-susceptible and stringy) and the PHA0595 one (dehiscence-resistant and stringless). Thus, 
the susceptible genotype had cells of bundle caps arranged in a more easily breakable bowtie knot 
shape. The resistant genotype had a larger vascular bundle area and larger fibre cap cells (FCCs), and 
due to their thickness, the external valve margin cells were significantly stronger than those from 
PHA1037. These findings suggest that the FCC area, and the cell arrangement in the bundle cap, might 
be partial structures involved in the pod dehiscence of the common bean. When autofluorescence 
visualization methods were used, the dehiscent phenotype was quickly identified by the pattern at 
the ventral suture, allowing a better understanding of cell wall tissue modifications that took place 
along the bean’s evolution, which had an impact on crop improvement. We propose the use of this 
simple autofluorescence detection protocol as a reliable method to identify secondary cell wall 
organization and its relationship to the dehiscence and string in the common bean [1]. 
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Abstract 
Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) are compounds derived from oxygen with important implications in 
biological processes in plants, some of them related to reproduction [1]. Among ROS, superoxide is 
the primary oxidant, since an array of other ROS are eventually derived from this anion [2]. Therefore, 
the analysis of the molecular systems able to generate this molecule and the cellular 
compartmentalization of these events is of paramount importance. In this work, we have used the 
fluorochrome DCFH2-DA and the chromogenic substrate NBT in association with DPI 
(diphenyleneiodonium chloride, a specific inhibitor of Rboh enzymes generating superoxide in plants) 
to identify cell localization of DPI-dependent superoxide accumulation in olive reproductive tissues by 
using stereomicroscopy, confocal microscopy and transmission electron microscopy [3]. The 
incubation of the samples with DCFH2-DA revealed a specific accumulation of ROS in the stigma 
surface. Two peaks of DPI-dependent superoxide accumulation were detected, a first one at 
developmental stage 2 (white bud), and a second peak, similar in intensity to the first, at stage 4 
(dehiscent anther). On the other hand, such superoxide accumulation only appeared to be significant 
at the time of dehiscence in the developing anthers (stage 4). A similar organ location pattern was 
found for the superoxide anion by NBT reduction. The decrease of the signal after the addition of DPI 
suggests that the generation of superoxide is largely due to Rboh or other flavin oxidase activity. At 
the subcellular level, accumulation of O2·- was found in the plasma membrane of mature pollen and 
pollen tubes, as well as in the rough endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondria. In this case, the origin 
of this superoxide anion might be diverse and not only attributable to Rboh activity. 
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Abstract 

The olive tree is an important economic crop in the Mediterranean area. Olive oil is usually obtained 
by using the whole fruit (olive) as the primary raw material. However, the olive seed is becoming a 
source of a differential oil and a unique flour, with increasing uses and applications in cosmetics, 
nutrition and health. Other seeds of alimentary interest include almond, walnut, cashew, pistachio, 
hazelnuts, chestnuts and others.  

Accumulation of different types of SSPs (seed storage proteins) including 11S -“legumins”- and 7S -
"conglutin-like”- proteins in the olive seed tissues has been reported before.  

In the present work, detailed subcellular localization of 2S -“globulin-like proteins”- in the endosperm 
and embryo of a wide panel of nuts (and in the olive seed as a comparison) is described. For this 
purpose, samples of mature olive seeds of the Picual cultivar, and a wide panel of commercial crude 
nuts were processed for both LM/TEM immunolocalization of 7S proteins. Samples were fixed in a mix 
of paraformaldehyde/glutaraldehyde, and embedded in Unicryl resin (BBinternational) at low 
temperature. Immunolocalication of 2S proteins was performed either on thin sections (1µm) or 
ultrathin sections (70 nm) obtained using a Reichert-Jung ultramicrotome and picked up using glass 
slides or 200 mesh nickel grids coated with formvar, respectively. The sections were then sequentially 
treated with a blocking solution (5% (w/v) bovine serum albumin, 0.1% (v/v) Tween 20 in phosphate-
buffered saline), a diluted (1:100) solution of an anti-2S antiserum (custom made antibody) in blocking 
solution, a 1:1000 solution of the secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit IgG:Alexa 480 or :30 nm gold, 
respectively), and finally observed in a Nikon Ti-U inverted fluorescence microscope, or contrasted 
using a 5% (w/v) uranyl acetate alternative solution (Ted Pella INC. CA) and observed in a JEM-1011 
(JEOL) transmission electron microscope, respectively. Negative control sections were treated as 
above but using preimmune serum instead of the anti-2S antiserum. Morphometric measurements 
were performed using the UTHSCSA ImageTool (version 3.00 for Windows) software. 
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Abstract 
Understanding the mechanisms that govern pollen biology and plant reproduction is crucial to ensure 
optimal crop yield. Carbonylation (the addition of reactive carbonyl groups to biomolecules) is a post-
translational modification that is essential for regulating gene expression and protein activity under 
normal conditions. Oxidative reactions induced by reactive oxygen species increase the level of 
carbonylation and produce irreversible cell damage. Carbonylated proteins and lipids have 
been extensively studied and associated with the onset or the progression of oxidative stress-
related disorders. Nevertheless, their spatial distribution in either cells and tissues have been less 
investigated. In the present work, we have germinated olive (Olea europaea L.) pollen either under 
normal and enhanced oxidative stress conditions (with the addition of paraquat at several 
concentrations at the culture medium) and detected the location of carbonylated proteins using 
fluorescence microscopy. For this purpose, carbonyl compounds were derivatized with DNPH (2,4-
Dinitrophenylhydrazine) and later treated sequentially with an anti-DNP antibody and an Alexa 
Fluor®488-conjugated secondary antibody. Samples were observed in a Nikon Ti-U inverted 
fluorescence microscope using a 488-diode source for excitation. Our results show 
that germinating pollen grains harbor basal levels of fluorescence (associated to carbonylation), 
which do not affect pollen viability. On the other hand, carbonylated species tend to accumulate in 
the cytoplasm of those pollen grains under oxidative stress, also leading to decreased viability. More 
detailed experiments are needed to understand what proteins are preciselycarbonylated and how 
that alters their function.   
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Abstract 

Drought affects the productivity of many crops, including potatoes (Solanum tuberosum L.). Tuber 
yield is associated with processes taking place in photosynthetically active tissues. Better tolerance to 
stress is guaranteed by the stability and proper architecture of plant cell wall. Additionally, plant 
strategy to cope with unfavorable conditions is related to the increasing strength and extensibility of 
cell wall. Extensins (EXTs) are a family of hydroxyproline-rich glycoproteins involved in the processes 
related to the improvement of the mechanical properties of cell wall. They are also responsible for the 
remodeling of its structure ensuring the extension of cells. There are studies supporting that EXTs 
increase tolerance to various stresses through anchoring polysaccharides. What is more, enriched in 
arabinose EXTs counteract dehydration under drought [1]. 

Nowadays, microorganisms producing beneficial compounds are used to help plants to increased 
tolerance against abiotic stress. One of them is bacteria - Bacillus or fungi, e.g. Glomus [2]. Presented 
study aimed to explore the differences in localization of EXTs in leaves of potatoes subjected to 
drought and the action of these microorganisms. Furthermore, we used specific monoclonal 
antibodies: JIM11 and JIM20 (Figure 1) recognized different EXTs epitopes: IgG2c and IgM, respectively 
[3]. 

Our research demonstrated that drought differentially regulates these epitopes’ distribution. The 
stress caused the accumulation of EXTs recognized by JIM11 but negatively influenced EXTs detected 
by JIM20, which can be used as a great indicator of cell wall modification under drought. In turn, EXTs 
localization patterns in stressed plants that were pre-inoculated with Glomus sp. or Bacillus sp. 
support that both microorganisms modulate drought tolerance in potatoes. 

We believe that our research contributes to a better understanding of drought responses and give 
hope for the improvement of crops yielding by plant-microbes interaction. 
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Abstract 

The characterization of proteins and their structural conformation is crucial for the understanding of 
the different mechanisms that organisms use to keep life going. In addition to X-ray crystallography 
and nuclear magnetic resonance, cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has been 
extensively and successfully applied and nowadays it has been established as an essential tool in the 
field of structural biology. However, the use of vitrified samples preserved at liquid nitrogen 
temperature limits the real-time observation of dynamics, and also raises the question if crystalline 
samples would have the same crystal structure as in their natural environment. This work tries to 
overcome this limitation by demonstrating how protein crystals can be encapsulated in their mother 
liquor for electron diffraction (ED) experiments in a transmission electron microscope (TEM) using a 
standard sample holder at room temperature. 

Liquid samples are frequently isolated from the vacuum of the TEM by means of sophisticated liquid 
cells in the form of microfluidic chips fitted in specially designed holders1. They are highly versatile as 
they can give insights to inorganic2 as well as biological specimens3, yet their image resolution is 
ultimately limited by the scattering along the combined thickness of the liquid, sample, and the 
viewing windows. In this context, the use of graphene membranes to seal liquid pockets is preferred, 
the so-called graphene liquid cells (GLCs), as they are atomically thin but flexible and robust enough 
to keep the liquid encapsulated4. Here, we demonstrate how ED patterns of lysozyme crystals can be 
obtained up to 3 Å resolution using one-layer or three-layer graphene sheets supported by lacey C on 
Cu grids, as well as ultrathin continuous C films (3-4 nm in thickness) supported on Cu grids. The use 
of a very low-dose acquisition strategy and a hybrid-pixel direct electron detector is shown to be key 
to ensure the collection of statistically significant ED data prior to the crystallinity loss due to the 
electron beam illumination. The obtained ED patterns were indexed using a template-matching 
algorithm to prove that they belonged to the expected lysozyme crystal structure. The presented 
methodology provides a new way to explore crystallization dynamics in protein crystals and hydrated 
nanocrystals and serve to pave the way for liquid phase electron crystallography. 
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Abstract  

New technologies and methods for 3D ultraresolution electron microscopy using SEM and focused 
ion beam SEM (FIB-SEM) have been emerging over the last two decades. ZEISS has been working 
together with scientists in neuroscience/connectomics, cancer research, developmental biology, 
plant biology, and other fields toward the shared goal of developing solutions for high-volume 3D 
electron microscopy (vEM). Also, many researchers are also showing success correlating data 
collected from light and/or X-ray microscopy.   

The new ZEISS Volutome, an in-chamber ultramicrotome for ZEISS field emission scanning electron 
microscopes (FE-SEM) designed to image the ultrastructure of biological, resin-embedded samples in 
3D over a large area, is presented. By activating the ZEISS patented Focal Charge Compensation 
(Focal CC), even the most charge-prone samples can be investigated without degrading image 
quality. Focal CC neutralizes charges directly at the block face with no compromise in signal-to-noise 
ratio or resolution.   

ZEISS Volutome comes with ZEISS Volume BSD, the optimized detector for serial block-face imaging 
of resin-embedded biological samples. A new diode design and new electronics make this a highly 
sensitive detector specifically enhanced for the imaging with low acceleration voltages and fast 
scanning speeds.  

ZEISS software combines the individual Volutome hardware components to make the serial 
blockface workflow smooth and easy-to-use.  The cutting operation as well as the imaging process 
are controlled by ZEISS ZEN core. Once the data is collected and the pre-calculation is applied for 
stitching and z-stack alignment, the results can be visualized and processed with ZEISS arivis Pro. 
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Abstract 

The olive tree (Olea europaea L.) has been cultivated for centuries for both oil and fruit production. 
Storage lipidsaccumulate in specialized cytoplasmic organelles called lipid droplets (LD) in the 
mesocarp cells of oleaginous fruits [1]. Understanding the biogenesis and function of olive LD and their 
associated proteins is essential to engineering this storage organelle in order to improve both oil 
production and quality. In this work, we investigated the accumulation dynamics of LD in the olive (cv. 
Picual) mesocarp cells during the development and maturation process by combining specific staining 
methods with fluorescence microscopy, as well as transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Young 
fruits at the “green” stage (16 WAF, weeks after flowering) contains numerous small LD scattered in 
the cytoplasm of mesocarp cells. As the fruit ripens, they become in close contact and fuse together, 
resulting in a few larger LD at the “turning” stage (28 WAF). Finally, at maturity (35 WAF), each 
mesocarp cell contains a single large LD that occupies almost the entire cell volume. We also observed 
an increasing gradient in the stored oil from the outer to the inner mesocarp layers, suggesting that 
oil accumulates from the inside during fruit ripening. At ultrastructural level, LD are bounded by a thin 
electron-dense coating that likely corresponds to the phospholipid monolayer that encircles the TAG 
matrix of LD. This coating is missing in zones where LD coalesce and appears discontinuous at the end 
of the maturation period.On the other hand, Lipid Droplet-Associated Proteins (LDAPs) have been 
described as the major LD proteins of oleaginous fruits like avocado [2]. Here, we studied the 
subcellular location of the most abundant lipid droplet-associated protein of the olive mesocarp, 
called OepLDAP2 (unpublished transcriptomic data). For this purpose, we isolated LD from olive (cv. 
Picual) mesocarp cells and carried out immunolocalization experiments by confocal microscopy using 
a specific anti-OepLDAP2 antibody. Our results showed that the OepLDAP2 protein is located on the 
surface of LD, as it was expected. Transmission electron microscopy experiments confirmed that this 
protein is specifically associated with cytosolic lipid droplets. Thus, no gold labeling was observed in 
the cell wall, extracellular junctions, the nucleus, the cytoplasm and other cell organelles like 
mitochondria and plastoglobuli-containing plastids. 
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Abstract 

Electron microscopy (EM) as a whole technique enables the ultrastructural studies of many samples 
from individual cells to full organisms. For the visualization of a single image under the electron beam, 
extensive time investment is made in technical preparation and several EM techniques often need to 
be applied until an image or model can be presented. The path is not always easy, and optimizations 
are commonly needed to avoid unintentional artifacts that can impact the final ultrastructural 
observation. This problem is even more pronounced when it comes to processing plant samples, such 
as the moss Physcomitrium patens, where there is a need to consider the existence of the cell wall, 
that provides rigidity and strength to cells, but also functions as a barrier for the chemicals needed to 
observe the ultrastructure using room temperature EM.   

In this study, the challenge presented to our facility was the characterization of the locomotory 
apparatus of the moss P.patens, namely the de novo centriole assembly that is involved in the motility 
of the sperm cells during spermatogenesis. These sperm cells develop inside an antheridium located 
at the tip of the gametophore, a complex structure that contains leaves, rhizoids and both sexual 
organs (the antheridia and the archegonia). We addressed this question by combining the 
observations from Chemical Fixation, High-Pressure Freezing–Freeze Substitution, Correlative Light-
Electron Microscopy (CLEM) and Electron Tomography. 

Each of the different EM techniques helped to address different parts of the biological question. 
Chemical Fixation allowed to carefully identify the main stages of development and to do the initial 
ultrastructural characterization. High-Pressure Freezing – Freeze Substitution was used to confirm that 
the identified structures were not artifacts induced by chemical fixation and allowed a more accurate 
and detailed ultrastructural characterization of each structure. Electron Tomography gave three-
dimensional models of the structures. CLEM helped to elucidate the protein composition of the sperm 
cells’ locomotory apparatus and associate the light microscopy results with the structures observed 
by electron microscopy. 

Overall, this work shows how complex the technical path in an EM study of a larger specimen can be 
and how crucial it is to keep optimizing and developing EM techniques that supports the answering of 
biological questions even when using bigger and more intricate specimens. 

Keywords: Locomotory Apparatus, Physcomitrium patens, Chemical Fixation, High-Pressure Freezing–
Freeze Substitution, Correlative Light-Electron Microscopy, Electron Tomography 
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Abstract 

The Influenza A virus genome is composed of eight different single-stranded viral RNA (vRNA) 
segments assembled into viral ribonucleoprotein complexes (vRNP) in which the RNA polymerase 
(RNApol) binds to the 5’ and 3’ ends of the vRNA, while nucleoproteins (NPs) bind the remaining vRNA. 
The vRNP represents the minimal transcriptional machinery of influenza viruses, although its 
mechanism is not fully understood. Recent studies have proposed the so-called Processive Helical 
Track model (1), which suggests that vRNP undergoes conformational changes that allow RNApol to 
progressively access the entire template vRNA for copying, without disassembling the overall vRNP 
structure. This mechanism involves significant local restructuring of the vRNP, but the highly dynamic 
interactions between its components allow it to regain its initial structure after each transcription 
cycle, enabling it to perform several consecutive rounds of transcription. Monitoring these 
conformational changes is crucial for a better understanding of the mechanistic processes that take 
place during vRNA synthesis. Here, we aimed to address this challenge by following with High-Speed 
Atomic Force Microscopy (HS-AFM) the conformational dynamics of individual mini-recombinant 
vRNP (rRNP) (2) (3) during transcription. Our results support the Processive Helical Track model, 
showing reversible conformational changes in the rRNP and events of multiple consecutive rounds of 
such changes. In addition, we provide the first estimations of the average transcription rates of the 
RNApol within the rRNP complex and its modulation by NTP analogs that affect the structure of the 
nascent RNA. 
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Abstract  

The emergence of a microtubule-based cytoskeleton marked a turning point in eukaryotic 
evolutionary history, redefining fundamental cellular functions like motility, sensing, morphology, and 
division. Despite the cytoskeletal system's crucial importance, very little is known regarding its 
ancestral configuration, how the extant diversity originated, and what drivers shaped it. Basal Bodies 
(BBs), fundamental microtubule organizing centers providing the foundation of microtubular 
cytoskeletons and defining their spatial arrangement, may serve a critical role in answering these 
pending questions. The purpose of this work is to reconstruct the evolutionary history of the 
cytoskeletal system by determining BB morphological variations within eukaryotic lineages of 
particular interest. By serial sectioning transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and electron 
tomography, we will reconstruct 3D structures of BBs and associated cytoskeletal components from a 
wide array of phylogenetically diverse protists. As several targeted species exhibit multiple life stages, 
the same approach will also be applied to collect structural data regarding BBs structural changes 
throughout the diverse ontogenetic shifts. Altogether, these approaches will provide new insight into 
the evolution of a fundamental cellular component and potentially reveal fundamental forces guiding 
cellular evolution. 
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Abstract  

Cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) has revolutionized structural biology by enabling the observation 
and characterization of biological samples at a molecular level in their near-native state. This 
technique provides an unprecedented level of structural detail, but it necessitates thin specimens 
(typically below 200nm) for effective electron beam penetration. Presently, the prevailing method for 
achieving such thinning involves Focused Ion Beam (FIB) milling. FIB instruments utilizing Gallium ion 
sources are widely employed, offering exceptional resolution and precise milling. However, the 
meticulousness of sample preparation becomes time-consuming, creating a bottleneck that restricts 
overall lab throughput.  

Recently, there has been a surge of interest in adopting FIBs based on plasma ion sources to expedite 
cryo transmission electron microscopy (TEM) lamella preparation. Commonly employed ion sources 
include Xenon, Oxygen, and/or Argon. Among these options, Xenon stands out as the most suitable 
choice due to its highly focused beam profile, which facilitates precise lamella shaping and accelerates 
the milling rate.  

In the lecture, we will delve into the practical advantages of optimized workflows, specifically focusing 
on on-grid lamella, waffle, and lift-out techniques, aimed at enhancing the speed and throughput of 
cryo-TEM lamella preparation. Furthermore, we will explore the TESCAN AMBER X cryo-plasma FIB-
SEM as a robust and versatile workstation that serves as an indispensable tool for routine cryo-TEM 
sample preparation. This instrument not only excels in its primary function but also offers a 
remarkable range of additional capabilities, making it a comprehensive solution for various research 
needs.  
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Abstract 

Plastic, massively used in everyday life, inevitably accumulates in the environment, becoming a 
persistent pollutant due to its reduced and/ or extremely slow recyclability1. Plastic particles 
in the micro and nano range, known as micro (MP) and nanoplastics (NP), respectively represent a 
huge ecotoxicological challenge. Due to their high surface areas, they might ad/absorb other 
persistent pollutants with similar chemical properties, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 
(PAHs), with unpredictable effects on persistence and distribution in the environment2. MPs/NPs, with 
or without pollutants ad/absorbed, could enter the trophic chain at the level of invertebrates, inflicting 
toxicological effects through all levels of the ecosystem3.  

Polystyrene MPs and PAHs previously found in water samples (e.g. fluoranthene, phenanthrene)4 and 
known to be adsorbed by MPs (Pyrene, benzo(a) pyrene)5 will be used in the study. PAH’s mixtures 
will be used to mimic environmental samples and single compounds will be used in order to 
understand the individual contribution of each compound for the observed toxic effect. This 
experimental approach will also allow to evaluate a potential synergy between compounds with effect 
on toxicity. Since PAHs and MPs have similar chemical properties, they are known to adsorb to each 
other. We will use PAHs adsorbed to MPs to test higher concentrations of PAHs (not soluble in aqueous 
solutions such as cell culture medium) and to document the intracellular distribution of adsorbed 
versus free PAHs. Concerning MPs only one material will be used at this stage. Polystyrene was 
selected because it is commercially available in spheres suitable for internalization by HepG2 cells and 
was previously isolated from environmental samples 4. This study could contribute to identify 
differences in toxicity and contribute to the elucidation of the underlying toxicity mechanisms using 
molecular biology protocols, light/electron microscopy and FTIR micro/spectrometry. 
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Abstract 
Electron detec�on technology has been evolving over the last few years and improving TEM 
characteriza�on in both Materials Sciences and Life Sciences, par�cularly when beam-sensi�ve 
samples are involved [1]. The hybrid-pixel detector (HPD) concept [2] has the dis�nc�ve advantage of 
a flexible design with respect to the sensor material and electronics, allowing the direct electron 
detec�on and coun�ng op�miza�on for a range of TEM experimental parameters (such as electron 
energy) and different applica�ons.  

Building on its HPD technology for X-ray detectors, DECTRIS fine-tuned its design to enable the precise 
detec�on of electrons. Its most recent development is an applica�on-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 
designed to allow read-out rates above 100 kHz and to perform electron coun�ng up to 10 pA beam 
current per detector pixel with zero read-out noise [3].  

ARINA detector combines this newly-designed ASIC with a flexible choice of sensor materials, an easy-
to-use applica�on programming interface (API), and a detector retrac�on mechanism, making it fit to 
most TEMs with electron energies from 30 to 300 keV and 4D STEM experiments requirements. Ini�al 
tests show that ARINA is suitable for flexible virtual STEM imaging with dwell �me below 10 µs, 
allowing for flexible differen�al phase contrast (DPC) and ptychography with atomic resolu�on, and 
electron diffrac�on experiments with high dynamic range for crystal phase/orienta�on mapping. 
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Abstract
La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) has been widely considered as a promising candidate in fields of mixed 
ionic−electronic conductors and solid oxide fuel cells. A great amount of effort has been focused on its
oxygen mass transport proper�es1. Faster diffusion through disloca�ons has been generally a�ributed
to higher vacancy concentra�on or to a higher mobility of oxygen vacancies2. It has been reported that
oxygen vacancies and an�site defects in LSMO can strongly affect its electronic and magne�c
proper�es 3,4. We therefore propose a novel method to detect vacancies and an�site defects from
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images by image simula�on and analysis so�ware.
LSMO thin films with an�site defects of variable Mn/(La+Sr) ra�o were grown by combinatorial pulsed
laser deposi�on on SrTiO3 and the control of stoichiometry was achieved by using an alternate
deposi�on of Mn-deficient LSM and Mn3O4 followed by an in-situ annealing in oxygen5. The samples
were observed in a FEI Titan3 Themis 60-300 Transmission Electron Microscope operated at 200 KV
equipped with segmented STEM detectors.

In this study, we simulated STEM images of LSMO with variable oxygen vacancies from four segmented 
detectors6. The images obtained were then processed to generate integrated differen�al phase 
contrast (iDPC) images. Comparing the theore�cal iDPC with the experimental images, we could
correlate the reduced intensi�es on O columns with the presence of oxygen vacancies as shown in Fig
1. Further, we introduced an�site defects and simulated the corresponding STEM and iDPC images.
The comparison of integrated intensi�es along the atomic column between different posi�ons in the
perovskite and the simulated controlled composi�on images provide a method to es�mate an�site
defects supplementary to elemental mapping. Our approach contributes to illustrate the relevance of
simula�ons for analysing STEM images.
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Abstract 
Broad ion milling system is a well-known and established technique for preparing TEM Lamella. Over 
the last decade, FIB (Focus Ion Beam) technique became a first-choice technique due to its capacity of 
precise area selection. However, this technique is costly (price and time) and generate artifacts, which 
are more and more visible thanks to the significant improvements of TEM performances and analysis, 
so that the preparation could be the limit. We will cover the different factors influencing ion milling 
and how we can combine both of these techniques (Broad and focus beam) to save time and money 
and get better lamellas free from artifacts. 
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Abstract
La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) has been widely considered as a promising candidate in fields of mixed 
ionic−electronic conductors and solid oxide fuel cells. A great amount of effort has been focused on its
oxygen mass transport proper�es1. Faster diffusion through disloca�ons has been generally a�ributed
to higher vacancy concentra�on or to a higher mobility of oxygen vacancies2. It has been reported that
oxygen vacancies and an�site defects in LSMO can strongly affect its electronic and magne�c
proper�es 3,4. We therefore propose a novel method to detect vacancies and an�site defects from
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images by image simula�on and analysis so�ware.
LSMO thin films with an�site defects of variable Mn/(La+Sr) ra�o were grown by combinatorial pulsed
laser deposi�on on SrTiO3 and the control of stoichiometry was achieved by using an alternate
deposi�on of Mn-deficient LSM and Mn3O4 followed by an in-situ annealing in oxygen5. The samples
were observed in a FEI Titan3 Themis 60-300 Transmission Electron Microscope operated at 200 KV
equipped with segmented STEM detectors.

In this study, we simulated STEM images of LSMO with variable oxygen vacancies from four segmented 
detectors6. The images obtained were then processed to generate integrated differen�al phase 
contrast (iDPC) images. Comparing the theore�cal iDPC with the experimental images, we could
correlate the reduced intensi�es on O columns with the presence of oxygen vacancies as shown in Fig
1. Further, we introduced an�site defects and simulated the corresponding STEM and iDPC images.
The comparison of integrated intensi�es along the atomic column between different posi�ons in the
perovskite and the simulated controlled composi�on images provide a method to es�mate an�site
defects supplementary to elemental mapping. Our approach contributes to illustrate the relevance of
simula�ons for analysing STEM images.
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Abstract 
Continuous development of modern circuitry entails state of the art studies of the physical properties 
of the structures used, seeing as the industry is currently in the nanometric range for its smallest 
components. One type of structure being pushed to the limits of the materials used is the barrier 
layers, which are responsible for inhibiting atomic diffusion from the interconnect layers to the 
neighboring layers. As miniaturization progresses, however, the electrical performance of the 
materials used until this moment has peaked, and as such there is a push to find materials compatible 
with modern requirements. Ru-W has been studied as a potential replacement for the commonly used 
TaN layers, as it provides good electrical resistivity coupled with a processing range compatible with 
heat treatment.  
This work seeks to analyze the microstructural effect of a vacuum annealing treatment on the atomic 
mobility of 40 nm Cu layers deposited over 20 nm Ru-W barrier layers, by resorting to TEM microscopy 
of FIB prepared lamellae. 
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Abstract 
Ferrous alloys locally reinforced by carbide particles are promising materials for wear resistance 
applications. The local reinforcement provides high wear resistance, while the bulk cast iron offers 
high strength and toughness. For this reason, this grade of material is of increasing importance in the 
oil, gas and mining industries. Considerable attention has been directed towards techniques in which 
the reinforcing phase is formed during casting or previously manufactured by ex-situ methods and 
incorporated into the molten metal [1-3]. 
To produce the reinforced specimens, mixtures of Ti, Al and graphite powders were produced for the 
TiC system, and WC and Fe powders for the WC system. The powders were mixed and homogenised 
in a shaker mixer for 7 hours, and the binder was added afterwards. The mixtures were cold pressed 
in a metallic mould with a pressure of 70 MPa. The placement of the compacts in the mould cavity 
and the high-Cr white cast iron pouring were the final steps. The mechanical response of reinforced 
zones and the base metal was evaluated by microabrasion and hardness tests. To understand the 
effect of localized reinforcement on material performance, the microstructure of the composites and 
bonding interfaces was characterised using XRD, SEM/EDS, EBSD and TEM techniques. 
Regarding the TiC system, the microstructural characterisation shows a non-uniform distribution of 
TiC particles in the reinforced matrix. The average hardness of the metal matrix composite is 797 HV 
30, corresponding to a 34% increase compared to the hardness of the base metal. Concerning the WC 
system, a homogeneous and random distribution of the WC particles in the reinforced matrix was 
observed. The average hardness of the composite is 721 HV 30, a 47% increase in hardness compared 
to the base metal. 
The microstructural characterisation and mechanical properties results allow us to state that this 
fabrication technique shows great potential for industrial application. 
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[1] Moreira, A. B., Ribeiro, L. M., & Vieira, M. F. (2021). Production of TiC-MMCs Reinforcements in
Cast Ferrous Alloys Using In Situ Methods. Materials, 14(17), 5072.
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IN SITU OBSERVATIONS REVEAL THE FIVE-FOLD TWIN-INVOLVED GROWTH OF GOLD NANORODS BY 
PARTICLE ATTACHMENT  

Leonard Francis (Portugal)1 
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Abstract  

Crystallization plays a critical role in determining crystal size, purity and morphology. Therefore, 
uncovering the growth dynamics of nanoparticles (NPs) atomically is important for the controllable 
fabrication of nanocrystals with desired geometry and properties (1-7). Herein, we conducted in situ 
atomic-scale observations on the growth of Au nanorods (NRs) by particle attachment within an 
aberration-corrected transmission electron microscope (AC-TEM). The results show that the 
attachment of spherical colloidal Au NPs with a size of about 10 nm involves the formation and growth 
of neck-like (NL) structures, followed by five-fold twin intermediate states and total atomic 
rearrangement. The statistical analyses show that the length and diameter of Au NRs can be well 
regulated by the number of tip-to-tip Au NPs and the size of colloidal Au NPs, respectively. The results 
highlight five-fold twin-involved particle attachment in spherical Au NPs with a size of 3–14 nm, and 
provide insights into the fabrication of Au NRs using irradiation chemistry (8,9). 
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CUTTING EDGE SOLUTIONS FOR TIME RESOLVED IN-SITU MICROSCOPY 
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Abstract 
Since 1949, JEOL's legacy has been one of the most remarkable innovations in the development of 
instruments used to advance scientific research and technology. JEOL has 70 years of expertise in the 
field of electron. 

This presentation will be focused on the cutting edge development based on ultrafast shutter and 
laser injection inside the TEM column. Recently JEOL acquire IDES company and start developing 
technologies for transmission electron microscopes. IDES is a leader and pioneer in the field of 
Ultrafast and Dynamic TEM, specializing in pulsed lasers and high-speed electrostatic beam blanking 
and deflection technologies. these products add time resolution to the TEM's exceptional spatial 
resolution enabling new applications and the exploration of the dynamics of specimens across a range 
of very fast time scales. Here is a non exhaustive list of the innovation we will present: EDM Basic 
(Electrostatic Dose Modulator) / Programmable STEM with EDM Synchrony / Luminary Micro Compact 
Specimen Photoexcitation System. 

Keywords: time resolved microscopy; STEM detectors; in-situ; dose modulation; laser 

Figure 1. EDM: Electron Dose 
Modulator. 

Figure 2. Luminary Micro: Compact Specimen 
Photoexcita�on System 
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Abstract 
The development of metal matrix nanocomposites (MMNCs) has been a focus of attention by the 
scientific community in recent years. The most promising reinforcements are the carbon-based 
nanomaterials, since they have significantly improved properties, exceeding those of composites 
containing micro-scale reinforcements [1].  Nevertheless, the full potential of this type of 
reinforcement is compromised due to the need for knowledge about the effects of its introduction in 
the metal matrices. The improvement in the mechanical properties of the MMNCs results from several 
contributions of strengthening mechanisms, which can occur simultaneously and are difficult to 
identify separately [2-4]. A microstructural characterization at different scales is essential to identify 
the strengthening mechanisms.    

In this context, this investigation aims to show the recent advances in the investigation of the 
strengthening mechanisms in the metal matrix nanocomposites. Aluminum powders and multi-walled 
carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were dispersed and mixed in one step by ultrasonication in isopropanol 
for 15 min. The mixtures were then uniaxially pressed with 300 MPa and pressureless sintered at 640 
ºC for 90 min in a vertical furnace under a vacuum of 10-2 Pa. Microstructural characterization of the 
samples was performed by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) and 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD).   

The reinforcement effect occurs due to several strengthening mechanisms that act simultaneously. 
For the Al-CNT nanocomposites produced by ultrasonication as a dispersion/mixture technique, the 
observed improvement in the mechanical properties of nanocomposites can be attributed to the load 
transfer from the matrix to the CNTs. The strain hardening and the second-phase hardening can also 
strengthen the nanocomposites.  
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based composites containing multi-walled carbon nanotubes. Composites Science and Technology,
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[4] Mokadad, F., Chen, D.L., Liu, Z.Y., Xiao, B.L., Ni, D.R. and Ma, Z.Y., Deformation and strengthening
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SPECTRA 300 (S)TEM: A NEW TOOL FOR MATERIALS SCIENCE RESEARCH AT JEMCA IN ALBA 
SYNCHROTRON  
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Abstract  
The integration of electron microscopes with synchrotrons has been a growing field of research and 
development in the recent years. The combination of these two powerful techniques has been 
pursued by scientists and engineers to enhance the capabilities and expand the applications of both 
instruments. The integration of these techniques facilitates breakthroughs in various scientific fields, 
including materials science, nanotechnology, biology, and energy research. With these ideas in mind, 
several institutions (ICN2, ICMAB, CSIC, UAB, IBMB, CRG, IRB and ALBA) have collaborated together in 
order to create the Joint Electron Microscopy Center at ALBA (JEMCA), in the ALBA synchrotron, which 
is one of the funding members of e-DREAM.1 Up to now, two high-end transmission electron 
microscopes have been already installed - a Thermofisher Glacios cryo-TEM and a Thermofisher 
Spectra 60-300kV -, together with a focus ion beam Thermofisher Helios 5UX, while a third (S)TEM 
(devoted to in-situ experiments) will also be installed in the following years. Besides the researchers 
belonging to those institutions, external users will also have the opportunity to access this equipment 
through competitive open calls that will be periodically announced in the ALBA website.        
The installed Spectra 300 is equipped with a double aberration corrector, a thermally-assisted field 
emission gun (X-FEG) with monochromator, a pixelated EMPAD detector, a 16-segment panther 
detector for differential phase contrast acquisitions, a highsensitivity, windowless Super-X EDX 
detector system and a Continuum K3 Gatan Energy Filter with a CMOS and a retractable K3 direct-
detection electron camera. This instrument is very versatile as it can be operated at 4 different high-
tensions (60kV, 80kV, 200kV and 300kV), providing ultimate spatial and energy resolution: below 
25meV (at 60kV) and 50pm (at 300kV). In this contribution, I will present the JEMCA infrastructure, I 
will describe the experimental possibilities offered by this new tool, showing some preliminary results 
obtained during the commissioning period, and also I will show how external users can apply to exploit 
it for their own research. 
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Abstract  
LiNixCoyMnzO2 (NCM), one of the most common cathode battery materials, exhibits a specific 
capacity and operating voltage comparable to LiCoO2, while being less toxic, thus representing the 
new generation of Li-ion batteries (LIBs). It is reported that NCM is composed of a mixture of LiMO2/ 
Li2MnO3 layers (where M=Ni, Co or Mn). LiMO2 is associated with a trigonal (R3m) phase whereas 
Li2MnO3 is associated with a monoclinic (C2/m) phase being responsible for storing and providing Li+ 
during Li-extraction of LiMO2. Nevertheless, these layered materials exhibit a large degree of cation 
disorder, and hence, Ni exchanges with Li in the Li2MnO3 layer, which disrupts the Li+ pathways and 
creates a continuous MO2 layer, lowering the Li mobility, deteriorating the cycling performance. So 
far, all these phenomena were studied in single-crystalline particles. However, at the industrial scale, 
this process results in porous micrometer polycrystalline particles, where the primary micron size 
particles possess a very complex microstructure, in particular an agglomeration of many nano sized 
particles, porosity, as well as chemical and phase heterogeneity.  
In this regard, this work aims to fundamentally understand the changes in chemical distribution as a 
function of Ni content in polycrystalline NCM cathode materials. In particular, the chemical 
composition and structure of porous micrometer polycrystalline particles with Ni compositions 
ranging from 0.70 up to 0.90 wt. % were investigated using FIB-SEM, aberration-corrected STEM, EDS 
mapping, and precession electron diffraction. Slice-and-view SEM/FIB analysis revealed a geode-like 
morphology, independently of the composition. Yet, as the Ni content increases, the particle porosity 
decreases. STEM-EDS revealed variations in chemical composition across a single particle, in particular 
Ni content. Despite precession electron diffraction results suggesting the presence of only one crystal 
structure, atomic-resolution STEM images revealed that variations in the composition may be related 
to variations in orientation within a single crystalline grain 

Keywords: Li-ion batteries; Slice and View FIB tomography; STEM-EDS; Precession electron 
diffraction 
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Abstract  
The study of prevalent defects and their impact on functional properties is a critical issue for the 
successful implementation of 2D materials in next-generation devices. However, the direct 
quantitative characterization of a specific defect is a challenging task, requiring atomic-resolution 
measurements that are sensitive to the electronic structure of the material. The use of differential 
phase contrast (DPC) in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is particularly promising 
for this purpose, leveraging the natural coupling between the electron probe and the atomic-scale 
electric fields within a sample, which leads to a redistribution of intensity at the diffraction plane. For 
thin specimens, the centre of mass (CoM) of the diffraction disc is then directly related to the phase 
gradient, allowing for the mapping of electrostatic forces between atoms of the material structure, a 
capability which has already been demonstrated in the study of several 2D materials [1–4].  
CoM measurements can be performed with pixelated detectors, capable of recording the entire 
diffraction disc, or with segmented annular detectors that integrate the intensity of the disk over 
independent quadrants. Pixelated detectors offer the greatest accuracy, but the faster processing 
times associated with segmented detectors allow for the generation of DPC-STEM images in real time, 
making it easier to identify interesting features and to correct aberrations. These benefits, along with 
the fact that segmented detectors are still the most accessible option, make it worthwhile to explore 
methodologies to manage their reduced accuracy. For this reason, it is essential to understand the 
precise effect of instrumental parameters on segmented-detector DPC-STEM, such that their influence 
may be accounted for when analysing the results.  
In this work, the influence of key instrumental parameters – probe convergence angle, defocus and 
detector orientation – on atomicresolution segmented-detector DPC-STEM measurements is 
evaluated through extensive image simulations of MoS2 and some of its defects. The qualitative 
effects on electrostatic field and potential maps are identified, along with the quantified impact on 
the accuracy of the measurements. Finally, conclusions applicable to the observation of 2D materials 
in general are drawn from this simulation-based study. The gathered observations are then employed 
in the analysis of experimental images from similar materials and defects.  
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LITESCOPE: IN-SITU SAMPLE PREPARATION AND CORRELATIVE ANALYSIS BY AFM IN SEM. 

Radek Dao  

Application Specialist at NenoVision s.r.o.  

Correlative microscopy has become an essential tool helping us understand the complexity of the 
sample properties. Not only does combining different imaging systems provide deeper 
understanding of the material, but it can also allow elegant solutions to problems with sample 
preparation and experimental workflow. Two such devices are especially well-suited for integration 
within each other: the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). 
The range of information these instruments can provide is almost mutually exclusive, with AFM 
being capable of imaging the 3D topography, electrical, magnetic, or mechanical properties of the 
sample, and SEM providing lightning-fast imaging for navigation, chemical analysis by Energy 
Dissipative Spectroscopy (EDS), and surface modification by Focused Ion Beam (FIB) or Gas Injection 
Systems (GIS).  

Many applications require obtaining information which cannot be provided by one of these 
instruments alone. Such is the case with mapping of conductivity on the surface of battery 
components. The cross-sections of cathode/anode tapes, traditionally analyzed in SEM, must not be 
exposed to air and humidity to prevent degradation of the surface. This further complicates transfer 
to AFM, which is often not a vacuum system by nature.  

Using the LiteScope AFM installed in a dual-beam SEM with GIS, we show a workflow which allows 
preparation of a fresh cross-section on demand anywhere on the sample. The surface is 
subsequently analyzed by Conductive AFM.   

To demonstrate the use of LiteScope in other areas of material analysis, additional selection of use-
cases, such as Magnetic Force imaging on a TEM lamella, will be shown.   

Figure 1 a) SEM overview of the AFM probe near the prepared surface, where the correlated C-AFM/SEM imaging was 
performed, b) resulting 3D maps of conductivity and BSE contrast  
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Abstract 
Light elements play a significant role in designing advanced functional materials. Direct imaging of 
light atoms and their defect states by advanced scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is 
still challenging due to local tilt and sample thickness. Here, we demonstrate that integrated 
differential phase contrast (iDPC) STEM imaging allows determination of the precise positions of B 
atoms, enabling detection of B defects in MoAlB MAB phase thin films. The iDPC results are compared 
with annular bright field (ABF) and annular dark field (ADF) STEM imaging as well as with results from 
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. The measurement was performed on a probe-corrected 
ThermoFisher Titan Themis at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV. TEM cross-sectional and plan view 
samples were prepared and thinned down below 20 nm by conventional mechanical polishing and Ar 
ion milling in a Gatan PIPS. MoAlB, a ceramic nanolaminate, shows promising potential for various 
applications such as protective coatings, oxidationresistant materials, conductors, battery electrodes 
etc. MoAlB also works as the precursor to synthesize the two-dimensional (2D) MBene MoB, which is 
used in sustainable energy research.  

The MoAlB thin film was deposited by direct current magnetron sputtering at 700 °C. The shortest in-
plane B-B distances of 82 pm and 168 pm were observed along the [001] and [100] zone axes (ZA). A 
statistical mean average measurement considering at least twenty bond lengths was performed and 
values of 89±8 pm and 185±3 pm were obtained along those directions. The experimental projected 
B-B bond distance (along [001]) is compared to DFT results, which yield a value of 93 pm for the
corresponding bond. Hence, the experimental and calculated values agree well with a deviation of
approx. 4%. Further, optimized DFT models are considered as input for STEM image simulations using
the abTEM code for the interpretation of the experimental iDPC image contrast. A similar agreement
between the experimental and simulated data is also seen along the direction of the [100] ZA.
Additionally, missing B atomic columns are identified in the MoAlB phase due to sub-stochiometric
composition. Due to prolonged electron beam irradiation, the number of missing B atomic columns
increases with time. It is observed that more B vacancies lead to the growth of a 3D amorphous defect
in the film. The existence of these missing B atomic columns can be rationalized due to the very small
energetic barrier towards defect formation in the MoAlB MAB phase as calculated by DFT in literature.
Our analyses validate that the formation of B defects is energetically feasible compared to the removal
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of Al and Mo atomic columns in MoAlB. This can be identified as a significant issue in the synthesis of 
2D MoB MBene derivatives from its parental MoAlB MAB phase. Also, the iDPC STEM imaging method 
is used to analyze accurate positions of B in the compositional defect phase Mo3Al2B4 coexisting 
inside the MoAlB matrix. Overall, our study compares various STEM imaging methods to characterize 
B atom positions and distances and utilize the advantages of iDPC imaging over the ABF and ADF 
techniques by removing overlapping contrast of Mo and B accurately in STEM micrographs 

Keywords: Light element, iDPC STEM, defects, DFT, image simulation 
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Abstract 
A plasmon is quasiparticle that quantizes the free-electron density oscillations in a metal, analogous 
to a phonon that quantizes the atomic vibrations in a crystalline material [1]. Surface Plasmon 
Polariton (SPP) is a phenomenon that arises from the interaction between incident electromagnetic 
radiation and the collective oscillation of electrons confined in the interface of a metal and a dielectric 
material. Morever, Localised Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) is a non-propagating electron-density 
wave that is confined at the surface of a metallic nanoparticle, which geometry and surrounding 
medium determines the family of solutions to the Maxwell equations [2–4]. LSPRs have gained 
significant attention in the photonics and electronics communities due to their ability to concentrate 
electromagnetic radiation into sub-wavelength volumes; and due to their tunability, which is 
geometrydependent due to its resonance. This unique property opens a wide range of applications 
across various fields of applied research such as nanophotonics, robotics, environmental studies, 
energy, biology, and medicine [5–9].  

Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) within a Scanning Transmission Electron Microscope (STEM) 
has revealed remarkable capabilities in the analysis of Surface Plasmons (SPs) at nanometric scale, 
offering the ability to achieve sub-angstrom spatial resolution and excite the complete range of 
Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR) modes supported by metallic nanostructures. By 
employing EELS, the plasmonic properties can be correlated with geometric or structural 
characteristics, enabling a more comprehensive understanding of the plasmonic response. Therefore, 
it is as an ideal technique for studying SPs [10].  

Clustering techniques correspond to a branch of unsupervised machine learning strategies where 
algorithms are given the task of independently identifying patterns, structures, or relationships within 
the data.  

In this study, based on the analysis of Au/Si Nanowires samples, we demonstrate that clustering 
techniques can be used for detecting LSPRs in EELS data by reducing the dimensionality of the data. 
This allows for the identification of distinct spectra in a large EELS dataset, without the need for prior 
knowledge or labelling of the data [11].  
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Abstract 

Tunable carbon-based nanomaterials with an easy design of their size, morphology, surface, and other 
chemical features such as defects and oxidation state are a smart way to expand the properties of 
carbon at the nanoscale.[1] However, the properties of carbon nanostructures are strongly 
determined by the fabrication process, limiting their application to a single purpose, and preventing 
their functional and reliable use. For this reason, it is crucial to develop a methodology that, starting 
from a feasible carbon source, can obtain high quality products that can be employed in multiple 
functions. Here, we present the electron microscopy characterization of the production of 
homogeneous graphite nanoplatelets (GNP) that can be used either in energy storage or in chemical 
sensing by exploiting the interiors of hollow carbon nanofibers (CNF) using dry ball-milling.[2] 

In addition, the confinement of metallic nanoparticles (MNP) within carbon nanostructures represents 
a sophisticated approach that serves a dual purpose. Firstly, it ensures the protection and stability of 
the MNP within the carbon nanostructure framework. Secondly, it safeguards the surrounding 
environment from potential toxicity caused by the MNP, particularly in biological conditions. In this 
work, we discuss the use of TEM in combination with advanced physical techniques to refine the 
conditions to protect iron nanoparticles within graphitic carbon layers by a thermal treatment of the 
NPs.[3] Acknowledgments This work has received financial support from the Ministry of Science of 
Spain (RYC-2016-20258, RTI2018-101097-A-I00, EIN2019- 103246, PID2021-127341OB-I00, TED2021-
131451BC21 and PDC2022-133925-I00 for M.d.C.G.-L., IJC2020-044369-I for J.M.V.-F. and Ministry of 
Universities of Spain (FPU20/01072) for L.V.-A.), the European Research Council (ERC) [Starting Grant 
(NANOCOMP679124) and ZABCAT (966743) for M.d.C.G.-L.], the Xunta de Galicia (Centro singular de 
investigación de Galicia accreditation 2019−2022, ED431G 2019/03), and the European Union 
(European Regional Development Fund ERDF). 
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Abstract  

The detection of magnetic fields with increased spatial resolution to micro-nanoscales is very 
important for magnetometry [1]. It is of great interest to have low-dimension sensors with increased 
sensitivity and extended capabilities. The discovery of magnetoresistive (MR) effects (AMR, TMR, GMR 
and CMR) in magnetic structures encouraged fundamental research leading to a number of 
laboratory-scale and commercially available devices [2]. Moreover, nowadays, the magnetosensorics 
becomes very important for wearable electronics and soft robotics. Each application has its specific 
requirements for sensitivity, temperature and magnetic field ranges of operation, accuracy, sensor’s 
positioning, etc. Therefore, the choice of material with specific properties and design of sensing 
element becomes very important.  

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) study on layered Heusler alloy Co2MnSi 
structures is presented in this work. These films were grown by using magnetron sputtering, serves as 
a main active element of magnetoresistive sensor with tunable sensitivity. Series of samples, including 
dependence on layers’ thicknesses (5 - 200 nm) and annealing temperature (400-650 oC) were 
analysed. Such novel hybrid sensor would provide possibilities to decrease its dimensions for 
measuring magnetic fields in small volumes, especially for measurement of field direction in respect 
to reference plane, when in conventional methods three sensors are used. Other complex structures, 
including LSMO based sensors, were also analysed.  

Auger electron microscopy provides medium resolution (up to 10nm) elemental analysis, together 
with depth profiling capabilities. As requiring no sample preparation, this method is advantageous for 
initial analysis and TEM sample selection.  

These structural peculiarities, unresolvable by other techniques, affect magnetic properties, such as 
magnetoresistance anisotropy and sensor sensitivity, so in-depth structural analysis is crucial in sensor 
development and could be used for the development of magnetic field sensors with predetermined 
parameters for operation at low or high temperatures. 
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Abstract 
Advances in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) providing sub-Angstrom resolution along with 
fast and sensitive electron detection have recently enabled direct in-situ observation of dynamic 
phenomena at the atomic scale. Furthermore, the use of specialized specimen holders has played a 
crucial role in the experiments, allowing precise control of the stimulus being applied to the samples 
along with overall system stability, which is critical to ensure the atomic-scale resolution. For this 
reason, the use of MEMS-based TEM sample holders has become the preferred route for in-situ TEM 
applications, enabling high precision in parameter measurement for more reproducible data.  

Current challenges for in-situ TEM specimen holders include the operation of an appropriate reaction 
environment allowing both the penetration of the electron beam and the reconstruction of the work 
conditions within a limited space while minimizing the possible systematic artifacts induced by the 
electron beam. The fabrication of thin and robust cell windows is crucial to hold real experimental 
environments and, in addition, decreasing window thickness or gap between windows enhances the 
imaging resolution. Consequently, MEMS microfabrication technologies become crucial to realize such 
membranes as well as many other functional elements that may be required on a chip holder or a 
closed gas/liquid cell. Custom chips for heating, mechanical deformation, polarization, solid-gas, and 
solid-liquid reactions have already been demonstrated, allowing researchers to measure mechanical 
properties, electromechanical properties, cyclic voltammetry/discharge profile properties, current-
voltage curve ( I-V), gas partial pressure, and so on using application-specific designs.  

The scope of this work is to develop the basic set of microfabrication process steps required to produce 
MEMS chips with robust SiNx membranes, to be later used for the accomplishment of more complex 
microfabricated platforms specifically designed for a broad range of in-situ TEM applications. The 
primary role of the technology platform developed at the INL MNF facility will be to support the users 
of INL in-situ specimen holders providing custom chips to meet the unique needs of each experiment 
or process. INL MNF capabilities allow us to take the design of a device completely from concept to 
completion. 
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Abstract 
Several studies on ferroelectric oxide materials have recently shown how complex polar topologies 
can be stabilized by imposing electrical and mechanical boundary conditions [1, 2]. These findings 
open the possibility of creating new states of matter, such as polar skyrmions, with potential 
applications for the development of high-density memory devices. In this work we study the formation 
of ferroelectric topological textures in twisted freestanding ferroelectric perovskite bilayers. 
Epitaxially grown ferroelectric layers are isolated from the substrate by selective etching and adhered 
to a polymer film, which can then be transferred deterministically. This approach allows us to produce 
complex mechanical boundary conditions by stacking oxide layers with controllable twisting angles. 
To study these systems, we have used aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron 
microscopy in combination with density-functional theory calculations. We have performed real-space 
measurements of the local polar displacements in atomic resolution images and relate them to the 
complex strain fields originating in the twisted ferroelectric bilayers [3]. This approach presents an 
interesting perspective for creating polar topologies using the unique modulations that are possible 
in Moiré bilayers.  
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Abstract 
Germanium and silicon-based devices for quantum compu�ng are experiencing a huge rise in 
popularity over the last few years. They have proven to be magnificent candidates for efficient qubit 
genera�on, and are flexible enough to hold different quantum compu�ng paradigms. Based on the 
morphology and dimensionality of the devices they may act as either spin qubits or (topological) 
superconduc�ng qubits. For this purpose, heterostructures contac�ng combina�ons of pure Ge, pure 
Si, and alloyed SiGe with varying Si/Ge ra�os are successful candidates towards the obten�on of qubits 
[1].  

Interes�ngly, the low effec�ve mass and the electrically tuneable g factors that are key for the qubit 
performance closely correlate with the strained interface that rules the energy spli�ng. This 
cons�tutes an interes�ng materials science problem that is worth tackling at the high spa�al 
resolu�ons the transmission electron microscope can offer, in search of local effects. Therefore, in the 
present contribu�on we present a new methodology that can sub-nanometrically map the band 
structure of semiconductor devices. 

The proposed new methodology is based on the correla�on of high-resolu�on low-loss electron 
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and strain mapping to link the accumula�ons of strain with bandgap 
shi�s [2]. Importantly, we ensure the obtained results are physically meaningful by removing and 
cleaning the parasi�c signals that can arise when studying the low-loss spectral regime (i.e., Cherenkov 
radia�on). The original methodology was developed and applied to an optoelectronic device based on 
a planar ZnSe/ZnTe core-shell heterojunc�on, although preliminary results will be shown on quantum 
devices, more specifically Ge/SiGe quantum wells for holding spin qubits and Ge/Si nanowires aiming 
towards topological quantum compu�ng.  
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Abstract 
Hafnium oxide (HfO2) is a material with a high dielectric response, making it widely used in the 
fabrica�on of advanced semiconductor devices. The dielectric func�on is an important parameter in 
the study of its op�cal and electronic proper�es [1]. At the nanoscale, the dielectric response of HfO2 
can differ from its behavior in bulk, due to a variety of factors such as defects and surface effects [2].  

In this study, we compare the dielectric func�on and energy loss func�on of HfO2 thin layers, with 
hexagonal and rhombohedral phases. Thin films of 20 nm HfO2-x were grown on a TiN substrate, and 
each one was extracted from a vacuum atmosphere to an air atmosphere where an oxygen-rich 
nanolayer was formed at the top of the HfO2-x layer. A�er this, each sample was deposited in a vacuum 
atmosphere to spu�er a Pt bo�om electrode by using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), obtaining two 
mul�layer devices as shown in Fig. 1.  Electron transparent cross-sec�onal TEM lamellas were 
fabricated using a JEOL 4600F Focused Ion Beam (FIB), and EELS data were acquired in a JEOL-ARM200F 
at 200 kV. 

The dielectric func�on and electron energy loss func�on of HfO2 have been studied using electron 
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) by Kramers-Kronig (KK) analysis, using the algorithm reported by 
Eljarrat [3]. The effects of crystalline structure on the op�cal proper�es of HfO2 have been observed 
through the analysis of the dielectric func�on (see Fig. 2). Addi�onally, for each sample, the procedure 
was applied to several regions of the HfO2 layer with the same size and dimensions, sweeping the area 
of measurement from one interface to the other, in order to observe how the oxygen varia�on affects 
the op�cal response. KK calcula�ons revealed a shi� to higher energies of the ELF, and consequently 
on the dielectric response of the HfO2 layer with a hexagonal phase near the oxygen-rich nanolayer. 
Further, Density Func�onal Theory (DFT) calcula�ons have been carried out to co-relate with the 
experimental findings. 
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Abstract  
In recent years, there has been increased interest in characterizing air-sensi�ve materials such as 
lithium metal, which is a promising material for development of all-solid-state ba�eries. ZoNexus has 
developed several tools that aid in sample prepara�on as well as electron microscopy of such air-
sensi�ve materials. In this presenta�on, I will discuss several such products, namely: 1) a high-
throughput air-free transfer TEM holder that allows transfer of up to three samples from an inert gas 
glove box to the TEM, 2) a double-�lt, biasing air-free transfer holder for in situ cycling studies of 
ba�eries and 3) an air-free transfer module for scanning electron/focused ion beam microscopes. 
Recent development of cryo-biasing and cryo-transfer holders will also be presented. Finally, an 
example showing sample prepara�on for a Li-S micro-ba�ery in focused ion beam microscope and 
operando studies showing cycling of the ba�ery in the transmission electron microscope will be 
discussed.  

Keywords: air-free transfer, ba�eries, cryo-electron microscopy, air-sensi�ve materials, in situ TEM 
holders.  
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Abstract 
La1-xSrxMnO3 (LSMO) has been widely considered as a promising candidate in fields of mixed 
ionic−electronic conductors and solid oxide fuel cells. A great amount of effort has been focused on its 
oxygen mass transport proper�es1. Faster diffusion through disloca�ons has been generally a�ributed 
to higher vacancy concentra�on or to a higher mobility of oxygen vacancies2. It has been reported that 
oxygen vacancies and an�site defects in LSMO can strongly affect its electronic and magne�c 
proper�es 3,4. We therefore propose a novel method to detect vacancies and an�site defects from 
scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images by image simula�on and analysis so�ware. 
LSMO thin films with an�site defects of variable Mn/(La+Sr) ra�o were grown by combinatorial pulsed 
laser deposi�on on SrTiO3 and the control of stoichiometry was achieved by using an alternate 
deposi�on of Mn-deficient LSM and Mn3O4 followed by an in-situ annealing in oxygen5. The samples 
were observed in a FEI Titan3 Themis 60-300 Transmission Electron Microscope operated at 200 KV 
equipped with segmented STEM detectors. 

In this study, we simulated STEM images of LSMO with variable oxygen vacancies from four segmented 
detectors6. The images obtained were then processed to generate integrated differen�al phase 
contrast (iDPC) images. Comparing the theore�cal iDPC with the experimental images, we could 
correlate the reduced intensi�es on O columns with the presence of oxygen vacancies as shown in Fig 
1. Further, we introduced an�site defects and simulated the corresponding STEM and iDPC images.
The comparison of integrated intensi�es along the atomic column between different posi�ons in the
perovskite and the simulated controlled composi�on images provide a method to es�mate an�site
defects supplementary to elemental mapping. Our approach contributes to illustrate the relevance of
simula�ons for analysing STEM images.
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Abstract 

State-of-the art image sensors for 4D STEM are based on radia�on hard, or radhard, monolithic ac�ve 
pixel sensors (MAPS) fabricated with conven�onal CMOS integrated circuits hardened with hybrid 
structures [1]. Such detectors would be of interest also for measuring diffrac�on pa�erns in the largely 
unexplored field of low-voltage 4D STEM-in-SEM at energies between 500 eV and 30 keV [2]. 
Nevertheless, radhard MAPS are efficient only at well-defined primary electron energies, and they are 
not very sensi�ve to low-energy electrons, thus, hindering their general applica�on in SEM [3]. 

Here we describe a new type of pixel that is at the same �me, radhard, sensi�ve to electrons in a wide 
range of energies and with high dynamic range. Therefore, it can be used as the sensing unit of a MAPS 
for SEM.  Figure 1(a) and 1(b) show the building blocks and pixel placement in the stacked layers of the 
CMOS process, respec�vely. A charge sensi�ve amplifier connected to the metallic electrode of a 
capacitor converts the electron signal from the beam into a voltage, which is then compared with two 
thresholds (VH and VL) to determine whether there is a posi�ve or nega�ve change in charge. A 
conduc�ve layer of some micrometers (for example, of pla�num or tungsten) is grown on top of the 
CMOS top metal. This conduc�ve layer serves two purposes: (i) it gathers free electric charge, and (ii) 
it acts as a barrier against uninten�onal charges from entering the oxides, which reduces the risk of 
radia�on damage. Figure 2(a) shows an SEM image of the integrated circuit, bonding wires and ceramic 
package fabricated with an UMC CMOS@180nm process. Figure 2(b) shows a photograph of one single 
pixel. Preliminary pixel measurements demonstrate sensi�vity to electrons with electron energies 
within the SEM range, high radia�on tolerance (tested up to 30keV@100 nA), and a high dynamic 
range of 110 dB. 
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Abstract 
With the rising demand for energy-efficient technologies, it has become crucial to develop cost-
effec�ve processes for producing materials. Flash sintering (FS) offers a promising alterna�ve to 
conven�onal sintering methods, as it significantly reduces processing �mes from hours to seconds and 
opera�ng temperatures by several hundreds of degrees. While the recent literature reports successful 
room temperature FS for materials such as ZnO and YSZ, the rela�onship between the micro/nanoscale 
proper�es and the underlying physical mechanism(s) during FS is not yet fully understood. 
Furthermore, there is a lack of research regarding these mechanisms in semiconductor oxides [1], [2]. 
This is significant since this category of materials exhibits various a�rac�ve proper�es, such as 
superconduc�vity, ferroelectricity, and dielectric behavior, making them applicable in a wide range of 
industries [3]. 

In this study, the objec�ve is to understand the room temperature flash-sintering process of 
La0.75Sr0.25CrO3 at the nano/atomic scale. This material has applica�ons in the cataly�c and energy-
related fields. Specifically, the inves�ga�on is focused on the development of a novel method for the 
prepara�on of lamellas from porous and bri�le materials and its transfer to MEMS chips for in-situ 
experiments. To observe the changes in the nano/atomic structure of electron transparent samples, 
an electric field will be applied in-situ in the TEM to simulate the flash sintering process at room 
temperature (Figure 1). This allows the observa�on in real-�me of the physical mechanism(s) occurring 
in the selected material. Addi�onally, to access the possibility of the Joule hea�ng mechanism the 
study is focused on the grain boundaries through its characteriza�on using aberra�on-corrected 
TEM/STEM and DSTEM to iden�fy the presence of amorphous phases resul�ng from local mel�ng. 
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Abstract 

The study of prevalent defects and their impact on func�onal proper�es is a cri�cal issue for the 
successful implementa�on of 2D materials in next genera�on devices. However, the direct 
quan�ta�ve characteriza�on of a specific defect is a challenging task, requiring atomic resolu�on 
measurements that are sensi�ve to the electronic structure of the material. The use of differen�al 
phase contrast (DPC) in scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) is par�cularly promising for 
this purpose, leveraging the natural coupling between the electron probe and the atomic-scale electric 
fields within a sample, which leads to a redistribu�on of intensity at the diffrac�on plane. For thin 
specimens, the centre of mass (CoM) of the diffrac�on disc is then directly related to the phase 
gradient, allowing for the mapping of electrosta�c forces between atoms of the material structure, a 
capability which has already been demonstrated in the study of several 2D materials [1–4]. 

CoM measurements can be performed with pixelated detectors, capable of recording the en�re 
diffrac�on disc, or with segmented annular detectors that integrate the intensity of the disk over 
independent quadrants. Pixelated detectors offer the greatest accuracy, but the faster processing 
�mes associated with segmented detectors allow for the genera�on of DPC-STEM images in real �me, 
making it easier to iden�fy interes�ng features and to correct aberra�ons. These benefits, along with 
the fact that segmented detectors are s�ll the most accessible op�on, make it worthwhile to explore 
methodologies to manage their reduced accuracy. For this reason, it is essen�al to understand the 
precise effect of instrumental parameters on segmented-detector DPC STEM, such that their influence 
may be accounted for when analysing the results. 

In this work, the influence of key instrumental parameters – probe convergence angle, defocus and 
detector orienta�on – on atomic-resolu�on segmented-detector DPC-STEM measurements is 
evaluated through extensive image simula�ons of MoS2 and some of its defects. The qualita�ve effects 
on electrosta�c field and poten�al maps are iden�fied, along with the quan�fied impact on the 
accuracy of the measurements. Finally, conclusions applicable to the observa�on of 2D materials in 
general are drawn from this simula�on-based study. The gathered observa�ons are then employed in 
the analysis of experimental images from similar materials and defects. 
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Abstract 
Environmental catalysis has always been a topic that has received significant a�en�on, although given 
the current energy crisis seeking for renewable, green energy sources is now of primary interest. O2 
and/or H2 are usually involved, either as reactants or as products, and accordingly redox reac�ons play 
a key role in the understanding of the reac�on pathway and its mechanism, which is in�mately linked 
to the catalyst performance. Therefore, an in-depth study of these systems opens up the opportunity 
to improve the cataly�c ac�vity and selec�vity. However, catalysts are dynamic en��es prone to suffer 
structural and chemical transforma�ons [1], which lay out of the scope of conven�onal electron 
microscopy, which provides informa�on about a ground state before the reac�on and post-mortem 
state a�er the reac�on. In this context, gas-cell in situ electron microscopy has recently arisen as a 
crucial tool to directly visualize at the nano and even atomic-scale the phenomena taking place during 
cataly�c reac�ons. 

To gain a valuable insight about the behavior of reducible materials under reac�on condi�ons, we have 
characterized CuO and CeO2 samples, which are typically employed in cataly�c formula�ons for redox 
reac�ons, in reducing and oxidizing atmospheres by means of in situ electron microscopy. To do so, a 
DENS Solu�ons Climate holder in a double-corrected FEI Titan Cubed at 200 kV has been employed. 
The phase transforma�ons related to temperature and gas flow in electron-transfer reac�ons entail 
chemical changes, like a shi� in the valence state, and structural changes triggering a modifica�on in 
the crystal la�ce. In spite of intrinsic limita�ons of the system itself, e. g. membrane thickness, this 
gas-dependent evolu�on has been determined using electron diffrac�on, electron energy loss 
spectroscopy and imaging techniques, when possible. 

Finally, it has been lately reported that besides chemical environment and temperature, total pressure 
inside the reactor may also change dras�cally the outcome of the cataly�c reac�on [2], meaning that 
boundary condi�ons are of major importance in the final results. To evaluate phenomena poten�ally 
related to heat and mass transport, we have compared our in situ findings related to the behavior of 
reducible oxides with macroscopic ex situ measurements carried out in a conven�onal reactor. 
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Abstract 
One of the biggest challenges facing the development and profitability of new ways to obtain H2 by 
water spli�ng method is to find new materials for Hydrogen Evolu�on Reac�on (HER) electrocatalysis 
that are not based on Pt, with the aim to obtain electrodes which are both performant and sustainable 
[1]. The synthesis of MoS2-based materials is one of the most promising strategies. In par�cular MoS2-
Au hybrid systems have shown high HER ac�vity, and the plasmonic proper�es of gold makes it an 
interes�ng proposal in photoelectrocatalysis. [2-4]. 

In this work, we report the synthesis and complete physical and chemical characteriza�on of Au@MoS2 
core-shell nanostructures that have been submi�ed to a thermal reduc�on in hydrogen to increase 
the ac�vity of these par�cles via a precise control of the number of shell layers and associated defects. 
The samples have been characterized in a double-corrected FEI Titan Cubed, by means of HR-(S)TEM 
and STEM-EDS techniques. These analyses have confirmed the forma�on of core-shell nanostructures 
with a mean diameter of 9.8 ± 4.2 nm for the pris�ne sample. Moreover, the study of the reduced 
samples establishes an inverse rela�onship between the treatment temperature and the number of 
shell layers. In order to further confirm this trend determined in conven�onal TEM studies, gas-cell in-
situ TEM experiment (Climate Holder, DENS Solu�ons) has been performed to track the evolu�on of 
these structures while increasing the temperature under H2 atmosphere, which supports the ex-situ 
studies. In addi�on, Raman and XPS spectroscopies were performed too, revealing the presence of 
chemical inhomogenei�es and highligh�ng the presence of defects.  

To rule out the influence of these structural modifica�ons in the electrochemical HER behaviour under 
acidic condi�ons, electrochemical proper�es of the Au@MoS2 hybrids samples were also measured. 
HER experiments were performed in a standard three-electrodes cell with H2SO4 0.5 M as electrolyte. 
Au@MoS2 nanostructures have exhibited be�er ac�vity compared to the MoS2 bulk sample, and 
addi�onally, the H2-reduced Au@MoS2 sample even be�er, showing the best HER ac�vity. Finally, it 
has been demonstrated as well that when the sample is irradiated with different led lamps (different 
wavenumber), the plasmonic response of these nanostructures increases their ac�vity respect to the 
dark condi�ons. 
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Abstract 

The role of the interface structure between metal nanopar�cles and oxide substrates is a hot topic in 
Heterogeneous Catalysis. To this end, the cataly�c performance of materials in which the metal 
par�cles are distributed over the surface of substrates with different morphologies is inves�gated. 
Rou�nely, in these studies, the crystallography of metal-oxide contacts is determined from 2D High 
Resolu�on (HRTEM or HRSTEM) images. Nevertheless, this is an incorrect approach, since 2D images 
cannot reveal the actual distribu�on of the metal par�cles onto the surface of the support; for this, 3D 
informa�on is required. Strictly speaking, the combina�on of HR images with Electron Tomography 
(ET) experiments is necessary to face this ques�on on reliable basis. 

HAADF-STEM ET has proven quite useful to reveal the spa�al distribu�on of metal nanopar�cles onto 
the surface of a variety of supports, including even some which incorporate heavy (high Z) elements, 
as it is the case of 4f element oxides (1). Among these, CeO2 is the most studied in rela�on with the 
role of interface structure. 

ET studies of nanopar�cles supported on CeO2 is quite challenging (2), due to the limita�ons imposed 
by the contrast mechanisms of HAADF images. In fact, ET becomes par�cularly complex when the 
metal nanopar�cles are made of elements lighter than Ce (Z=58), like Pd (Z=46). Thus, in Pd/CeO2 
nanocatalyst, ET studies based on conven�onal procedures totally fail to detect the light metal 
nanopar�cles and to reveal the details of their distribu�on onto the CeO2 crystallites, Figure 1(a). 

In this contribu�on we will report how by using an approach which combines advanced Compressed-
Sensing based reconstruc�on algorithms with the use of different types of Deep Learning Neural 
Networks, it is not only possible to precisely detect even subnanometer-sized Pd nanopar�cles, but 
also to determine, in full quan�ta�ve terms, their morphology, distribu�on over the CeO2 crystallites 
and some growth parameters related to the strength of metal-support interac�on, Figure 1(b). The 
informa�on obtained a�er the analysis of different catalysts allows also to conclude about the 
influence of crystallographic planes exposed at the surface of ceria on the intrinsic cataly�c 
performance of the metal atoms. 

The developed DL-CS methodology can be frui�ully applied to a wide range of other nanomaterials 
mixing a light (low Z) component with a second, heavier one. 
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Abstract  

Polymers offer a rich playground for the development of novel lightweight materials with appealing 
processing capabili�es for 3D prin�ng technologies, whose smart engineering strongly benefits from 
(S)TEM analyses. Within this context, acrylic resins are versa�le candidates widely employed
themselves or combined within other phase leading to composites. Regre�ably, the possible electron
beam damage during (S)TEM measurements hinders the analysis of polymer based materials and
composites, comprising the a�ainable resolu�on and accurateness of the measurements, due to the
interplay of several factors, including the quality of the specimen, electrosta�c charging effects,
radiolysis and knock-on phenomena.

We have analyzed the induced electron beam damage during STEM-EELS analyses performed on 
acrylic-based materials1,2. We have monitored the spectral changes with the accumulated electron 
dose by means of dual-EELS �me series acquisi�on in order to address composi�onal changes and 
structural varia�ons of the acrylic resin un�l breakage. The acrylic resin losses mass as func�on of the 
accumulated electron dose by the sequen�al effect of radiolysis followed by knock-on damage3. 
Moreover, the addressed core-loss changes with increasing electron doses indicates differen�ated 
losing rates for carbon and oxygen, along with an increasing π character of the C (see Figure 1), 
sugges�ng likely decomposi�on pathways involving the removal of CO and CO2 from acyl and 
carboxylic radicals. The results also allow es�ma�ng the cri�cal electron doses for the different 
phenomena driving the material degrada�on, ensuring safe experimental condi�ons for the successful 
STEM characteriza�on of acrylic-based materials  
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Figure 1. EELS C and O K-edges from the acrylic resin for different accumulated electron doses (arrows 
point towards increasing electron doses), evidencing the spectral evolu�on due to the electron 
irradia�on3. 
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Abstract 

Plasmonic hybrid nanostructures assembling nanopar�cles (NPs) of noble metal and metal-oxide 
nanowires (NWs) are interes�ng since they combine the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) 
of metals with the specific photochemical proper�es of oxides [1-2]. In this work, we report the 
synthesis, plasmonic and cataly�c proper�es of hybrid organic-inorganic (TBA)2Ag2[Mo8O26] 
(TBAAgMo) NWs (TBA = tetrabutylammonium), and of a new plasmonic nanostructure. Upon UV 
irradia�on, the NWs form an unprecedented plasmonic Ag@(TBA)2Ag2[Mo8O26] nanostructure. The 
physical and chemical proper�es of the NWs were inves�gated in details before and a�er UV 
irradia�on. In par�cular, the structure and local chemistry of the NWs were inves�gated by aberra�on-
corrected transmission electron microscopy as well as Raman and XPS spectroscopies. In addi�on, 
monochromated EELS measurements were performed to determine the plasmonic proper�es of the 
nanostructure at the nanoscale. Photocataly�c measurements were performed through the oxida�on 
of methylene blue (MB) under simulated sunlight. Hydrogen evolu�on reac�on (HER) measurements 
were carried out in a standard three-electrode cell in 0.5 M H2SO4.  

Figure 1a show the SEM micrograph of the TBAAgMo NWs which have aa length of several microns. 
A�er UV irradia�on, NPS can be observed by TEM at the surface of the NWs (Figure 1b). The NPs have 
a size of several hundreds of nm and the EDS analyses show that the NPs correspond to areas rich in 
Ag. In addi�on, the HRTEM micrographs highlight the high crystalline quality of the Ag NPs with a 
crystallographic structure corresponding to metallic Ag. All these results show that UV irradia�on 
induced the forma�on of Ag0 NPs. In addi�on, the presence of strong localized surface plasmon 
resonance excita�ons can be observed at the surface of the Ag NPs (Fig. 1c). Several resonance modes 
are highlighted including one located between 2.3 and 3.7 eV in the energy range expected for Ag 
LSPR. In addi�on, in both dark and under light-irradia�on, a strong adsorp�on of MB can be highlighted 
at the surface of the NWs. The complete degrada�on of MB is then observed a�er ~ 30 min. The 
TBAAgMo NWs present be�er photocataly�c proper�es than TiO2 P25 reference sample. The 
reduc�on of Ag also induces a decrease of both the overpoten�al and Tafel slope making theses 
samples interes�ng candidates for photoelectrochemical HER. All these results will be presented in 
details.  
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Figure 1: a) SEM Image of the (TBA)2Ag2[Mo8O26] nanowires, b) Superposi�on of TEM micrograph and 
EDS elemental maps. The red circle highlights the area used to acquire the EELS data c) Dark field (DF) 
image (DF) and EELS plasmonic maps acquired in the energy range 2.3-3.7 eV. 
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Abstract 
Over the last 20 years, Focused Ion Beam (FIB) has become one of the dominant techniques for 3D 
characteriza�on of the materials [1,2]. New advances in the knowledge of stainless steel could not be 
conceived without the rise of this technique [3]. FIB offers a large number of advantages over 
tradi�onal characteriza�on methods [4]: it is extremely selec�ve and allows to be sure that the most 
superficial layers of the sample are being observed [5].  

In this study, FIB technique was used to achieve a be�er understanding of some surface defects related 
to stainless steels. In this case, a “sliver” or internal oxida�on defect [6] and oxide scale were 
characterised by FIB-SEM.   
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 Fig.  1 a) and b) shows a comparison between tradi�onal polishing methods and a cross sec�on on 
austeni�c stainless steel EN 1.4301, respec�vely. No inclusions nor internal oxida�on was observed 
through tradi�onal cross-sec�ons, Fig.  1 a). On the other hand, Fig.  1 b) shows that the internal 
oxida�on can be observed using FIB. Normally, when the sliver defect is formed in the subsurface 
region of the steel, it is likely to be removed by tradi�onal polishing. Therefore, the characteriza�on of 
this defect it is not possible to be carried out without the FIB technique. 
Fig. 1 c) and d) shows the results of the cross sec�on characteriza�on of an oxide scale formed on a 
stainless steel EN 1.4509 during hot rolling process. Considering that this oxide scale is very fragile, the 
use of specific conven�onal methods for its maintenance is not adequate [7], therefore, its 
characteriza�on can only be carried out by FIB. Fig. 1 c) provides a cross sec�on of the oxide scale 
obtained by tradi�onal polishing methods, whereas Fig. 1 d) shows a cross sec�on achieved by FIB-
SEM. According to the op�cal image of Fig. 2 (a), using tradi�onal polishing methods, the observed 
thickness of the oxide scale is around 8.68 µm. On the other hand, FIB polishing method allowed to 
es�mate that the thickness of the oxide scale is about 11.92 µm.  Moreover, a high-quality cross 
sec�on is reached by FIB-SEM, where the fragility of the oxide scale could be confirmed and EDS 
analysis was developed. This analysis allowed to obtain elemental concentra�on profiles of the oxide 
scale, where the strata distribu�on of the different species was studied as well as the oxida�on kine�c 
of stainless steels EN 1.4509 during the hot rolling process. 
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Abstract 
Introduc�on. Some difficul�es remain in the produc�on process of the AISI 430 ferri�c stainless steels 
(FSS) which need to be overcome. In par�cular, a surface defect called the gold dust defect (GDD) can 
be observed some�mes at the end of the produc�on process, which is not completely controlled. [1–
4]. It was shown that the GDD is correlated to an inadequate recrystalliza�on of the ferri�c grains 
resul�ng in a par�cular top-layer structure with smaller grains than those in the FSS matrix [1,2].  

Experimental. In this work, we have studied the morphology, the chemical composi�on and the 
recrystalliza�on of the microstructure of a FSS affected by the GDD flake. To this end, we combined 
several techniques such as op�cal microscopy, a FIB microscopy, EBSD, TEM as well as electron 
spectroscopies including monochromated EELS and EDS. In par�cular, monochromated EELS was 
analysed by using K-means clustering algorithms in order to shed a new light on the local chemistry of 
the FSS affected by the GDD.  Finally, to study the rela�onship between the GDD and the 
recrystalliza�on of the grains as well as to determine the origin of the GDD, the same AISI 430 FSS 
sample was studied in different stages of the produc�on line.  

Results and conclusions. The lamella made on a GDD flake (Figure 1a) shows that it is composed by a 
top-layer which is usually separated from the FSS matrix by cracks (Figure 1b). The cracks are usually 
oxidised and rich mostly in O, Cr and Mn where Cr and Mn are distributed heterogeneously. The results 
of the Cr-L3,L2 ra�o map (Figure 1c) coincides with the K-means clustering results (Figure 1d). 
Specifically, the ra�os 1.3 ± 0.1 and 1.7 ± 0.1 correspond according to the literature to Cr0 and Cr2O3. 
Another ra�o of 2.4 ± 0.2 was found which coincides with areas where the Mn content is higher 
(highlighted as “2” in Figure 1) and might be ascribed to the spinel MnCr2O4, which has already been 
iden�fied in this FSS [5,6]. In addi�on, EBSD results (Figure 1e) show that the flake usually presents a 
random crystalline orienta�on compared to the rest of the grains which have recrystallized properly 
a�er the final annealing. The studies have shown that hot-rolling is a decisive step in the produc�on 
process. All these results will be described in detailed in order to highlight the origin of the GDD in FSS 
and to demonstrate the contribu�on of electron microscopy to extract a maximum of informa�on from 
the defect.  
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Abstract 
In recent years, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), and more specifically, Scanning Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (STEM), has experienced considerable advancements in its technical capabili�es. 
These improvements stem not only from technological enhancements of the equipment, such as 
aberra�on correctors and direct electron detectors, but also from increases in computer processing 
power. As a result, the acquisi�on of large amounts of data has become usually, leading to a need 
within the STEM community for innova�ve tools to manage and analyze this wealth of data efficiently 
and accurately. In par�cular, the Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS) community has reported 
numerous studies wherein Machine Learning (ML) strategies have successfully been employed for 
spectral analysis. 

In this study, we focus on EELS technique and ML algorithms, which can broadly be categorized into 
two main branches: supervised and unsupervised learning. Supervised algorithms necessitate prior 
data, i.e., labels, of the a�ributes we aim to examine to train the models. In contrast, unsupervised 
algorithms do not require prior data for data analysis. Both types have been applied to EELS spectra; 
supervised learning as a classifier1,2, and unsupervised learning for tasks such as classifying different 
regions in spectrum images based on their composi�on or for denoising tasks3–5. However, it's crucial 
to apply unsupervised methods with cau�on, as their interpreta�ons can be significantly more 
complex, as they do not necessarily iden�fy the proper�es in which we are interested. 

Concerning supervised algorithms, they necessitate a substan�al amount of labeled data to generate 
generalizable and reliable models. This requirement presents a challenge in the context of EELS, as 
samples are o�en suscep�ble to damage under the electron beam. To address this issue, we introduce 
a novel data augmenta�on method for EEL spectra, leveraging Genera�ve Adversarial Networks 
(GANs)6. U�lizing GANs, we only require a small quan�ty of training spectra to produce generators 
capable of crea�ng synthe�c spectra that are suitable for training supervised classifica�on models. 
Consequently, this approach enables us to establish EELS classifiers using a significantly reduced 
number of spectra while simultaneously maintaining a substan�al training data set for the classifier. 
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Abstract 
One of the most interes�ng ways to produce clean energy and, therefore, to help mi�gate climate 
change, is by obtaining hydrogen from the process called water spli�ng. To achieve this, it is essen�al 
to go beyond Pt-baed electrode and to search for new catalysts which present both good cataly�c 
ac�vity and sustainability. Layered transi�on metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), such as MoS2, have 
a�racted interest from various chemical and cataly�c processes, including the hydrogen evolu�on 
reac�on (HER). Furthermore, core@shell nanostructures in which a metallic core is encapsulated by a 
TMD layer, such as Au@MoS2, have been shown to enhance HER performance1. In this work, we 
inves�gate the influence of W-based heteroatoms on the HER performance of Au@MoS2 
nanostructures. 

The samples were obtained by borohydride reduc�on method from an Au precursor, followed by 
mixing the MoS2 and WS2 precursors in different molar ra�os. This process was finalized by a thermal 
treatment. The structural and composi�onal analysis of the samples was carried out using XPS 
spectroscopies and TEM microscopy. In order to study the rela�onship between the structure and 
cataly�c ac�vity, measurements of the HER were carried out in a standard three-electrode cell in a 0.5 
M H2SO4 solu�on. The electrodes were fully characterized by combining linear scanning voltammetry 
(LSV), cyclic voltammetry (CV) and impedance spectroscopy (EIS). 

The forma�on of the core@shell nanostructures is clearly highlighted in the STEM images. Fig. 1a in 
par�cular, the presence of a single layer around the metallic core is observed. It should be noted that 
the presence of W inside the layer was confirmed by the EELS analyses, in good agreement with the 
XPS results. The STEM image presented belongs to the Au@Mo(W)S2-3 sample in which there is a 3% 
mole of the tungsten precursor (within the total moles of the dichalcogenide precursors). Fig. 1b shows 
the results of electrochemical ac�vity. It was observed that ternary samples with lower propor�ons of 
WS2 presented HER performances, translated into a drop in overpoten�al and Tafel slope. The worst 
performances being obtained for samples with only one type dichalcogenide shell such as Au@MoS2 
Au@WS2. These results show that the HER performances of core-shell nanostructures based on Au 
core can be further improved thanks to a simple easy synthe�c design that allows the introduc�on of 
a low number of W-based defects. 
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Fig 1a. HAADF-STEM images of the Au@Mo(W)S2-3 sample 
Fig 1b. Polariza�on curve of the samples with different propor�ons of dichalcogenides (core-shell), 
together with the Pt reference. 
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Abstract 
Layered cobalt dioxide in bulk form is only meta-stable and its synthesis is mostly obtained from de-
intercala�on of LixCoO2 and similar structures [1] or by intercala�on in the form of misfit-layered 
compounds (MLCs) [2]. Crystal structures, which are unstable in bulk form, may have a stable form if 
its size is reduced to the nano-regime. For such nanomaterial synthesis routes, the star�ng material is 
either a mixture of the individual elements or the corresponding bulk structure. Recently, we 
introduced a novel synthesis method based on a crystal conversion process, which parts from a bulk 
structure with a different crystal structure [3]. Here, we will present the in-depth electron microscopy 
analysis of nanotubes and scrolls based on layered CoO2 that have been obtained using this method 
with two different star�ng compounds [3,4]. 

The process starts from bulk material with a quasi 1D crystal structure, e.g. Sr6Co5O15 [3] or Ca3Co2O6 
[4], which is treated in a hydrothermal process in basic environment. This environment renders the 
structure unstable and dissolves the Sr or Ca ions leaving cobalt oxide chains behind. These chains 
then bind to nanotubular or scrolled forms.  

The resul�ng products are studied by electron microscopy and spectroscopy and related techniques. 
The electronic proper�es of the nanotubes are analyzed in detail on the individual nanotube level. In 
case of Sr-based bulk precursor, nanotubes of a misfit-layered compound SrxCoO2 – CoO2 are observed, 
which is Sr-deficient compared to the nanotubes obtained by a classical synthesis route [2], see Figure 
1a. In the case of Ca, nanoscrolls made of pure layered CoO2 are obtained. The scrolls all possess a 
similar size and wall width sugges�ng that the CoO2 stabiliza�on occurs under specific circumstances. 
Electron energy-loss spectroscopy of the nanostructures are consistent with a high valence state of up 
to Co4+, see Figure 1b.  

The SrxCoO2 – CoO2 nanotubes possess an extremely high ampacity (109 A cm-2) and an extraordinary 
breakdown power per channel length (P/L 38 W cm-1) [3]. The results on structure and proper�es show 
that the crystal conversion route is promising to synthesize structures unstable in its bulk counterpart. 
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Abstract 
Micro and nanoscale in situ studies of dynamics of water condensa�on/evapora�on requiring water 
vapour-liquid equilibrium condi�ons are of paramount importance in many domains such as tex�le 
we�ability, virus/bacteria spreading, reduc�on of chemical impact in agriculture, atmospheric 
chemistry, etc. Notwithstanding their unmatched adequacy for a wide range of in situ/operando 
studies of nanomaterials in liquids or liquids themselves within a TEM, water vapour-liquid equilibrium 
is extremely difficult to achieve (if not beyond the reach) within closed liquid cells. Conversely, in a 
dedicated environmental TEM, where sealing membranes are not required, condi�ons necessary to 
work around the dewpoint of water are a�ainable within the available pressure range (≤ 20 mbar) 
when the sample is cooled down to a few degrees Celsius (~ 0 to 18°C). 

Our main interest relates to atmospheric chemistry and in par�cular the hygroscopic behaviour of 
aerosols [1] and their role in the forma�on of water droplets ul�mately leading to the forma�on of 
clouds. We have thus studied the deliquescence and efflorescence of NaCl model aerosols (typical of 
a marine environment) within the Ly-EtTEM (TFS Titan ETEM G2 60-300 kV) using, in a first step, a 
classic LN2 cryo-holder ELSA (Gatan/Ametek). More recently, we have ini�ated a new approach in 
developing a cooling holder based on a micro-Pel�er element mounted on the �p a commercial MEMS-
based hea�ng holder (DENSsolu�ons) taking advantage of the electric contacts available to power the 
micro-Pel�er element (Figure 1A) [2]. This system is far more adequate to work within the required 
range of temperatures (~ 0 to 18°C) than a LN2 cryo-holder: it is easier to operate, the required 
temperature is a�ained much faster and there is a fine control of the rela�ve humidity (RH) through 
the micro-Pel�er input power; it also provides more stability of the opera�ng condi�ons over �me 
despite a s�ll improvable thermal dissipa�on of the Pel�er element. These advantages are illustrated 
in Figure 1B. 
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Abstract  
The spin Hall effect (SHE) is a spin-charge conversion phenomenon that plays a key role in spintronics, 
[1] so the search for materials that exhibit giant SHE has grown significantly within the last decades.
[2, 3] Recently, SHE in Cu95Bi5 films has been directly detected by X-ray spectroscopy, [4] confirming
this material as a good candidate for integra�on in spintronic devices. Achieving CuBi structures with
tunable composi�on and structure [5] can provide an ideal model-system for exploring and op�mizing
the extrinsic SHE.

Here, we present a detailed structural characteriza�on of Bi-doped Cu nanowires (NWs) with different 
Bi doping levels and degrees of crystallinity, grown by template-assisted electrochemical deposi�on. 
In-situ hea�ng experiments combining atomic resolu�on scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(STEM), electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and high-resolu�on synchrotron powder X-ray 
diffrac�on (PXRD), allow studying in detail the atomic structure of the NWs along with evolu�on with 
temperature, aimed at controlling Joule hea�ng effects in future devices. These results pave the way 
towards the realiza�on of spin-dependent transport measurements complemented with in-situ 
polariza�on in CuBi NWs. 
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Abstract 
Atomically thin low-dimensional nanomaterials based on transi�on metal dichalcogenides (TMDs; e.g.: 
molybdenum/tungsten disulfide (Mo/WS2)…) offer very interes�ng applica�ons in a large variety of 
fields of nanoscience and nanotechnology due to their a�rac�ve mechanical, electronic, op�cal and 
thermal proper�es [1-6].  

 In this presenta�on, we will present several works, where high-resolu�on scanning transmission 
electron microscopy (HRSTEM) studies and local electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) analyses 
have developed on different of these materials. These works will concern the inves�ga�on of these 
systems in pris�ne and func�onalized forms, with par�cular interest in elucida�ng their crystal phase, 
their chemistry, their growth mechanism, as well as their optoelectronic proper�es [2-7]. Thus, these 
studies deal with crucial ques�ons concerning the structure, the local composi�on (atomic 
configura�on) of these nanomaterials. This detailed knowledge is essen�al for be�er understanding 
their outstanding proper�es.   
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Abstract  
Novel semiconductor technology is devoted to the produc�on of non-toxic and cri�cal material-free 
phosphors due to the last recommenda�ons from the EU and US Government. 

Among these, several ternary oxides have emerged as possible alterna�ves to current luminescent 
semiconductors. In par�cular, Zn2GeO4 nanopar�cles have shown outstanding luminescent 
proper�es. Varying nanopar�cle size and morphology has been suggested to alter the emi�ed signal 
in Zn2GeO4. This opens a new promising scien�fic avenue to prepare toxic- free nanophosphors with 
tunable optoelectronic proper�es. 

In this work, Zn2GeO4 nanopar�cles have been synthesized by coprecipita�on (CP-Zn2GeO4 sample) 
and a hydrothermal method (HT-Zn2GeO4 sample). 

The willemite-like structure of both Zn2GeO4 samples was verified by X-ray diffrac�on. Although no 
impuri�es are dis�nguished in HT-Zn2GeO4 sample, addi�onal maxima a�ributed to ZnO are visible in 
the CP-Zn2GeO4 diffractogram. 

TEM images evidence that nanocrystallites in CP-Zn2GeO4 sample possess a nanorod morphology with 
rela�vely pointed ends, apart from the presence of other par�cles without a defined shape. X-EDS 
results suggest that nanorods possess a ca�onic ra�o corresponding to the composi�on of Zn2GeO4 , 
whereas ill-defined nanopar�cles are much richer in Zn, which may imply that these crystallites 
correspond to the ZnO impuri�es previously observed in XRD. On the contrary, HT-Zn2GeO4 sample 
consists of smaller short nanorods, with either straight or rounded basal planes. This sample is 
remarkably homogeneous, with no apparent impuri�es, and no appreciable varia�ons in morphology 
among nanopar�cles. HRTEM images confirm the willemite-like Zn2GeO4 structure of the nanorods 
present on both samples, with its characteris�c tunnels clearly dis�nguishable along the [111] zone 
axis. No obvious varia�ons were detected in the crystal structure of both nanophosphors.  

Photoluminescence is rather similar between both samples, and notoriously analogous to Zn2GeO4 
microrods and nanowires. However, it is no�ceably different than Zn2GeO4 in bulk form, or Zn2GeO4 
thin layers. These results may confirm that emission is �ghtly related to par�cle morphology. 
Therefore, the improvement of the luminescence response of this material may depend on the 
op�miza�on of the synthesis of homogeneous controlled morphology Zn2GeO4 nanopar�cles. 
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Abstract 

Reversible protonic ceramic electrochemical cells (R-PCECs) offer promising opportuni�es for energy 
conversion and storage at low-intermediate temperatures (400-700°C), enabling efficient electrolysis 
of H2O to H2 in electrolysis mode and the produc�on of electricity in fuel cell mode. However, the 
sluggish kine�cs of oxygen reduc�on/evolu�on reac�on (ORR/OER) at reduced temperatures and in 
humid environments, along with undesired surface segrega�on and structural degrada�on, have 
presented challenges in developing R-PCEC devices.[1] For instance, PrBaCo2O5+δ (PBC), a double 
perovskite material renowned for its high ORR and OER ac�vi�es, has a�racted significant interest. 
However, the presence of barium in the inters��al posi�ons within the PBC la�ce o�en leads to 
segrega�on at the electrode interface, resul�ng in performance and structural degrada�on. [2] 

In this presenta�on, we focus on the development of a stable surface for the oxygen electrode in PBC 
double perovskite to enhance its ac�vity and durability.[3] Our approach involves the implementa�on 
of an efficient fluorite catalyst coa�ng on the oxygen electrode, which has been further modified with 
an ac�ve and robust shell of Pr0.1Ce0.9O2+δ (PCO). Through this modifica�on, PCO-PBC composite 
exhibits an elevated concentra�on of oxygen vacancies, facilita�ng enhanced surface exchange 
processes, ion diffusion, and providing mul�ple ac�ve reac�on sites. Importantly, this surface 
modifica�on also prevents the segrega�on of barium under opera�on condi�ons. As a result, the PCO-
PBC oxygen electrode shows good performances on a fuel-electrode supported single cell at 650 oC, 
which displays a typical peak power density of 1.21 Wcm-2 (FC mode) and a typical current density of 
2.69 Acm-2 at 1.3 V (EL mode), which also demonstrates excep�onal performance and minimal 
degrada�on in both electrolysis and fuel cell modes over 25 cycles and 100 hours at 650°C with 3 vol.% 
H2O. 
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Abstract 
The ever-growing need for clean energy has boosted the research on innova�ve solar energy 
technologies that can enter the photovoltaics (PV) market and compete with the leading silicon-based 
technology. Reaching high power conversion efficiencies (PCE) is only a side of the desired 
requirements for these novel technologies: sustainability, environmental and human health impact 
reduc�on, and end-of-life recyclability are challenges that cannot be overlooked anymore. In this 
scenario, zinc phosphide (Zn3P2) has been proposed as an alterna�ve semiconductor for the 
realiza�on of thin and flexible solar cells. Thanks to its favourable optoelectronic characteris�cs and 
direct bandgap, theore�cal studies and simula�ons have shown the poten�ali�es of Zn3P2 in terms of 
PCE [1]. Moreover, its earth-abundance can support the development of a sustainable technology and 
ul�mately reduce the impact on global warming [2]. However, many limita�ons s�ll need to be 
overcome, from the growth of a high-quality crystalline layer, through the stacking of the la�er with 
suitable materials to achieve the final device architecture, to finally the scaled-up produc�on and field 
installa�on of the PV panels. 

At this stage of the research, it becomes essen�al to comprehensively inves�gate the crystalline quality 
and elemental homogeneity of the produced material. Different fabrica�on processes are being tested 
in order to fulfil these requirements and, above all, selec�ve area epitaxy (SAE) has shown promising 
results [3]. Here, we report our recent findings onto the study of high-quality Zn3P2 nanowires via high 
resolu�on transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and high angle annular dark field scanning 
transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM). The deep atomic-level inves�ga�on will be key in 
order to unveil the growth mechanism behind the adopted approaches, like the aforemen�oned SAE, 
and highlight the peculiar features that strongly impact the electronic proper�es of the final device. 
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Abstract 

There has been an ever-growing demand for the development of novel and sustainable energy 
conversion devices that act as alterna�ves to the conven�onal and o�en, non-renewable, or 
intermi�ent sources of energy. The crucial drive for the development of a new genera�on of 
sophis�cated devices has been mo�va�ng the effort for discovering innova�ve nanostructured 
materials that play a key role in enhancing performance and protec�ng the environment. It is known 
that the understanding of a material’s composi�onal and structural characteris�cs at the nano and 
atomic level, as the configura�on of the ac�ve atoms, crystalline phase, and defects, is unprecedent 
to determining the structure-performance rela�onship that guides the designing new materials and 
improving exis�ng ones. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is among the techniques employed 
in the characteriza�on of func�onal nanomaterials, as it provides opportuni�es for the inves�ga�on 
of crystal structure at a par�cularly local scale. When complemented by techniques such as Electron 
Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS), it offers a clear and complete map of elemental informa�on and 
atomic arrangements, which can be useful for giving insights on the most various promising 
applica�ons. In this scope, this work presents an overview of the advantages of implemen�ng the 
previously men�oned inves�ga�on tools on the mapping of layer growth, thickness, and morphology 
of nanostructured Zinc Phosphide (Zn3P2) thin films grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) on 
graphene and designed for solar energy applica�ons. 
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Abstract  

Lithium-sulfur ba�eries (LSBs) hold prac�cal poten�al as next-genera�on energy storage devices due 
to their high energy density and poten�al for low cost [1] . However, the shu�le effect of lithium 
polysulfides (LiPSs) and the poor electrical conduc�vity of sulfur and lithium sulfides limit their 
prac�cal applica�on [2]. In this work, a sulfur host material based on nitrogen-doped carbon coated 
with small amounts of transi�on metal tellurides is developed. Firstly, introducing the concept of 
metal-organic frameworks to restrict polysulfides of shu�le effect. Secondly, based on the electronic 
control strategy to improve the cataly�c performance of the host material, specifically, the adsorp�on 
capacity of polysulfides were promoted by designing heterostructure is conducive to Li + diffusion and 
fast electron transport of catalyst. 

In the present work, we have used electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) elemental composi�on 
maps obtained together with HAADF STEM micrographs to reveal that the spherical nanopar�cles 
show a homogeneous distribu�on of N in the whole structure, while Co, Te and Zn are concentrated 
in different regions, with Co-Te and Zn-Te rich areas. HRTEM images and the corresponding power 
spectra obtained revealed that the obtained nanostructure has a crystal phase that can be assigned to 
the cubic ZnTe (space group = F-43m) with a=b=c=6.106(1)Å. From the crystalline domains observed 
when visualizing the ZnTe la�ce fringe distances, we could measure distances and angles 
corresponding to 0.202 nm, 0.270 nm and 0.201 nm, at 69.02º and 137.4º, which could be interpreted 
as the cubic ZnTe phase, visualized along its [1-22] zone axis.2 (space group = Pnn2) with a=5.3294(6)Å, 
b= 6.3223(8)Å, c= 3.9080(6)Å. The above results prove that ZnTe and CoTe 2 nanostructures coexist in 
v-ZnTe/CoTe 2 @NC.

Benefi�ng from designed heterostructure, sulfur cathodes containing the composite addi�ve, 
ZnTe/CoTe 2 @NC/S, showed excellent ini�al capaci�es up to 1608 mAh g –1 at 0.1 C and stable cycling 
with an average capacity decay rate of only 0.022% per cycle at 1 C for 500 cycles. Even at a high load 
of 5.4 mg cm –2, a high capacity of 1273 mA hg –1 at 0.1 C is retained. 
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Abstract  

Ge quantum devices have become increasingly relevant and widely studied in recent years due to their 
applica�ons in quantum computa�on. One of the most effec�ve techniques for characterizing these 
materials and studying their physical proper�es is High Angle Annular Dark Field imaging in a Scanning 
Transmission Electron Microscope (HAADF-STEM). This technique allows researchers to study the 
crystallography of the material and determine its composi�on and the presence of defects.  

A commonly used methodology for studying these materials involves calcula�ng the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) spectrum from various regions of interest in the device. These spectra provide 
informa�on about the crystal phase and orienta�on of the region. By applying a mask to different 
frequencies, researchers can visualize the different crystallographic planes and possible defects in the 
material. However, FFT spectra o�en have noise that can impede the study of these materials.  

To address this issue, in this work, we used a Convolu�onal Neural Network (CNN) to denoise FFT 
spectra. The CNN was trained on over 5000 simulated spectra from various materials, typically used in 
quantum devices, and in different orienta�ons. Denoising the FFTs facilitated a more thorough study 
of these spectra, allowing us to conduct a comprehensive study of these Ge devices. Furthermore, this 
CNN model may become a key and common step in the analy�cal workflow towards cleaner 
microscopy data analysing quantum devices and beyond.   
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Abstract  

In the context of the global energy crisis and of the advancements in clean energy technologies, the 
oxygen evolu�on reac�on (OER) has emerged as a key process in some of the most important systems 
for sustainable energy conversion and storage. However, the 4-electron transfer mechanism of the 
reac�on arises as a challenge for its large-scale implementa�on.1 Cobalt oxides are promising, cost-
effec�ve, noble metal-free catalyst for OER owing to its outstanding physicochemical proper�es.2 
Specifically, they exhibit low overpoten�als and high stability in acid mediums, which result in a viable 
high-performance catalyst. Nonetheless, long exposures to the harsh condi�ons of electrocataly�c 
OER can cause changes in nanopar�cles’ size, composi�on, and morphology.3 

In recent years, in-situ (scanning) transmission electron microscopy ((S)TEM) has emerged as a 
powerful tool for studying the structure-property rela�onship of cataly�c materials. The high spa�al 
resolu�on, integrated chemical analysis spectroscopy techniques, and the ability to apply external 
s�muli, such as electrochemical poten�al bias, make in-situ (S)TEM a valuable technique for 
inves�ga�ng dynamical effects in cataly�c systems within their natural or opera�onal environment.4 
In addi�on to microscopy, spectroscopy, or diffrac�on data from conven�onal TEM experiments, in-
situ studies can also offer insights into catalyst ac�vity, selec�vity, and stability. 

By exploring the behaviour of the cobalt oxides under an applied bias voltage, e.g., during a 
cyclovoltammetry, using an in-situ liquid cell, the stability of the material can be studied. The 
degrada�on mechanisms responsible for the catalyst structural transforma�ons can be revealed, and 
ways to extend their life cycle can be implemented. The study of nanostructured cobalt oxide catalyst 
under realis�c working condi�ons using in-situ (S)TEM represents a ground-breaking approach in 
catalysis research. The real-�me correla�on between structure (TEM images) and ac�vity 
(electrochemical data) can benefit the development of a highly efficient and stable catalyst. 
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Abstract  

The di-block copolymer approach is well suited to obtain well controlled (size, composi�on, ordered 
arrays) supported NPs which can be used as supported metallic catalysts on both flat (model catalysts) 
and powder (realis�c catalysts) supports [1]. In this approach, an amphiphilic di-block copolymer 
dissolved in toluene yields a system of inverse micelles. We can then metallize the cores of these 
micelles by introducing metal salts. Such systems can then be deposited on flat surfaces by dip or spin 
coa�ng for instance. We have already extended this method to the synthesis of bimetallic model 
catalysts [2] and have previously showed, using an Environmental TEM (Ly-EtTEM), that, for the Au-
rich PdAu system under O2 pressure, the individual NPs formed between 350°C and 500°C and the 
network is stable up to 900°C and is only disrupted when the individual NPs begin to decompose above 
1000°C [3]. Here we present a complementary study on a Pd-rich PdAu system and its behaviour under 
oxidizing (O2) and reducing (CO2) condi�ons within the Ly-EtTEM (TFS Titan ETEM G2 60-300kV, 
operated at 300kV under gas pressures up to 20 mbar and variable temperature). To perform the 
experiments, an Pd-rich AuPd core-metallized PS-b-P2VP micellar solu�on was deposited by spin-
coa�ng on dedicated hea�ng microchips, posi�oned on a WildFire support holder with 
(DENSsolu�ons), capable of reaching temperatures up to 1300°C. Special care was taken to 
minimize/prevent any influence of the electron beam on the observed events. For this Pd-rich PdAu 
system (≈ 80% at. Pd), under O2, the bimetallic seeds begin to sinter around 300°C to form individual 
NPs and, at 450°C, demixing of the NPs leading to Janus NPs (Au-rich/PdO; Figure 1a) is observed 
(Figure 1d-e); the la�er are readily reduced and bimetallic NPs reform upon CO exposure (Figure 1f-h). 
These results will be compara�vely discussed with those obtained previously on the Au-rich PdAu 
system. 
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Abstract 

The development of aberra�on correctors has pushed the limits of transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM). Although the resolu�on is strongly enhanced and in a range that allows resolving almost all 
crystal la�ces, the contrast in acquired images is low. In fact, in a completely aberra�on-free 
microscope under focused condi�ons, phase-contrast transfer is zero. This low transfer leads to weak 
contrast of many nanomaterial and related thin material science specimens, which only weakly modify 
the phase of the transmi�ed electron wave. In biology and life science, physical phase plates (PPs), 
which allow enhancing phase contrast, have been applied in a large variety of forms [1]. 

In this work, we studied the applica�on of a thin-film Zernike PP in aberra�on-corrected TEM to study 
nanomaterial samples [2]. The PP, consis�ng of a thin amorphous carbon film, was implemented in the 
plane of the objec�ve aperture in an image-corrected Titan microscope and applied to a Fe3-δO4 
nanopar�cles sample [3]. In the comparison between two focused images acquired with (Figure 1a) 
and without the PP (Figure 1d), the strong enhancement in contrast is obvious. A small defocus 
difference induced by the PP presence might affect the la�ce-fringe contrast at atomic resolu�on, but 
the main effect on contrast is clearly a�ributed to the ac�on of the PP. The contrast enhancement is 
also visible as brighter contrast in the corresponding power spectra at intermediate spa�al frequencies 
(Figure 1b and c).  

A thorough study of the experimental PP performance accompanied with phase-contrast transfer 
func�on calcula�ons shows that PPs are not only promising for life science applica�ons but may 
increase contrast in material science analysis as well. Simula�ons also indicate that interpretability is 
increased when using PPs [4]. 
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Abstract  

Misfit layered compounds (MLCs) have garnered considerable a�en�on due to the fascina�ng 
chemistry and their proper�es [1]. MLCs are composed of two dis�nct layered chalcogenides that are 
stacked alternately along the 'c' direc�on. The MLC stack is composed of metal chalcogenide (MX) and 
a transi�on metal dichalcogenide (TX 2) structures [1,2]. The proper�es of MLCs can be tuned by the 
chemical and structural interplay between MX and TX 2. The nanotubes (NTs) from these MLCs offer 
poten�al applica�ons in thermoelectrics due to the complementary proper�es of the two layered 
compounds [1]. Recently, a modified synthesis method of MLC-NT has permi�ed the introduc�on of 
addi�onal elements to form a quaternary compound star�ng from LaS-TaS 2 [3,4]. Here, we present 
an electron microscopy analysis of the novel family of (Sm, Y)S-TaS 2 nanostructures. The par�al 
exchange of Sm(S) by Y(S) provides a pathway for the fine control of the MLC structure and its 
proper�es. 

Different transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques including (high-resolu�on 
(scanning)TEM (HR(S)TEM) imaging, electron diffrac�on and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
(EDS)) have been employed to profoundly analyze these nanotubes. HRSTEM and STEM-EDS provide 
informa�on about the NT's composi�on and atomic arrangement. Electron diffrac�on pa�erns allow 
to determine the crystal structure of NTs. In Fig. 1c and d, two STEM images are presented, illustra�ng 
the repe��ve layers of (Sm, Y)S and TaS 2 . The results obtained from Electron Diffrac�on show that 
the subs�tu�on of Sm by Y is homogeneous and in-phase, with negligible effects on the material's 
la�ce parameter. The study of the elemental composi�on of these NTs by EDS reveals the atomic 
weight percentage of the Sm and Y in each batch (Sm x ,Y 1-x )S-TaS 2 . Materials similar to NTs (Fig 1a) 
were observed in addi�on to NTs themselves (Fig 1b), but further examina�on revealed that these 
addi�onal materials cannot be classified as NTs. 

In summary, through comprehensive EM analysis, we have demonstrated the successful synthesis of 
an unexplored group of quaternary MLC-nanomaterials. These works provide interes�ng informa�on 
about their structure and composi�on. 
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Figure 1:  , (a) 200 nm and (b) 400 nm, STEM-HAADF images of (Sm,Y)S-TaS 2 NTs with 40% percent of 
Y. Scale bars are (c,d) 2 nm respec�vely
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Abstract 
The outstanding ability of YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO) films to carry high currents at high magne�c fields 
offers an unprecedented opportunity to be used in large-scale superconduc�ng power applica�ons 
and high-field magnets. In an essen�al need of high-performance and low-cost manufacturing, 
chemical-solu�on deposi�on (CSD) has become a cost-effec�ve and scalable methodology to grow 
epitaxial YBCO films [1]. However, their growth rates are rather small (0.5-1 nm/s). For this purpose, 
we have developed a novel growth approach, en�tled, Transient Liquid Assisted Growth (TLAG) [2-4], 
by combining CSD methodologies with ultra-fast growth rates (100-1000 nm/s) using a non-
equilibrium liquid-mediated approach. Cri�cal current densi�es (Jc) up to 5MA/cm2 at 77K are already 
realized in TLAG-CSD thin films [2], but understanding of ini�al nano precursor phases and fine-tuning 
of growth parameters are essen�al to further improve the Jc in thicker films [4]. Therefore, the 
microstructure of mul�-deposited nanocrystalline and grown YBCO films, inves�gated via HR-TEM, 
STEM, and EELS, will be presented.  Moreover, a phenomenon of re-orienta�on of homogeneous-to-
heterogeneous epitaxial growth of YBCO will also be discussed. 

Furthermore, the control over the YBCO film microstructure is essen�al to enhance Jc, which can be 
achieved by well-controlled nano-defects embedded in the epitaxial superconduc�ng-matrix ac�ng as 
vortex-pinning-centers. We found that the microstructure of pris�ne YBCO could be tuned significantly 
via TLAG-CSD by op�mizing different growth parameters. Besides, the addi�on of secondary phase, 
like nanopar�cles nano inclusions can also increase flux-pinning at high fields by incorpora�ng pre-
formed nanopar�cles to the metal-organic-inks [2]. Therefore, the detailed microstructure of pris�ne 
YBCO, YBCO nanocomposites, and coated-conductors with varying growth parameters on different 
substrates inves�gated via HR-TEM, atomic-resolu�on STEM, and EELS will also be discussed. 
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Abstract 

Tetradymite chalcogenides such as Bi2Te3 are small band gap semiconductors that are strong 3D 
topological insulators with applica�ons in Pel�er cooling devices or thermoelectric power generators. 
Interes�ngly, while thin films and individual nanowires (NWs) have shown a reduced thermoelectric 
performance, the ordered 3D networks of these mo�fs have shown compe��ve proper�es for these 
applica�ons1. In this context, we present here the structural characteriza�on in a TEM of 3D networks 
of Bi2Te3 NWs fabricated via template-assisted electrochemical deposi�on2. The network consists in 
a highly ordered hexagonal array of free-standing NWs that are connected by nanochannels 
perpendicular to the length of the NWs at a periodic distance of 417 ± 10 nm. First, an image electron 
tomography was performed to determine the three-dimensional morphology of the NWs and their 
distribu�on in the network3. This allowed to measure the length and width of the NWs as well as their 
transversal connec�ons in different posi�ons and from different perspec�ves. The period of 417 nm 
between the connec�ons was confirmed, the NWs diameter was determined to be 57 ± 5 nm, the 
distance between different NWs was averaged to be 67 ± 5 nm and the width of the nanochannels was 
taken at 28 ± 5 nm. Second, precession-assisted 4D-STEM maps were collected to assess the 
crystallinity of the NWs and their junc�ons. These diffrac�on maps consist of electron diffrac�on 
pa�erns collected in a defined area that allowed the genera�on of orienta�on maps by means of a 
template-matching algorithm based on simulated pa�erns4. The obtained orienta�on maps 
demonstrated that the NWs are not formed by a single-crystalline domain, but rather several grains 
between 200 and 500 nm in length, which are rotated with respect to each other around the [110] 
crystallographic direc�on. Furthermore, it was observed that the crystalline orienta�on of the 
transversal connec�ons was the same as the grains from both connected NWs. In this way, the 3D 
networks of Bi2Te3 NWs could be fully structurally characterised at the nanoscale by methods 
employed in the real and diffrac�on space, respec�vely. 
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Abstract  

Shape memory alloys (SMA), such as Ni-Ti, Cu-Zn-Al, Cu-Al-Ni, Au-Cd, Ni-Mn-Ga, … undergo a 
thermoelas�c martensi�c transforma�on, which is the basis of their func�onal proper�es, including 
the shape memory and superelas�city effects, and high damping capacity [1]. High Temperature Shape 
Memory Alloys (HTSMAs), working above 370 K, have been largely demanded in the last decade, 
par�cularly by aerospace, automo�ve and energy industries [2]. Among the different SMA families, Ni-
rich Ni-Mn-Ga alloys have emerged as poten�al candidates for HTSMAs due to their excellent 
func�onal proper�es in single crystalline state and excep�onal thermal stability for some specific 
composi�ons [3]. Nevertheless, the prac�cal applica�on of Ni-Mn-Ga polycrystals is hindered by their 
intrinsic bri�leness and intergranular fracture. An effec�ve approach to solve this problem is the 
forma�on of a duc�le second phase along the grain boundaries. For Ni-Mn-Ga alloys, the precipita�on 
of a duc�le face-centered cubic (f.c.c.) phase, referred to as the γ phase, can be achieved by increasing 
the Ni content or by addi�on of quaternary elements, resul�ng in an enhancement of the duc�lity in 
many cases [4-6]. 

This study inves�gates the effect of low amounts of Hf or Zr addi�on on the func�onal proper�es and 
microstructure of a Ni-rich Ni-Mn-Ga HTSMA, not previously explored in the literature. The diffrac�on 
pa�erns obtained from second phase precipitates in these alloys exhibit an apparent f.c.c. structure 
similar to the γ phase (Fig. a), but with nearly twice the la�ce parameter reported for the normal γ 
phase [7, 8]. Combining the informa�on from SAEDPs in different zone axes with the composi�on 
obtained by EDX, the proposed structural model is built-up from an array of 8 (2x2x2) basic f.c.c. cells 
in which the Hf or Zr atoms occupy specific posi�ons. As for the rest of elements, two possibili�es are 
considered: i) disordered model with random posi�ons of the Ni, Mn and Ga atoms (Fig. b); ii) ordered 
model for the Ni atoms, which occupy specific posi�ons while the rest of la�ce sites are randomly 
occupied by Mn and Ga (Fig. c). Both models give rise to simulated XRD and TEM diffrac�on pa�erns 
that match the experimental results. However, the structure is more accurately described in a different 
set of crystallographic axes (Fig. d), which results in an A6 face-centered tetragonal unit cell (space 
group I4/mmm, No. 139), as shown in Figs. e and f. 
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Abstract  

Understanding the correla�ons between synthesis, structure and func�onality in the field of catalysis 
is closely linked to the development of electron microscopy.  In fact, the last decades have seen great 
developments in the field of in situ electron microscopy in order to obtain insights of transforma�on 
pathways that reflect intrinsic catalysts proper�es under very realis�c reac�on, which requires a 
specific infrastructure.[i] As an alterna�ve to in-situ microscopy, Iden�cal Loca�on Transmission 
Electron Microscopy (ILTEM) [ii] analysis can be applied, which in a more simplis�c way allows us to 
illustrate the interac�on of the sample with the environment characteris�c of the chemical process 
used in a macro-scale reactor.  

Here, the evolu�on of the structure and composi�on of the system of par�cles in two Ce0.68Zr0.32O2 
supported bimetallic catalysts based on Au and Ru (Fig.1) or Pd under high temperature condi�ons 
and different redox environments has been followed in STEM mode. In par�cular, the specific poten�al 
of a methodology based on characterizing, both in imaging (High Angle Annular Dark Field contrast) 
and nanoanaly�cal (X-Ray Energy Dispersive spectroscopy) modes, exactly the same areas before and 
a�er the thermochemical treatments is illustrated. It is proved that these so-called Iden�cal Loca�on 
STEM-HAADF-XEDS experiments, in which the spa�al correla�on between the inves�gated catalyst 
aggregates is retained, provide informa�on which is unavoidably lost in conven�onal STEM studies.  
From our observa�ons on a sufficiently large number of metallic en��es it has been possible to reveal 
the influence of par�cle size and nature of the redox environment on the temperature-driven 
mobiliza�on of the different metals involved in these catalysts. Thus, oxidizing environments 
evidenced a much higher capacity to mobilize the three metals, preferen�ally Au. Moreover, prolonged 
exposure under an oxidising environment has been proved to induce significant modifica�ons in these 
bimetallic system, even at room temperature. Irrespec�ve of the type of redox environment, bimetallic 
systems showed be�er thermal resistance, which demonstrates a beneficial effect of the second metal. 
Finally, IL-STEM studies have shown how scaling from macroscopic to nanoscopic condi�ons involves 
intrinsic changes in heat and mass transfer phenomena, which must be taken into account in the 
compara�ve analysis of both type of experiments. 
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IN SITU HEATING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF A NICKEL THIN FILM ACROSS THE CURIE TEMPERATURE 
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Abstract 
The use of a transmission electron microscope (TEM) for in situ experiments has been gaining a�en�on 
during the last years due to the availability of more stable goniometric stages as well as specifically 
designed holders, which enable hea�ng, biasing, liquid, and gas experiments at the nanoscale. 
Although this technology has shown very impressive results in materials science1–3, the prepara�on 
of thin-enough mul�layer systems for in situ TEM measurements remain a challenge in most 
laboratories. That is because a lamella needs to be placed and thinned down in a MEMS chip without 
damaging the different electrodes in a focused ion beam. This work shows as a case study how this 
can be done for a 50-nm Nickel thin film placed on a hea�ng MEMS chip. Nickel is a ferromagne�c 
material with plenty of applica�ons, from ba�eries and fuel cells to special cements or guitar strings. 
Its Curie temperature is  355 °C, thus it’s a perfect candidate to observe in situ how the different 
crystalline grains behave when the material becomes paramagne�c above such temperature. 

The Ni thin layer was deposited by means of a physical vapour deposi�on process in a magnetron 
spu�ering system. A 10-nm thick �tanium layer was previously deposited as adhesion promoter onto 
a silicon wafer substrate. A high-power delivery in DC was maintained for the Ar plasma to increase 
the spu�ered grain size distribu�on hence promo�ng the crea�on of differen�ated bulk domains 
within the deposited film. The subsequent lamella was prepared using a Thermo Fisher Scios 2 dual 
beam system. Before thinning and polishing, the extracted chunk was transferred to a DENSsolu�ons 
hea�ng MEMS chip and a�ached to it by deposi�on of pla�num paths. The lamella was thinned to a 
thickness less than 100 nm and then polished using very low ion beam voltage and current in order 
not to amorphize the layer. The resul�ng lamella-on-a-chip was placed on a DENSsolu�ons Lightning 
holder and inserted on a JEOL F200 Cold FEG operated at 200kV. Full characteriza�on of the thin film 
was carried out by means of in situ high-resolu�on TEM and STEM imaging, EDS mapping and 4D-
STEM below and above the Curie temperature. 
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AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF ALIGNMENT ERRORS IN CRYO-ELECTRON TOMOGRAPHIC 
RECONSTRUCTIONSAUTOMATIC DETECTION OF ALIGNMENT ERRORS IN CRYO-ELECTRON 
TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTIONS 

Federico P. De Isidro-Gómez (Spain)1; Carlos O. S. Sorzano (Spain)1; Jose M. Carazo (Spain)1 

1 - National Center for Biotechnology (CNB-CSIC) 

Abstract 

Cryogenic electron tomography is a widely used technique for the structural study of biological 
complexes. It allows the three-dimensional characterization in native state of a broad variety of 
samples, from cellular environments to purified complexes. The structural information is inferred from 
a set of images containing projective information in transmission. These images, called tilt series, are 
acquired by tilting the sample at different tilt angles. Unfortunately, the tilting process can introduce 
slight but significant displacements and rotations around the tilt axis.  To properly combine the 
acquired images and obtain a 3D reconstruction of the sample, it is mandatory to correct these 
misalignments, this is the tilt series alignment process. If the alignment parameters are not properly 
estimated, the final reconstruction will present artifacts and its reliability is compromised. In this work, 
we present two different approaches to identify the existence of misalignment in the reconstructions 
without requiring the manual exploration of the data by the scientist. First, an algorithm for the 
detection of misalignment based on the trajectories described by markers (fiducials) through the tilt-
series. And secondly, a deep neural approach for artifact detection over gold beads present in the 
tomographic reconstruction. 
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 Top left: Schematic of an aligned tilt series in which it can be observed a single marker along the 
series (top) and its projection in the central plane (bottom). Top right: Same as topo left, but in this 
case the tilt-series presents some misalignment. It can be observed that the disposition of the 
protected markers does not present a straight line (as in the case of the aligned tilt-series). Bottom: 
views of 3-slides average of the same gold bead reconstruction at Y-plane (left), Z-plane (center), 
and X-plane (right). Bottom left gold bead present no misalignment and bottom right presents 
twisters (rotation of the tilt axis). 
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IMPACT AND EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURE-BASED DRUG DESIGN THROUGH CRYOEM AT MSD 
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Abstract 

Over the past decade, single particle cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) has transitioned from a niche 
technique to a powerful tool for structural biology. This is due, in part, to technological breakthroughs 
which have made it relatively routine to achieve near atomic resolutions for protein targets of 
pharmacological interest in complex with drug candidates. Industry has historically relied heavily on 
Xray crystallography to enable structure-based drug design (SBDD); however, we are seeing that 
cryoEM is playing an ever-increasing role in that process, especially for challenging samples like large 
multimeric complexes, proteins that are flexible, or proteins that are difficult to express or purify. In 
the last few years, cryoEM has allowed to expand dramatically the range of attractive targets that 
could be “structurally enabled”, some of which have been long out of reach, like membrane proteins. 
Five years after its adoption at MSD, the number of projects and structures solved by cryoEM has 
increased steadily every year (with >150 structures solved and >30 projects enabled by 2022). Good 
examples that highlight the use of cryoEM at MSD are the Orexin 2 receptor (Hong, C. et al, 2021), 
insulin receptor (Scapin, G. et al, 2018), human arginase (Palte, R.L. et al, 2021) and the study of TGFβ 
antibody complexes (patent US WO 2020/076969, 2020). In those examples, cryoEM supported the 
design of new drugs by either defining drug-protein interactions, allowing the rational design of the 
molecules, or by improving the understanding of the mechanism of action of the different targets. For 
example, in the case of the Orexin 2 receptor, cryoEM structures were used to elucidate the 
mechanism of binding for an endogenous peptide and small molecule agonist which enabled SBDD of 
therapeutic agonists, while in the case of the human arginase, cryoEM structures allowed the 
understanding of the inhibitory mechanism of the antibodies. Though cryoEM is a powerful tool by 
industry production standards, it is still limited by the need for increased throughput and automation 
in most of the steps of the process, and the ability to routinely work with difficult cases. One such 
example are ligands that occupy transmembrane binding pockets that are otherwise occupied by lipids 
of unknown functional relevance, mimicking the overall lipid structure, or interacting with lipids on 
the exposed side of a shallow pocket.  

At MSD, we use SBDD to steer the development and optimization of chemical matter, increasing our 
efficiency and ability to bring our products to the market. Building off the success that cryoEM has had 
on our pipeline over the past five years, MSD is investing in a brand new cryoEM facility with three 
state-of-the-art microscopes: a Titan Krios, Glacios, and Arctis. While we continue to rely heavily on 
single particle cryoEM in our pipeline, we are continually looking towards the future; including the 
ability to image macromolecular complexes in their native environment of the cell through cryo-
electron tomography 
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Abstract 

Ferrous alloys locally reinforced by carbide particles are promising materials for wear resistance 
applications. The local reinforcement provides high wear resistance, while the bulk cast iron offers 
high strength and toughness. For this reason, this grade of material is of increasing importance in the 
oil, gas and mining industries. Considerable attention has been directed towards techniques in which 
the reinforcing phase is formed during casting or previously manufactured by ex-situ methods and 
incorporated into the molten metal [1-3]. 

To produce the reinforced specimens, mixtures of Ti, Al and graphite powders were produced for the 
TiC system, and WC and Fe powders for the WC system. The powders were mixed and homogenised 
in a shaker mixer for 7 hours, and the binder was added afterwards. The mixtures were cold pressed 
in a metallic mould with a pressure of 70 MPa. The placement of the compacts in the mould cavity 
and the high-Cr white cast iron pouring were the final steps. The mechanical response of reinforced 
zones and the base metal was evaluated by microabrasion and hardness tests. To understand the 
effect of localized reinforcement on material performance, the microstructure of the composites and 
bonding interfaces was characterised using XRD, SEM/EDS, EBSD and TEM techniques. 

Regarding the TiC system, the microstructural characterisation shows a non-uniform distribution of 
TiC particles in the reinforced matrix. The average hardness of the metal matrix composite is 797 HV 
30, corresponding to a 34% increase compared to the hardness of the base metal. Concerning the WC 
system, a homogeneous and random distribution of the WC particles in the reinforced matrix was 
observed. The average hardness of the composite is 721 HV 30, a 47% increase in hardness compared 
to the base metal. 

The microstructural characterisation and mechanical properties results allow us to state that this 
fabrication technique shows great potential for industrial application. 
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STRUCTURAL RECOGNITION AND STABILIZATION OF TYROSINE HYDROXYLASE BY THE J-DOMAIN 
PROTEIN DNAJC12 

José M. Valpuesta (Spain)1 
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Abstract  

Pathogenic variants of the J-domain protein DNAJC12, a co-chaperone of Hsp70, cause parkinsonism, 
which seems associated with a defective interaction of DNAJC12 with tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), the 
rate limiting enzyme in dopamine synthesis. Here, we report the characterization of TH:DNAJC12 
complex formation and show that DNAJC12 binding stabilizes TH and delays its time-dependent 
aggregation in an Hsp70-independent manner, while does not affect TH activity and regulatory 
inhibition by dopamine. Interestingly, although neither TH nor DNAJC12 alone significantly activate 
Hsc70, the complex stimulates its ATPase activity. Cryoelectron microscopy reveals two DNAJC12 
monomers bound per TH tetramer, each embracing one of the two regulatory domain dimers, leaving 
all active sites available for substrate and dopamine interaction. Biochemical data confirm the key role 
of the DNAJC12 last eight residues in TH binding, explaining the molecular disease mechanism of C-
terminal truncated DNAJC12 variants.  
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CRYOEM REVEALS A MECHANISM USED BY VACCINIA VIRUS TO INACTIVATE CYTOSOLIC DNA 
SENSING 
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Abstract 

The Ku70-Ku80 heterodimer has a central role in the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway of 
DNA repair. In the nucleus Ku70-Ku80 recognizes DNA ends generated after double strand breaks. 
However, in the cytosol, Ku70-Ku80 works as a sensor of dsDNA from viruses that replicate in the 
cytoplasm and activates an inflammatory response [1, 2]. Some viruses have found ways to counteract 
this defence mechanisms. Two proteins from Vaccinia virus, C4 and C16, are some of the best 
characterized examples of viral proteins that inactivate Ku70-Ku80 dependent DNA sensing and 
enhance virulence, but the structural basis for their inactivation mechanism have been poorly 
understood [3]. 

We have used cryo-Electron Microscopy (cryoEM) to determine the structure of Ku70-Ku80 bound to 
C16 [4]. Ku70-Ku80 consists on a preformed ring that it is used to bind and recognise dsDNA. C16 binds 
Ku70-Ku80 and sterically blocks this ring, thus preventing the binding to dsDNA and signalling into the 
downstream innate immunity system. C4 mimics these activities using a domain with 54% sequence 
identity to C16. Our results reveal how C4 and C16, two proteins with not fully redundant functions, 
evolved similar strategies to subvert the capacity of Ku70-Ku80 to recognize viral DNA. We also find 
that this mechanism is conserved in other poxvirus such as the causative agents of variola and 
monkeypox. 
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Abstract 

Amino acid transport across biological membranes is essential to feed the cell with building blocks for 
protein synthesis, energy sources for growth, and metabolite and signaling molecule precursors. In 
humans, heteromeric amino acid transporters (HATs) are amino acid exchangers involved in the 
transport of amino acids in and out of the cell [1]. Furthermore, impaired amino acid transport is 
related to severe metabolic diseases, tumor growth or neurological disorders and therefore, HATs 
have great pharmacological interest [2]. 

Recent advances on cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) have enabled the determination of the first 
human HAT structures, such as human LAT1 [3] and LAT2 (the latter also determined by the group of 
Oscar Llorca [4]). Despite having similar structural architecture, HATs present specific substrate 
preferences which define their physiological role [5]. As part of the HAT family, the Asc1 transporter 
is regarded as an important drug target as it is mostly expressed throughout the central nervous 
system both in astrocytes and neurons, participating in glutamatergic synapses [6]. Thus, Asc1 displays 
high affinity for small neutral amino acids (alanine, cysteine, glycine) and is unusually able to transport 
both serine stereoisomers, L- and D-serine. 

We have recently determined a 4 Å resolution cryo-EM apo-structure of Asc1 inward-open partially 
occluded conformation. Using a multidisciplinary approach which combined cell-based transport 
assays, computational simulation and cryo-EM, we have now molecular insights to explain Asc1 
substrate specificities. Moreover, the slightly different conformation to the already reported models 
completes our understanding on amino acid exchange and rises new hypothesis on undescribed 
alternative transport mechanisms for Asc1, so-called diffusion [7]. Ultimately, our experimental model 
paves the way on the design of Asc1-targeted drugs, helping to alleviate severe neurological disorders. 
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Abstract 

Members of the J-domain proteins family tune the specificity of Hsp70s, engaging them in precise 
functions. Despite their essential role, the structure and function of many J-domain proteins remain 
largely unknown, particularly those able to self-assemble into oligomers. We explored DnaJA2, a 
human class A J-domain protein, finding that it reversibly oligomerises into highly-ordered, tubular 
structures that interact with Hsc70, the constitutively expressed Hsp70 isoform. Cryoelectron 
microscopy and crosslinking mass spectrometry revealed that self-association occurs through 
multivalent interactions involving the J domain, a region of the C-terminal peptide-binding domain, 
the zinc finger and the C-terminal domains. The disordered C-terminal domain, comprising the last 52 
residues, is essential for its holding activity and regulates the productive interaction with Hsc70. 
Although oligomers and dimers interact with unfolded clients preventing their aggregation, the 
holding activity of the dimer is higher. Oligomeric DnaJA2 could provide an array of closely spaced J 
domains that allows transfer of several Hsc70 molecules to the unfolded substrate, explaining the 
efficient recovery of DnaJA2-bound clients. The ATP-dependent conformational changes of Hsc70 
induce oligomer dissociation. These in vitro findings suggest that the association equilibrium of DnaJA2 
could regulate the interaction of the cochaperone with client proteins and with Hsc70. 
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Abstract  

Cryo-EM has revolutionized the field of structural biology due to its capabilities resolving the three-
dimensional structure of proteins, protein complexes, and other biological macromolecules at high or 
even atomic resolutions. However, acquiring high-quality data for single particle analysis (SPA) still 
largely depends on the expertise of the microscope operator and their ability to judge the microscope 
output and optimize the acquisition process. The dependence on this empirical expertise emphasizes 
the need for more robust automation and real-time feedback throughout the data acquisition process. 
Here we will present the latest developments on the Thermo Scientific Smart EPU software that 
simplify and automate processing and data curation in addition to opening possibilities for AI 
automation of workflows. These developments free operators from tedious and repetitive tasks and 
makes Cryo-EM accessible to a wider audience.   

Smart EPU with EPU Quality Monitor processes every acquired image in real-time and performs 
motion correction and CTF determination. Quality metrics are generated that allow curation of large 
single particle datasets and selective export of data for further processing. Results are presented for 
inspection in a web interface that is accessible from any modern internet-capable device.  

The Smart EPU platform goes a step further to connect algorithms (“Smart Plugins”) to an ongoing 
acquisition and optimizes it in terms of efficiency and quality by monitoring image quality parameters 
and metadata. One example algorithm utilizes a neural network to automatically predict and discard 
inappropriate acquisition targets that would lead to inferior micrographs. This is complemented with 
another algorithm that works on real-time results of the processing routines, such as CTF fitting 
confidence, to recognize areas that still produce inferior micrographs and move the acquisition to 
other places on the grid or even switch grids. This dual check enables even entry level users to do 
efficient set-ups and reduces waste during acquisition.    

Finally, we will also present Smart EPU Open API, an open application programming interface for Smart 
EPU Software. This API allows users with programming skills to develop their own User Plugins, so that 
they can influence an ongoing acquisition in certain critical steps according to their specific needs. The 
design of the API ensures that decisions made by algorithms don’t conflict between themselves or 
compromise the stability of the microscope This Open API enables the broader Cryo-EM community 
to develop its own routines and drive innovation.   
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Abstract 

CryoEM ability to capture macromolecular heterogeneity is progressively shifting the field towards a 
new way of understanding how structure and function meet to drive biological processes. However, 
extracting flexibility information from CryoEM data is a challenging task, increasing the need for new 
and advanced methods specifically designed to address the heterogeneity problem through the 
approximation of conformational landscapes obtained from CryoEM data. 

Therefore, many new algorithms designed to tackle the previous challenge have been recently 
introduced: Zernike3D [1], CryoDRGN [2], Gaussian Mixtures [3], 3D Flex [4]... Each algorithm 
approaches the problem from a different perspective, providing unique ways to analyze and 
understand conformational heterogeneity. 

Nevertheless, integrating all the previous heterogeneity algorithms in a single flexibility workflow 
remains a difficult task. However, their combination would allow users to take advantage of their 
strengths to better explore and represent conformational landscapes, thus increasing the knowledge 
that could be extracted from a given study. 

In this work, we introduce a novel framework called the Flexibility Hub, a new integration tool to 
define flexibility workflows inside Scipion [5]. The Flexibility Hub integrates advanced flexibility 
software (Zernike3D, CryoDRGN, ContinuousFlex [6]…) and handles their interaction, allowing to do 
combined flexibility analysis. In addition, it provides advanced tools to explore and annotate 
conformational landscapes, as well as a novel consensus method to merge different landscape 
estimations to posteriorly analyze the consistency of the estimated conformational states. 
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Abstract  

Chaperonins, also known as Hsp60s, are a family of chaperones whose structure consists of two 
juxtaposed oligomeric rings with a cavity in their interior, where the folding process takes place (1). 
CCT (Chaperonin Containing TCP-1) is the most complex of all chaperonins, and it participates in the 
folding of over 10% of newly synthesized proteins (2). There are many evidences that prove that CCT 
has crucial roles in the development of different diseases. The first of these diseases is cancer, where 
CCT has shown to be upregulated, promoting tumor growth and mobility. Furthermore, CCT inhibition 
has been linked to tumor regression (3–5). On the other hand, CCT has been observed to be inhibited 
during neurodegenerative diseases such as Huntington disease, in accordance with the fact that CCT 
can inhibit the aggregation of polyQ proteins in vitro and in vivo (6,7). Although CCT has proven to play 
crucial roles in the development of many diseases, there has not been a relevant effort in the discovery 
of small molecules capable of modulating the activity of this proteins with a potential therapeutic 
effect; probably due to the structural complexity of the chaperonin. That is why in this work we 
screened the compounds included in the Prestwick chemical library using Differential Scanning 
Fluorimetry, from which three stabilizers and five destabilizers were identified. We then performed 
functional assays in order to characterize the effect that these small molecules have over CCT. ATPase 
and folding assays have allowed us to identify two molecules that inhibit both activities of CCT, and 
another molecule that enhances them. We are now optimizing the vitrification conditions for CCT in 
the presence of these three molecules. Although the presence of DMSO in the buffer with the samples 
-in which the small molecules are diluted- is hindering the proper distribution of the chaperonin in the
cryo-electron microscopy grids, a preliminary 3D processing of CCT incubated with the inhibiting
molecule Omeprazole has reached a ~4 Å resolution. Although the resolution could still be further
improved, some densities can be attributed to the Omeprazole molecule, which seems to be binding
to the ATP binding pocket of the CCT8 subunit. This structural information provides precise insight on
the inhibiting mechanism of this small molecule, and supports its use as an inhibitor of the CCT
chaperonin. These results can set the basis for the development of new drugs targeting CCT.
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Abstract 

Protein homeostasis involves the balance between protein synthesis, folding, trafficking, and 
degradation essential for proper cellular function, where molecular chaperones operate as a 
regulatory network1. Their role is dictated by their interaction with different co-chaperones, which 
can either direct the Hsp70:substrate complex towards its folding or degradation through the 
ubiquitin-proteasome system (UPS) or the autophagy system2. One of these co-chaperones is Bag1 
(Bcl-2-associated athanogene 1), a Nucleotide Exchange Factor of Hsp70 that contains a Ubiquitin like 
(UBL) domain shown to mediate the interaction with the proteasome3. 

In this work, we have addressed the proteasomal subunit involved in the interaction with Bag1 by 
cloning and purification of different proteasomal subunits, inferring a strong interaction with 
Rpn1. Binary (Rpn1:Bag1), ternary (Rpn1:Bag:Hsp70) and quaternary (Rpn1:Bag1:Hsp70:model 
substrate of Hsp70) complexes have been isolated and characterized using biochemical and 
biophysical techniques that will help to elucidate the substrate delivery mechanism that takes place 
between Hsp70 and the proteasome. 

To further analize the interactions among these proteins, the purified complexes have been 
structurally characterized by cryo-EM. The Rpn1:Bag:Hsp70 3D reconstruction, complemented with 
cross-linking and mass spectrometry information, have allowed us to propose a model of the ternary 
complex. A high-resolution map of the complex between the 26S proteasome and Bag1 has been 
generated at an overall resolution of 3.21Å and a local resolution of the given interaction 
region between 3-5Å. This map shows the binding site of the UBL domain of Bag1 to the toroidal 
region of Rpn1 and a significant structural rearrangement within the 20S AAA-ATPase ring affecting 
the interface between the Rpt4 and Rpt5 subunits. This interaction and the 
subsequent conformational change would allow the positioning of Hsp70 in the vicinity of the 
proteasomal gate, thus favoring substrate transfer. 

To gain further insight into the effects of the structural change affecting the 20S ATPases, we have 
performed degradation assays using Hsp70 substrates as α-synuclein. These results suggest that the 
interaction between Bag1 and the proteasome induces an open conformation, quite different from 
the known structures, that would facilitate the translocation of unfolded proteins inside the catalytic 
chamber, thus inducing degradation in an ATP-independent manner. 
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Abstract 

To achieve their functional activities, cells possess a complex network of molecular chaperones, 
proteins that assist de novo protein folding and prevent protein aggregation (1). One of the most 
important chaperone families are the chaperonins (or Hsp60 chaperones), which are organized as two 
oligomeric back-two-back rings generating a cavity in each ring where the substrate will be placed for 
its folding (2). The most complex and important of all chaperonins is the eukaryotic CCT (Chaperonin 
Containing TCP-1) whose structure and the folding mechanism are key for nanotechnological 
applications (3,4). 

The main aim of this project is to build a stable synthetic cylindrical CCT structure capable of 
encapsulating chemical reagents or small proteins. It has been shown that two of the eight human 
CCT subunits, CCT4 and most importantly CCT5, are able to self-oligomerize (5). When compared to 
the eukaryotic CCT (6), poly-CCT5 is easier to purify, can be genetically modified in all subunits at the 
same time and allows a more manageable image processing due to the asymmetric disposition of the 
different CCT subunits. These capabilities could enable poly-CCT5 to act as a nanocontainer delivering 
molecules to specific targets.  

Negative staining EM was used to assess the encapsulation of various nanoparticles inside synthetic 
poly-CCT5. VENOFER, an iron-sucrose coating NP, produced the best results overall and was chosen 
for Cryoelectron microscopy (CryoEM) analysis. Data acquisition took place in a Talos Artica from the 
cryoEM facility at CNB-CSIC, and image processing reach a 3D reconstruction at 10 Å resolution of the 
NP-bound poly-CCT5, in which the NP is held by CCT5 apical domains. This preliminary 3D 
reconstruction was recently improved to 4.1 Å through a new image processing performed with data 
acquired at the Diamond Light Source (DLS) electron Bio-Imaging Centre (eBIC). 

As part of this project, we are also designing and structurally characterizing two poly-CCT5 mutants, 
Cterm2 and Nterm1. The Cterm2 mutant involves substituting two negatively-charged residues with 
basic positively-charged ones to achieve attraction instead of repulsion. The Nterm1 mutant involves 
removing a third of the residues from the N-terminus to limit possible steric impediments. Both N- 
and C-termini have been identified within the CCT cavity around the equatorial domains and could be 
the reason (as steric hindrance) for the failure to achieve complete encapsulation of the NP. 
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Abstract 

The endosomal network is a major hub in protein trafficking. Proteins that enter in this pathway may 
be degraded in lysosomes or be recycled to continue developing their functions. Retromer is a highly 
conserved hetero-trimeric complex that mediates endosomal sorting of hundreds of integral 
membrane proteins, thus contributing to cellular proteostasis. Other accessory proteins such as 
members of the Sortin nexin (SNX) family work together with retromer recruiting it to the endosomal 
membrane to select cargo. Retromer machinery is also hijacked by several intracellular pathogens to 
facilitate host invasion, establish intracellular replicative niches and promote survival.  

Human Papillomavirus (HPV) encodes L2, a minor capsid protein that interacts with the viral DNA and 
promotes its retrograde transport through the endomembrane system into the nucleus hijacking 
retromer complex. The C terminal region of the L2 protein contains a retromer binding motif followed 
by a membrane-destabilising sequence that functions as a cell-penetrating peptide. In this study we 
have used an integrative approach based on X-ray crystallography and cryo-electron microscopy 
combined with biochemical and functional assays to establish the mechanism by which the L2 protein 
subverts retromer function during HPV infection.  
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Abstract 

Adenoviruses are non-enveloped icosahedral viruses studied by their role as pathogens infecting 
vertebrates and by their utility as therapeutic vectors and models for virus assembly. Minor coat 
protein VI contains a membrane-disrupting peptide essential to ensure endosome escape in the early 
stages of the infection. In absence of the major core protein VII, the lytic peptide remains trapped in 
the hexon cavity1, similarly as in maturation deficient TS1 virions2. Protein VII is thus required for 
protein VI maturation and viral infection1. Moreover, since N-terminal peptides of proteins VI (pVIN) 
and VII (pVIIN2) bind alike residues in the hexon cavity3, a model has been proposed in which both 
proteins compete for the same binding pockets in all hexon monomers during assembly1. Protein VI is 
problematic due to its uncertain stoichiometry and incomplete icosahedral order. To better 
characterize the arrangement of protein VI in the capsid, we built a high-resolution map of a particle 
lacking protein VII (HAdV-C5-VII-) by single particle averaging cryo-electron microscopy. We processed 
74,000 viral particles applying icosahedral symmetry, CTF per particle refinement and Ewald sphere 
correction to yield the best resolution map obtained so far for any Adenovirus (2.8 Å). Despite this 
resolution, the lower density of protein VI compared to the rest of the capsid and its lack of continuity 
according to DeepEMhancer4 postprocessing suggested that protein VI folding could escape to 
icosahedral symmetry. We thus addressed the localized reconstruction of the four hexons in the 
asymmetric unit using LocalRec5 without imposing symmetry. Hexon 2 yielded the best outcome due 
to protein VI density enrichment, resulting in a map continuous enough to fit a model, though we 
were unable to unequivocally assign protein VI residues. Nevertheless, we identified in hexon 2, as 
well as in hexons 1 and 4, connections between pVIN and the core outer layer. Comparisons of maps 
from virions HAdV-C5-VII-, TS1 (full3 and lacking genome) and the delayed packaging mutant FC31_L36 
(lacking genome) showed that connections do only occur after proteolytic maturation and are formed 
by capsid elements. We hypothesize that these connections may arise from interactions between 
protein VI, the core and other internal minor coat proteins. This would suggest that protein VI has a 
role in directing the assembly of hexons during adenovirus morphogenesis. 
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Abstract 

The vault particle, with a mass of 10 MDa and dimensions of 70 nm x 40 nm x 40 nm, is the largest 
ribonucleoprotein described in the eukaryotic kingdom. The vault shell is organized in two identical 
moieties, each consisting of 39 copies of the major vault protein (MVP, 100 kDa), which assemble to 
form a barrel-like cage with an enormous interior volume. The telomerase associated protein 1 (TEP1, 
290 kDa), the vault poly (ADP)-ribose polymerase (vPARP, 193 kDa), as well as several short 
untranslated RNAs (vRNA) are localized in the interior volume of the vault, as minor components. 
Vaults are present and widely conserved in most eukaryotes, suggesting an essential biological role, 
which, however, remains poorly understood (Berger et al., 2009; Frascotti et al., 2021). 

In a previous work, using a combination of vault recombinant reconstitution, biophysics and cryo-
electron microscopy (cryo-EM) techniques, we characterized the structural dynamics of rat vaults, 
suggesting a mechanistic model for the vault opening-closing cycle with functional implications for 
cargo encapsulation, transport, and delivery (Guerra et al., 2022). 

Dictyostelium discoideum is the only organism described so far possessing two different, although 
highly homologous isoforms of MVP (MVPα and MVPβ), and previous findings in our lab demonstrated 
that both monomers are essential for vault assembly. Solving the structure of these singular particle 
would allow us to decipher the evolutionary relationships linking vaults from an ancient 
microorganism to higher eukaryotes. Here we present the cryo-EM structures of recombinant D. 
discoideum vaults, unbound (3.8 Å resolution) and bound (3.7 Å resolution) to a nanobody recognizing 
a myc-tag, artificially inserted in an exposed loop of the R6 repeat in MVPβ, to differentiate the two 
isoforms. 

Cryo-EM data were obtained at the ESRF cryo-EM facility, in a 300-kV Titan Krios, equipped with a 
Gatan K3 direct electron detection camera at ×81,000. The pixel size was measured to 1.06 Å on the 
specimen scale. RELION 4.0 was used to process the data. The 2D classification showed noticeable 
extra density, attributable to the presence of the nanobody in the vault-nanobody complex. High 
performance image computing is in process to figure out the distribution of the MVP isoforms forming 
the vault shell. 
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Abstract 

Correlative light and electron microscopy (CLEM) is a structural biology methodology that allows to 
relate different microscopy techniques. This methodology, applied in cryogenic conditions, allows the 
extraction of high resolution structural 3D information in the native cellular context avoiding artefacts 
related to chemical fixation and dehydration. CLEM allows the study of cellular samples by means of 
cryo-fluorescence microscopy to locate interesting cellular events while cryo-focus ion beam-scanning 
electron microscopy (cryo-FIB-SEM) serial sectioning is used to analyse the cellular ultrastructure at 
the level of cellular organelles or, alternatively, cryo-electron tomography is used to analyse the 3D 
structure of protein complexes and their distribution at molecular resolution (Figure 1). At CNB-CSIC 
we are implementing a cryo-correlative platform aiming to provide users with dedicated tools to 
perform CLEM in cryogenic conditions in a variety of workflows, including the usage of cryo-
epifluorescence, cryo-confocal fluorescence, cryo-FIB-SEM and cryo-ET, to investigate and answer 
questions to biological events occurring in the cell. 

Keywords: Cryo-focus-ion-beam scanning electron microscopy, cryo-correlative light-electron 
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Abstract 
There is a growing interest in structural techniques that take advantage of the vitrification of water in 
biological samples in order to preserve their native conditions. Most of these techniques involve high-
resolution methods that aim to solve the structure of purified biological complexes. Nevertheless, 
these approaches are hindered because the structure is analysed without its cellular context. For this 
reason, it is essential to integrate light microscopy techniques in the workflow of the cryotechniques 
to localize protein complexes and solve its structure in their native environment. 
The Valpuesta group and the cryo-electron microscopy platform at CNB-CSIC are implementing a new 
facility for cryocorrelative techniques that exploit the advantages of visible light and electron 
microscopy (cryo-CLEM). In this platform two cryo-CLEM approaches are available. First, the 
tomographic approach by lamellae preparation allows having a near-atomic 
resolution by the study of less than 300 nm thin windows opened into the cell (lamella FIB milling). 
Second, serial sectioning allows to obtain a whole cell volume at a resolution of 10 nm. This technique 
is based on the use of a iterative process of imaging with the SEM and surface milling with the FIB to 
obtain a stack of images containing the volume of the cell (cryo FIBSEM 
tomogram). 

Serial sectioning imaging has technique-related artifacts that are unavoidable and hinder the images 
obtained. To overcome this issue, we are focusing on developing an open-source and user-friendly 
software package for the processing of cryo FIBSEM volumes to obtain more accurate insights. 
The first operation our package executes is the stripes elimination to get rid of the lines created by 
the so-called curtain artifact produced by the shielding of the downstream material by a harder one 
upstream. The second operation is the elimination of the charging artifact generated by the 
accumulation of electrons in the sample that result in darker and lighter areas in the image. The third 
part is the stack alignment. Since electrons are accumulated not homogenously in the sample, this 
also means that these areas deflect differently the electrons creating local deformations in the image, 
thus making the alignment a non-trivial problem. Last, deep learning segmentation is performed using 
Cellpose software. This pipeline will reduce significantly the image artifacts within cryo FIB-SEM data 
allowing the extraction of more reliable information. 
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Abstract 

Microtubules are highly dynamic αβ-tubulin polymers whose continuous assembly and disassembly 
cycles serve to important cellular roles such as cell division, cell motility and intracellular transport. 

While microtubules are spontaneously disassembled in the so-called catastrophe events, microtubule 
assembly occurs both spontaneously when αβ-tubulin dimers exceed a minimum critical 
concentration, and orchestrated by the γ-tubulin ring complex (γTuRC) in the so-called nucleation 
events. The γTuRC is a multi-subunit complex embedded into the pericentriolar material that 
nucleates and caps the minus end of the microtubules, allowing their assembly in a more spatio-
temporal regulated manner. This tight control of the microtubules end up being critical for the 
formation and proper orientation of the mitotic spindle during cell division.  

 The most widely agreed hypothesis for the γTuRC-driven microtubule nucleation control considers 
that this complex serves as a template for the αβ-tubulin heterodimers to oligomerize. However, cryo-
EM structures of both native and recombinant γTuRC complexes evidenced an asymmetric ring-like 
structure that does not match the microtubule geometry1,2,3,4. Accordingly, both the recombinant and 
native γTuRC complexes displayed a poor in vitro microtubule nucleation activity compared to cells. 
Thus, identification of the γTuRC activation factors as well as understanding the complex 
conformational transition remain elusive. 

Our work focused on the study of the actors and conformational changes required for the γTuRC 
complex to become active using cryo-EM structures. 
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Abstract 

The actin cytoskeleton in Schizosaccharomyces pombe functions in three distinct structures 
throughout the mitotic cell cycle: actin patches for endocytosis, actin cables for polarized delivery of 
cargoes and the contractile ring for cell division1. An additional structure, the actin fusion focus (AFF), 
functions during sexual reproduction to promote gamete fusion2. 

Although these structures have been characterized by fluorescence microscopy (FM)1, only a few 
studies using electron microscopy (EM) have been performed3-5, therefore a precise description of 
actin organization is lacking. This is due in part to the difficulty to visualize actin with resin embedding 
protocols, where actin structures and their amount appear significantly altered5-7. Furthermore, 
although live F-actin probes transiently label other cellular locations, these have not been confirmed 
as site of F-actin assembly due to the poor preservation of conventional EM. 

Making use of recent developments in cellular cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET), which provide 
unprecedented sample preservation and resolution8, we have resolved the actin structures in a near-
native state. For that we vitrified Schizosaccharomyces pombe cells, which were subsequently thinned 
by cryo-focused ion beam milling to obtain cryo-lamellae that are subjected to cryo-ET. 

Moreover, after implementation of cryo-correlative light and electron microscopy (cryo-CLEM), by 
imaging cryo-lamellae by cryo-FM we have identified unequivocally not only the three main actin 
structures in vegetative cells, but also actin structures in new locations not yet described.  

Finally, we have set up the cryo-CLEM pipeline during sexual reproduction. Using this approach, we 
can describe the organization of actin filaments in the AFF and laying the foundations for structural 
studies using subtomogram averaging. 
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Abstract 

Following endocytosis, enveloped viruses employ the changing environment of maturing endosomes 
as cues to promote endosomal escape, a process often mediated by viral glycoproteins. We previously 
showed that both high [K+] and low pH promote entry of Bunyamwera virus (BUNV), the prototypical 
bunyavirus. Here, we used sub-tomogram averaging and AlphaFold, to generate a pseudo-atomic 
model of the whole BUNV glycoprotein envelope. We unambiguously located the Gc fusion domain 
and its chaperone Gn within the floor domain of the spike. Furthermore, viral incubation at low pH 
and high [K+], reminiscent of endocytic conditions, resulted in a dramatic rearrangement of the BUNV 
envelope. Further structural and biochemical assays indicated that pH 6.3/K+ in the absence of a target 
membrane elicits a fusion-capable ‘triggered’ intermediate state of BUNV GPs; but the same 
conditions induce fusion when target membranes are present. Taken together, we reveal new 
mechanistic understanding of the requirements for bunyavirus entry. 

Figure legend: a, Isosurface rendering of the BUNV GP trimer, identifying the three regions; head (light 
blue), stalk (light green) and floor (gold; where Gn also resides) on top of the viral membrane (grey). b, 
Alphafold model fitted into our subtomogram average in C3 symmetry (Gn-Gc ectodomains are 
shown; Gn is pink and Gc is blue). c, Subtomogram averaging of glycoproteins from the surface of 
pH 6.3/K+ virions, showing how pH 6.3/K+ disrupts the BUNV GP spike arrangements on the virion 
surface. d & e, Purified BUNV virions were mixed with liposomes for 2 hrs at 37 ˚C at pH 6.3/K+, and 
then samples were vitrified on cryo-EM grids. Cryo-ET tilt series were collected and 3D tomographic 
reconstructions calculated. In e white arrowheads indicate vRNPs, and black arrowheads viral GPs 
attached to liposomes. Scale bars: a-c, 2 nm; d, 100 nm. 
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Abstract 

EHD2 is a dynamin-related ATPase which localizes to caveolae (1). These plasma membrane 
invaginations are involved in fatty acid uptake and act as nanodomains that buffer membrane 
plasticity in mechanical stress conditions (2). Several studies have shown that the deletion of EHD2 
results in a higher number of detached caveolae from the plasma membrane and, consequently, in 
the release of their lipid content in the cell. In mice, this leads to larger and more abundant lipid 
droplets in cells and to white fat deposits around organs (3). It has been proposed that EHD2 plays an 
important role in stabilizing membrane curvature at the neck of caveolae, thereby regulating caveolae 
mobility and preventing abnormal lipid homeostasis (3). 

It is known that EHD2 oligomerizes into ring-like structures upon recruitment to membranes (1). 
However, structural details about how EHD2 oligomerizes and binds to the lipid bilayer were missing. 
To address this question, we reconstituted EHD2 on liposomes. By using cryo-electron tomography 
(cryo-ET) and subtomogram averaging (StA), we obtained a map at an average resolution of 6.7Å. This 
has allowed us to describe the molecular interfaces that drive oligomerization, as well as how EHD2 
binds to the lipid bilayer. We can observe that EHD2 forms oligomeric rings around lipid tubules which 
have the same diameter range as that of the caveolar neck. Moreover, oligomeric EHD2 can deform 
the membrane by generating negative curvature. Together with cryo-ET StA maps of EHD2 
truncations, we can now better understand the role of each structural domain in guaranteeing the 
proper function of EHD2. 

Furthermore, we have employed electron tomography of plastic-embedded cells to investigate the 
role of EHD2 assemblies within the cellular environment. Consistent with previous studies (3), we 
found an increased number of detached caveolae when EHD2 is not present. Interestingly, we can also 
observe that the caveolae which remain attached, have an altered neck morphology towards 
invagination. We are as well investigating this phenotype using cryo electron tomograms of whole 
cells. We expect that our combined approaches will provide a holistic understanding of the function 
of EHD2 at caveolae, where we believe it serves as a scaffold that generates the necessary membrane 
curvature for stability. 
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Abstract 
Transposons are ubiquitous, mobile DNAs that rely on dynamic nucleoprotein complexes to mediate 
transposition reactions (a). Transposases are ubiquitous enzymes that catalyze these DNA 
rearrangement events with broad impacts on gene expression, genome evolution, and the spread of 
drug-resistance in bacteria1. Here, we use biochemical and structural approaches to define the 
molecular determinants by which IstA, a canonical DDE transposase present in the widespread IS21 
family of transposons2 (b, c), catalyzes efficient DNA transposition3. Solution studies show that IstA 
engages the transposon terminal sequences to form a high-molecular weight complex and promote 
DNA integration. A 3.4 Å resolution structure of the transposase bound to transposon ends 
corroborates our biochemical findings and reveals that IstA self-assembles into a highly intertwined 
tetramer that synapses two supercoiled terminal inverted repeats3 (d). The three-dimensional 
organization of the IstA•DNA cleaved donor complex reveals remarkable similarities with retroviral 
integrases4 and classic transposase systems, such as Tn7 and bacteriophage Mu, and provides insights 
into IS21 transposition. 
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Abstract 

One of the biggest inconveniences that we find when it comes to farming are the different infections 
that can damage our crops, if we look at their economic interest [1,2], a group of viruses, the 
filamentous viruses (alphaflexiviridae, betaflexiviridae, potyviridae y closteroviridae), the most 
widespread and studied, are of special importance, being examples of emerging filamentous viruses 
diseases that have caused great economic loss Potato Virus Y (PVY) and Potato Virus X (PVX) which 
ones co-infection produce a severe disease in potato crops all around the world [3].  

The main objective from our proposal is to find one or several potential compounds that serve as 
controllers of filamentous viruses. All compounds were generated to interact with the well conserved 
RNA-binding site of this viruses [4]. For the selection of the candidate compound NMR and in silico 
docking of ligands experiments will carried out, and we will describe the interaction of the selected 
compounds with the viral protein by Cryo-EM.  

For describing the interaction between a proposed ligand and the viral protein, in this case we use 
PVY, ultimately the model virus of the family. Initially, the characterization was achieved from the use 
of PVY VLPs [5], but as it is well defined, the absence of RNA meant that the VLPs were not as stable 
[6]. To achieve a stable interaction platform, we proposed the elimination of the interaction domain 
between the defined rings of the VLP, hypothesizing the formation of new structures formed by the 
capsid protein.  

Our results show the formation of a novel structure of the PVY VLPs (Reconstruction Resolution 
achieved of 2.9Å by Cryo-EM) that could be used as a model of interaction with the ligands tested. On 
the other hand, the screening of ligands by NMR has been positive for some of the proposed. Ongoing 
perspective is the reconstruction by single particle of the interaction between this new structure and 
the NMR screening of the interaction of PVY VLPs new structure-ligands. 
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Abstract 
The ATP-driven human mitochondrial mHsp60 group I chaperonin assists protein folding through 
single- and double-ring pathways. Here, we present near-atomic resolution cryo-EM structures of 
mHsp60 in the absence of nucleotide, bound to ATP, and bound to both ATP and co-chaperonin 
mHsp10. ATP binding to single-ring apo mHsp607 triggers conformational changes in the intermediate 
and apical domains of each subunit that result in a highly dynamic apical region within a ring. Large 
inter-subunit rearrangements shift the equilibrium towards double-ring mHsp6014 formation. Binding 
of heptameric mHsp10 to single- and double-ring complexes leads to further elevation and rotation of 
the apical domains to form half-football mHsp607-mHsp107 and football mHsp6014-(mHsp107)2 
assemblies with one and two folding cages, respectively. The specificity of mHsp60 for mHsp10 can be 
explained by the presence of unique polar contacts not found in the bacterial relative GroEL-GroES. 
Consistent with the absence of negative inter-ring ATP-binding cooperativity, the complexes maintain 
strict nucleotide symmetry throughout their assembly. The cryo-EM structures provide a basis to 
understand the transitions from substrate-protein binding to substrate-protein folding conformations 
in the single- and double-ring reaction pathways of a chaperonin responsible for human mitochondrial 
proteome homeostasis.  
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Abstract 

Pleomorphic Pestivirus Bovine Viral Diahrrea Virus (BVDV) infects cattle, alpacas, deer, sheep and 
goats. The virus is considered as one of the most costly bovine viral diseases inflicting a severe burden 
to livestock welfare.  Control of the disease relies on modified live and killed vaccine when prevention 
programs are in place. Three BVDV glycoproteins Erns, E1 and E2 compose the viral envelope and are 
responsible for viral entry and infection. In addition, E2 represents the primary target of neutralizing 
antibodies. Despite the crystal structures of the corresponding ectodomains being available [1-3], the 
overall 3D architecture and organisation of glycoproteins on the viral lipid bilayer, remain elusive as 
well as the mechanism of antibody recognition [4].  

Using cryo-electron tomography and sub-tomogram averaging we present the binding pose of 
monoclonal mAb against Erns onto the virion and provide fundamental aspects of BVDV assembly. 
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Abstract 

One of the main targets of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) is the elucidation of the three-
dimensional structure of macromolecular complexes. The acquired images have a poor Signal-to-
Noise ratio[1], and the visualization of structure is almost impossible without image processing. Single 
Particle Analysis (SPA) and Subtomogram averaging (STA) undertake this task in a very different 
manner. However, both share the averaging of images at different steps of the workflow. Averaging 
is used in movie alignment, 2D classification, 3D reconstruction, and Subtomogram Averaging [1,2]. 
Averaging increases the signal to noise ratio (SNR), enhancing the signal hidden in noise. It is well 
known that some images present more quality than others, subtomograms in (STA) and particles in 
(SPA) are two examples. The use of a standard average is suboptimal for these cases, and a weighted 
approach seems a better estimator. In this communication, we propose a general framework for 
averaging which provides better estimators. Our theory is based on an optimization problem that 
attempts to optimize the weights that minimize the distance between the set of images and a target. 
The solution of this problem is extremely expensive in computational terms. We suggest the use of an 
aggregation function to solve this problem. Aggregation functions work as a consensus, they take 
different metrics and provide an estimator of the input measurements. In our applications we choose 
as the aggregation function [3] a product of two metrics: A real space correlation and phase correlation 
in Fourier Space. The results provide a significant enhancement in the quality of the weighted average, 
and remove outliers. As a use case, we show its performance in STA and 2D classification 
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Abstract 

In yeasts, arginine is made from N-acetylglutamate (NAG) by a cyclic pathway in which NAG is 
regenerated by transacetylation from acetylornithine to glutamate. This cycle needs priming with NAG 
made from glutamate and acetyl-CoA by NAG synthase (yNAGS), an anaplerotic enzyme in yeast. 
Unlike yNAGK, which exists by itself, yNAGS only exists as a part of a hybrid metabolon with yNAGK. 
yNAGS and yNAGK are homologous enzymes composed of N-terminal AAK (catalytic in NAGK) and C-
terminal GNAT/DUF619 (catalytic in NAGS) domains. Both yNAGS and yNAGK activities are feed-back 
inhibited by arginine. We (De Cima, PLoS One 2012) determined the structure of yNAGK, a 
homotetrameric dimer of dimers in which four AAK domains form a quadrangular four-tile layer 
flanked by two pairs of GNAT domains as end-globules. We now analysed the yNAGK-yNAGS 
metabolon (up to 2.7 Å resolution) by cryoEM. It is an octamer formed by two identical yNAGK-like 
tetramers, each one having 1NAGS:3NAGK stoichiometry, where a yNAGS subunit replaces one yNAGK 
subunit. The yNAGS chain is 107-residue longer than yNAGK due to insertions and differences in length 
of secondary structure elements. This creates asymmetry in each hybrid tetramer, with projection of 
enlarged protruding antiparallel adjacent alpha helices from the AAK domain of the yNAGS subunit. 
These helices are topped by a 2.5-turn helix connector that is inserted between the two N-terminal 
alpha helices of a yNAGK subunit in the other tetramer. These interactions are crucial for linking both 
tetramers into a closed octamer by these two bridges (one stemming from each tetramer towards the 
other). The octamer, in addition to stabilizing yNAGS perhaps by protecting this connector from 
cleavage if it were exposed, might promote channeling of de novo made NAG between yNAGS and 
yNAGK. The 1:3 stoichiometry appears limited by intrinsic factors (possibly stability or steric clash 
reasons). The fact that in the yeast cell in exponential growth there are about tenfold more chains of 
yNAGK than of yNAGS suggests that in vivo there are four tetramers of pure yNAGK per each octameric 
metabolon particle.  We obtained structures with and without arginine and showed conformational 
changes in the octamer triggered by this effector, found binding only to yNAGK, suggesting 
transmission of the allosteric signal from yNAGK to yNAGS.  
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Abstract 
The yeast Ty1 retrotransposon integrates upstream of genes transcribed by RNA polymerase III (Pol 
III). Specificity of integration is mediated by an interaction between the Ty1 integrase (IN1) and Pol III, 
currently uncharacterized at the atomic level. We report cryo-EM structures of Pol III in complex with 
IN1, revealing a 16-residue segment at the IN1 C-terminus that contacts Pol III subunits AC40 and 
AC19, an interaction that we validate by in vivo mutational analysis. Binding to IN1 associates with 
allosteric changes in Pol III that may affect its transcriptional activity. The C-terminal domain of subunit 
C11, involved in RNA cleavage, inserts into the Pol III funnel pore, providing evidence for a two-metal 
mechanism during RNA cleavage. Additionally, ordering next to C11 of an N-terminal portion from 
subunit C53 may explain the connection between these subunits during termination and reinitiation. 
Deletion of the C53 N-terminal region leads to reduced chromatin association of Pol III and IN1, and a 
major fall in Ty1 integration events. Our data support a model in which IN1 binding induces a Pol III 
configuration that may favor its retention on chromatin, thereby improving the likelihood of Ty1 
integration. 
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Abstract 

Many fungal hosts are infected simultaneously by ssRNA, dsRNA and ssDNA viruses of different 
families. In the fungus Rosellinia necatrix, the (+) ssRNA capsidless Yadokari virus 1 (YkV1) hijacks the 
capsid protein (CP) of the dsRNA Yadonushi virus 1 (YnV1) to encapsidate its genome and RdRp. 
Whereas YnV1 is similar to totiviruses, YkV1 is close to caliciviruses and mimics the typical dsRNA virus 
life cycle. The mechanism by which YnV1 CP recognizes and encapsidates these two different cargos 
is yet to be understood. We report the 3D structure by single-particle cryo-EM of YnV1/YkV1. Purified 
YnV1 and YkV1 particles were visualized in a Titan Krios 300 kV cryo-electron microscope, and we 
merged 727,000 particles to calculate a 2.63 Å resolution map. The ~540 Å-diameter T=1 capsid shows 
12 outwardly protruding decamers at the pentameric positions. The asymmetric unit is a CP 
homodimer (A- and B-subunits), which has been traced covering ~97% of the 1023 residues to build 
an atomic model de novo. Monomer A and B represent a case of structural polymorphism, in which 
the main difference is the presence of a long α-helix in monomer A, which reduces the diameter of 
the pores present in the 5-fold axes cavities, possibly playing a role in the exit of mRNA transcripts. 
Overlaying YnV1 CP on other dsRNA mycoviruses including ScV L-A, Penicillium chrysogenum virus and 
Rosellinia necatrix quadrivirus 1, as well as on the CP of a non-fungal totivirus such as Omono River 
Virus, that infects Culex mosquitos, highlighted the same conserved motif, formed by 8 α-helices and 
5 β-strands, and the presence of conserved ‘hot spots’, in which structural and functional variations 
are introduced by the insertion of distinct segments. A preliminary reconstruction of the asymmetric 
genome has been calculated using a symmetry relaxation approach. The results indicate the presence 
of two types of genome organization: one with loosely packed dsRNA filaments arranged in a single-
spooled organization in concentric layers of well-resolved dsRNA filaments, with a diameter of ~20 Å 
and intra and inter-strand spacings of ~35 Å; and the other with noisy filaments lacking the single-
spooled organization. The relationship between these two different types of genome organization 
remains unclear. 
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Abstract 

While the organization of nucleic acids and associated viral polymerases within capsids have been 
extensively studied in dsRNA viruses of higher eukaryotes such as reoviruses, which have highly 
packed genomes (~40 bp/100nm³) and 10-12 RNA polymerases 1,2, dsRNA mycoviruses contain a much 
lower dsRNA density (~20 bp/100nm³) and 1-2 copies of RNA polymerase 3,4. Our goal is to develop 
computational approaches to determine the genome and the RNA polymerase organization inside the 
mycovirus L-A of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (ScV-L-A). The 4.6 kbp dsRNA genome encodes a 
capsid protein (Gag, 680 residues, 76 kDa) and an RNA polymerase (Pol, 868 residues, 94 kDa) as a 
Gag-Pol fusion protein (~170 kDa). In ScV-L-A assembly, Gag-Pol is thought to bind genomic RNA via 
its Pol moiety whereas the Gag domain primes the polymerization of Gag subunits.   

We have calculated the 3D map of ScV-L-A at 2.52 Å of resolution. The ScV-LA capsid has a T=1 
architecture made of 60 Gag homodimers. Additionally, the organization of the packaged genome 
inside the capsid have been determined by using a symmetry relaxation approach. The dsRNA is 
organized as three concentric layers of filaments with a single-spooled organization. These filaments 
have a diameter of ~20 Å and exhibit a strand-to-strand distance (both intra- and inter-layer) of ~35 
Å, consistent with a single molecule of loosely packed dsRNA genome. In some regions, these filaments 
were resolved as an A-type dsRNA. Preliminary analysis solves two Pol copies in the oposite poles of 
the capsid, close to the five-fold axes, with a well-defined hand-shaped structure. Together, these 
results suggest that Pol functions as a coil shaft that is bound covalently to the inner capsid surfaces. 
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Abstract  

Eukaryotic translation initiation is a multistep process in which a dozen of initiation factors (eIFs) 
and methionyl initiator tRNA (Met-tRNAi) associate with the 40S ribosomal subunit to form a 43S pre-
initiation complex (PIC). Then this 43S PIC attaches to the capped 5’ end of the mRNA and scans the 
5´ untranslated region (5’ UTR) in the 5ʹ -to-3ʹ direction for an AUG nucleotide triplet start codon using 
complementarity with the anticodon of Met-tRNAi in the 40S P site (1,2). Recognition of a suitable 
start codon (usually AUG in a good Kozak context) is followed by a major conformational change in 
the PIC to a scanning arrested closed (PIN) complex in which Met-tRNAi is more tightly bound, eIF1 
dissociates and is replaced by the N-terminal domain of eIF5 and the codon:anticodon duplex is 
stabilized by the N-terminal tail (NTT) of eIF1A (3,4). Translation initiation ends with dissociation of all 
eIFs and 60S subunit joining to produce an 80S initiation complex ready to enter the elongation cycle 
of protein synthesis (1,2). 

In contrast to the strictness of A-site decoding during the elongation phase of translation, decoding at 
the P-site during initiation is more error-prone and indeed, many eukaryotic genes contain upstream 
open reading frames where AUG codons can be skipped when they are flanked by unfavorable 
sequences. At the same time, non-AUG triplets (which differ by in one base from AUG) can be selected 
if they are in good flanking regions, albeit less efficiently (5,6).  

We aim to use cryoelectron microscopy to understand, at a structural level, how the various eIFs, 
structural elements of tRNAi and rRNA and protein components of the 40S contribute to the stringency 
of codon discrimination. We have produced all eIFs, 40S ribosomes, a near-cognate (AUC) capped 
mRNA and Met-tRNAi from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and then in vitro reconstituted the 48S PIC and 
placed it in cryo-EM grids. A large dataset of more than 11.000 images and extensive 3D classifications 
using masks have been necessary to isolate several distinct and well defined maps of yeast 48S PICs in 
PIN-like conformations at high resolutions (from 3.35 to 4.7Å-resolution). These complexes show in 
detail the geometry of a near-cognate codon: anticodon duplex with a mismatch in the third position 
of the codon and the role of eIF1, eIF5 and the eIF1A NTT in the discrimination of that third nucleotide 
of the mRNA initiation codon.  
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Abstract 

Thanks to the continuous hardware and software improvements, the Cryo-EM revolution has achieved 
unprecedented results, with recent cryoEM reconstructions reaching atomic resolution. Still, 
important bottlenecks during sample preparation prevent the structural characterization of many 
important samples. Here we present some of our efforts to improve reproducibility and quality of 
cryo-EM sample preparation, and new advances on our plunger prototype that enables the 
implementation of time-resolved experiments. 
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Abstract  

The CryoEM CNB-CSIC Facility: Unlocking Discoveries in Structural Biology 

Located within the esteemed National Centre for Biotechnology in Madrid, the CryoEM CNB-CSIC 
facility plays a pivotal role as part of the INSTRUCT Node Spain. Collaborating closely with the Instruct 
Image Processing Centre (I2PC), our facility is proud to be included in the renowned Instruct-ERIC and 
iNEXT-discovery programs for infrastructures. We provide European researchers with exceptional 
access to advanced cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM) infrastructure. 

At our facility, we warmly welcome both seasoned experts and aspiring scientists, offering a unique 
opportunity to submit samples for meticulous cryoEM sample characterization and engage in high-
resolution single-particle analysis (SPA) data acquisition. In line with our dedication to innovation, we 
have expanded our services to include cryo-electron tomography (ET), correlative microscopy (CLEM), 
and microdiffraction for molecules and small crystal proteins. 

Join us at the CryoEM CNB-CSIC facility as we embark on an exciting journey, unraveling the secrets of 
structural biology and uncovering groundbreaking discoveries. 
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Abstract 

Mutations in proteins that regulate mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) replication can cause various 
diseases, including cancer and neurodegenerative disorders. The Polymerase Gamma (Polγ) protein 
is responsible for mtDNA replication, in which more than 200 mutations has been described to be 
linked to mitochondrial diseases. Polγ is the only replicative polymerase in mitochondria and has the 
ability to synthesize and proofread DNA, as well as displace complementary DNA strands to synthesize 
new DNA molecules. Despite of the available biochemical and structural information, how Polγ 
coordinates these activities is not known. 

To address this, we used a range of biochemical and biophysical techniques to study Polγ at a 
molecular level. Our Cryo-EM models of Polγ in different states and bound to different DNA substrates 
allowed us to describe how exonuclease and strand displacement activities are performed, and to 
identify key regions and residues involved in these functions. Furthermore, we have investigated the 
mechanistic details of disease-causing mutations in Polγ. Our findings provide a more complete 
understanding of Polγ's complex functions and shed light on the molecular basis of mitochondrial 
diseases. 
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Abstract 

The recent development of transmission electron microscopy has opened the door to data acquisition 
at atomic resolution and, consequently, to a new dimension in the research of high resolution 
molecular structures, both from biological and materials samples. However, the general situation of 
the advanced electron microscopy in Catalonia has not allowed the development of this technique. 
While other regions in Spain have made a strong commitment to equip themselves with state-of-the-
art equipment (acquiring microscopes with acceleration voltages of 200 kV and 300 kV and powerful 
electron detectors), in Catalonia we are far behind with these kind of infrastructures. This situation 
has finally changed thanks to the installation of a new Thermofisher Glacios 200kV TEM located in the 
JEMCA (Joint Electron Microscopy Center at Alba), in the ALBA synchrotron. This new infrastructure, 
devoted to high-end transmission electron microscopy analyses, emerged thanks to the collaboration 
between several local and national institutions. 

The IBMB-CSIC Cryo-electron Microscope Platform possess a specialized cryo-electron microscope for 
structural biology applications, equipped with an automated sample load system and a last generation 
direct electron detector. The platform will give access to state-of-the-art cryo-EM equipment for 
structure determination projects using the latest technology and methods. Glacios 200kV transmission 
electron microscope with extreme field emission gun (X-FEG) optics, equipped with a cryogenic 
sample manipulator robot for up to 12 grids and with the last generation of direct electron detector, 
a Falcon 4 that can take up to 400 movies per hour. Its high level of automation and user guidance of 
experimental settings enable scientists to efficiently unravel protein structures in 3D, as well as 
understand their functional context in the biological cell.  

This equipment will be used mainly to obtain structural information of proteins and macromolecular 
complexes at atomic resolutions, in order to determine their three-dimensional atomic structure. This 
information is essential to determine how a protein is capable of carrying out its function at atomic 
level and the first step in the design of drugs and other molecules of interest in medicine and 
biotechnology. 
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Abstract 

Polyphosphate-like granules (pPLGs) are found in all domains of life and play a role in a wide diversity 
of functions from energy storage to stress resistance [1]. Deinococcus radiodurans is the model 
organism of radiation resistance and contains pPLGs in its native phenotype [2,3]. Increasing 
concentrations of salt (NaCl) promotes an evident multicellular morphotype in which cell separation 
is lower and clusters of cells are linked together by their septum region [4]. Here we investigate the 
pPLGs composition in two distinct morphotypes (in the presence and absence of NaCl) by applying 
Cryo-STEM-EDX. High-resolution cellular mapping revealed a wide heterogeneity of pPLGs and 
distribution within the D. radiodurans population. D. radiodurans pPLGs are able to incorporate and 
store, sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium. Moreover, the elemental composition of these 
subcellular structures is directly linked to environmental composition. Most cations incorporated in 
pPLGs granules are involved in stress resistance and are essential for the function of several enzymes 
(e.g. DNA repair system). In conclusion, our results suggest a certain level of cell specialization within 
the community where some cells could be prone to metal accumulation to allow the community to 
cope with environmental shifts.  
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Abstract 

DNA-binding proteins under starvation conditions (Dps) have been identified in several prokaryotic 
organisms. Their in-vitro function has been mainly attributed to DNA protection and/or metal 
homeostasis, however the in vivo function has not been fully stablished, in fact their function may 
differ from organism and/or response to different environments. We have been studied both Dps 
(Dps1 and Dps2) from the radiation resistant bacteria Deinococcus radiodurans [1-5]. These proteins 
share the same overall structure as the other Dps family members, as hollow spheres composed by 
twelve subunits [1,2]. However, both of these proteins contain longer and flexible N-terminals [3]. Our 
data, suggests that in vivo conditions, Dps2 is associated with the membrane, it is quite interesting 
that this protein is unique within the Dps family members since it contains a signal peptide [4,5]. Under 
stress conditions, Dps2 is cleaved from the membrane, and the cytosol is proposed to function as 
metal storage compartments for Mn or Fe. Under in vitro conditions we have observed the interaction 
of Dps2 and DNA, the protein is able to bind and protect the DNA, but is quite interesting that the 
interaction is conformational-specific for the type of DNA, being only specific for the supercolided DNA 
conformation [3,4] . However, in case of the truncated version in which the protein lacks the N-
terminal, the protein can bind to different types of DNA, suggesting that the N-terminal is involved on 
selecting the DNA-type. Therefore, we have pursued our studies, aiming to determine the high 
resolution structure of the Dps2 using CryoEM, and also in complex with the DNA. We currently have 
a full dataset collected at ESRF in the CryoEM-300kV Titan Krios, the grids were prepared using the 
VitroJet system, and a first initial processing indicate the presence of two populations, one 
corresponding to the Dps2 only sphere and the second population that may correspond to two Dps2 
hollow spheres in interaction with the DNA. Thus, the main objective of the current proposal is to 
process the data of the individual Dps2 in order to obtain the high resolution model (ca. 2 Å) and to 
process the data of the double-sphere in order to obtain a 3D model of the Dps2-DNA. 
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Abstract 

Dissimilatory sulfate reduction (DSR) is a dominant microbial process in anoxic environments, 
especially in marine sediments, estimated to be responsible for up to 30% of total organic carbon 
remineralization [1]. Syntrophic communities of sulfate-reducing bacteria with anaerobic methane 
oxidizing archaea (ANME) play an important role in reducing emissions of the harmful greenhouse gas 
methane. Microbial hydrogen sulfide (H2S) production is a serious problem in the petroleum industry, 
causing oil souring and corrosion of pipelines leading to important losses (ca. $90 billion globally). 
Additionally, H2S poses a significant health and safety risk for workers as it represents the second most 
frequent gas-related fatality in workplaces, after carbon monoxide, an issue covered by the air quality 
guidelines of WHO. 

In addition to the major role played by sulfate-reducing organisms (SRO) in global sulfur and carbon 
cycles [2], these organisms are also common members of the human gut microbiota where H2S 
production has been associated with inflammatory bowel diseases and cancer [3,4]. Studying the 
mechanisms of H2S synthesis, its regulation and distribution is important to further understand a 
critical pathway in various pathologies directly related to H2S metabolism. Dysfunctional human H2S 
metabolism has been increasingly shown to be associated with several pathologies, ranging from 
cardiovascular (atherosclerosis), to neurodegenerative diseases, to diabetes and cancer. Indeed, in 
several cancer types (colorectal, ovarian, prostate, breast, among others), increased H2S production 
was shown to occur with an impact on tumor angiogenesis and progression. 

Despite the widespread occurrence of DSR, there is still a limited understanding of the molecular basis 
of this respiratory process due to the unusual DSR mechanism and proteins involved. We have been 
working to elucidate this process and made important contributions by isolating and characterizing 
several proteins involved in DSR, including the respiratory membrane complexes DsrMKJOP [5,6] and 
QrcABCD [7,8] from Archaeoglobus fulgidus and Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough, respectively. 

Herein we will present the cryo-EM structures of these two complexes to 1.9 Å resolution. These 
structures are decisive to understand sulfur-based respiration, which is crucial to understand SRO 
physiology. Moreover, these structures provide novel insights into the development of specific SRO 
inhibitors. 
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Abstract 

The presence of considerable amounts of oxygen in the atmosphere forced modifications in the 
cellular metabolism of organisms 1. To overcome this problem, organisms have found ways to convert 
both reactive oxygen (ROS) and NO (RNS) species through enzymatic systems into non-toxic species. 
One of the family members are the Flavodiiron (FDP) proteins, and the common aspects of these 
enzymes is the presence of Fe centers responsible for the conversion of these species to harmless 
molecules in organisms.  

FDPs are soluble enzymes, characterized with the minimal functional unit, the presence of a two-
domain core, known as FDP core: a metallo-β-lactamase-like domain, with a diiron catalytic center, 
followed by a flavodoxin-like domain, containing a flavin mononucleotide (FMN)2. This protein is a 
prototype of modular enzymes that may harbor up to three additional domains, with putative extra 
redox centers for example rubredoxins, flavins, Fe/S clusters, besides the two common core domains2. 

Clostridium difficile is an important pathogen in human health, and as part of its ROS/RNS 
detoxification system contains two FDP proteins. One of those is a multidomain Class F FDP composed 
by four domains: the minimal FDP functional core and two extra redox domains, rubredoxin and 
reductase domains.  

The aim of this study was to determine the first structure of a multidomain Class F FDP protein by 
Cryo-EM Single Particle Analysis. We have collected a dataset in the 300 kV Titan Krios at CM01- ESRF. 
The structure obtained revealed for the first time the electron transfer mechanism between the four 
domains.   
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Abstract  

Neurological conditions affect 1 in 6 people worldwide, and present great challenges in their 
treatment.1 The issue of drug delivery to the brain is two-fold: first, the drugs much reach the brain 
through blood, and second, they must pass the blood-brain barrier (BBB). Poorly water-soluble drugs 
often require delivery agents to improve treatment efficacy. Mesoporous silica nanoparticles have 
been investigated as drug delivery agents for treatments of a wide array of diseases due to their 
tunable pore size and morphology, high loading capacity, and biocompatibility.2 Virus-like particles 
offer an additional advantage to traditional spherical particles due their favourable interactions with 
the body, including longer circulation time in the blood and distinct mechanisms for entering the cells.3  

Upon entering the body, the fate of nanoparticles is largely determined by the composition and 
thickness of the protein corona that forms almost immediately after the particles enter the 
bloodstream. In addition to coating the surface of the particles, the proteins may also cause 
agglomeration.4 It is therefore important to study effect of the morphology and design of 
nanoparticles on the protein corona formation. 

In this study, the protein corona formation of virus-like mesoporous silica nanoparticles with two 
different lengths of spikes was compared to spherical particles of comparable size. Bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) was used as model protein due to its’ abundance in the blood (50% of serum protein) 
and similarity to human serum albumin. Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was also used to simulate a more 
complex biological environment. Uranyl acetate-stained particle-protein solutions were imaged using 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 1, A-C). Cryo-TEM was used to image the particle-
protein solutions in near-native state. In addition to microscopy techniques, dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) were used to distinguish corona formation from particle 
agglomeration at different protein concentrations (Figure 1, D). It was shown that the presence as 
well as length of spikes on the particles have an influence on protein corona formation, which in turn 
affects the metabolic rate and distribution of these particles in the body. 
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Abstract  

Infectious bursal disease virus (IBDV) is a non-enveloped dsRNA virus that causes Gumboro disease in 
chickens, which results in high mortality rates and imposes major economic losses to the poultry 
industry. Unlike other dsRNA viruses, IBDV is characterized by a single-shelled T = 13 capsid, and its 
genome is organized as ribonucleoprotein complexes (RNPs), in which  the dsRNA is bound to VP3, the 
nucleocapsid protein, and VP1, the RNA polymerase. RNPs are the functional platform for RNA 
synthesis1. 

VP1 is a 100 kDa protein that initiates RNA synthesis through protein priming, covalently attaching 
itself to the 5' ends of the viral genome2. Together with VP3, it also participates in the initiation of viral 
protein translation through an unknown mechanism3. Using cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) 
techniques, we aim to gain insights into the architecture and function of VP1, both ex vivo and in situ 
(in the context of the virion), to better understand its role in the viral replication process. 

Recombinant his-tagged VP1 was expressed and purified from insect cells. After optimization of the 
vitrification conditions, a dataset of ~12 million particles was acquired using a Titan Krios microscope. 
Following iterative rounds of 2D and 3D classification, ~2 million particles were selected and we 
calculated the VP1 structure at 2.7 Å resolution. Residues spanning positions 21 to 797 were traced 
out of a total of 890. In comparison with the previous X-ray VP1 atomic structure, four alpha helices 
at the C-terminal region were absent in our structure. This missing region was nevertheless resolved 
at lower resolution after using the 3D variability analysis protocol (Cryosparc), including a set of 500k 
images (~4% of the particles). Our studies suggest that this region is highly flexible and could play a 
role in the regulation of the VP1 activity. 

Finally, we have also purified intact IBDV virions and RNPs, and conducted pulldown experiments to 
purify the VP1-VP3 complex. Cryo-EM studies on these samples are currently in progress. 
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Abstract  

Biological water oxidation sustains life on Earth, it is the starting point of photosynthesis, and has 
become the blueprint for scalable artificial devices for solar-driven water splitting and oxygen 
production. In biological systems, this set of reactions is performed by the enzyme Photosystem II 
(PSII). Recent developments in cryo-EM are close to unlock the possibility to study this phenomenon, 
so far only feasible to study at x-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) 1-3. High-resolution structures with 
minimal radiation damage (zero-dose extrapolation) need to be obtained to understand the chemistry 
behind the biological water oxidation mechanism 4. Zero-dose extrapolation hight-resolution 
reconstructions were only recently demonstrated for a handful of protein complexes 5-6. 
Furthermore, the mechanism of water oxidation is a multi-step reaction driven by multiple flashes of 
light, therefore a discrete light intensity and a fine time resolution need to be achieved before it’s 
possible to obtain the structure of intermediates of the biological water oxidation cycle. We propose 
the development of a new class of plunge freezing devices coupled with a programable light source 
for flash illumination of PSII and other photosensitive proteins with reactions whose lifetime are in 
the timescale of hundreds of milliseconds. We urge the manufacturers of plunge freezing devices to 
provide a communication port and open-source code in their instruments so that external devices can 
be easily coupled and synchronized. In theory, an automated flash illumination protocol, coordinated 
with the on grid plunge freezing procedure, occurring at constant 4 ºC, has the potential to turnover 
PSII and other protein systems, or activate caged compounds, for instance. Once these points can be 
addressed, we may get structural information of various intermediate states of metalloenzyme 
reactions, or protein conformation exchange dynamics, from diverse biological systems, that have 
been impossible to capture using x-ray diffraction methods.  
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Abstract 

The number of structures of biomolecules determined by single particle cryo-electron microscopy 
(cryo-EM) is increasing exponentially in recent years. Cryo-EM maps also serve to identify multiple 
conformational states of complexes and their subunits. The question is how far cryoEM can go in 
deciphering the functional structures of oligomeric complexes involved in multi-pathway reactions. In 
this work we have explored by cryo-EM the functional space for such type of oligomers for the case of 
a biotin-dependent carboxylase, pyruvate carboxylase (PC).  

Biotin-dependent carboxylases are metabolic enzymes that catalyze the transfer of carboxyl groups 
to different substrates. In order to complete the reaction, the biotin co-factor must access the biotin 
carboxylase (BC) domain where it becomes carboxylated using MgATP and bicarbonate. The 
carboxylated biotin is then translocated to the carboxyl transferase (CT) domain where the carboxyl 
group is transferred to the specific substrate. The biotin prosthetic group is attached to the biotin-
carboxyl carrier protein (BCCP) domain that couples both reactions by traveling long distances 
between catalytic centers.  

In this work, we have studied the structure of Lactococcus lactis PC (LlPC) during catalysis in the 
presence of positive allosteric regulator acetyl-CoA. Using cryo-EM and unsupervised classification 
techniques, we have determined conformations related to PC enzymatic activity. Our approach 
analyzes the structural landscape of PC tetramers during catalytic reactions with turnover of 
substrates and co-factors added in molar excess at the beginning of the sample preparation. 

We have resolved several catalytic states of LlPC (at 2-3 Å resolution) and the motions that LlPC 
tetramers undergo during catalysis. By crossing these analyses, we conclude that the BCCP domain 
with the flexible linker can move between active sites driven by the affinity of carboxylated or non-
carboxylated biotin and the readiness of the catalytic regions to accept it. The movement of the BCCP 
domain is not tightly coupled to the conformational changes of the tetramer, but the motions of the 
oligomer can facilitate its access to the active sites, and allosteric regulators modulate the landscape 
of these motions, that is, they narrow the conformational space which in turn conditions the 
functional space of the enzyme.   
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Abstract  

Recycling of membrane proteins enables the reuse of receptors, ion channels and transporters. A key 
component of the recycling machinery is the endosomal sorting complex for promoting exit 1 (ESCPE-
1), which rescues transmembrane proteins from the endolysosomal pathway for transport to the 
trans-Golgi network and the plasma membrane. This rescue entails the formation of recycling tubules 
through ESCPE-1 recruitment, cargo capture, coat assembly and membrane sculpting. Our results 
show that ESCPE-1 has a single-layer coat organization and suggests how synergistic interactions 
between ESCPE-1 protomers, phosphoinositides and cargo molecules result in a global arrangement 
of amphipathic helices to drive tubule formation. These findings define a key process of tubule-based 
endosomal sorting. 
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Abstract 

RNA polymerase III is one of the three types of RNA polymerases found in eukaryotic cells. It catalyzes 
the synthesis of RNA using a DNA template. Specifically, it transcribes transfer RNA, 5S ribosomal RNA, 
and several small nuclear RNAs. We formed a complex of Saccharomyces cerevisiae RNA polymerase 
III with a transcription DNA-RNA bubble and make cryo-EM grids.  

We collected data in the Electron-event representation [1] format that records individual electron 
detection events instead of storing movies as a series of image frames, and used employed an 
upsampling factor of 2 in the single-particle image processing. After using multiple picking strategies 
as well as several rounds of both 2D and 3D classification we gathered a large set of very similar 
particles. Applying aberration correction protocols allowed us to push the resolution further. We 
obtained a map of the RNA polymerase III-DNA complex at an overall resolution of 1.9 Å. We achieved 
a very good angular distribution of particles, partially due to the addition of CHAPSO [2] detergent in 
the grid preparation stage. 

There are only a dozen structures below 2 Å in the PDB for proteins lacking symmetry. This 
extraordinary resolution for this protein enables us to better define the amino acid residues, such as 
the holes in aromatic rings, and observe water molecules interacting with the protein. Furthermore, 
we are able to correctly model the catalytic magnesium octahedral coordination by one of the two 
available carboxylic acid moieties for each of the three conserved aspartic acid residues in the active 
site, the 3' end of the RNA, and two water molecules. 
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Abstract 

The recent resolution revolution in cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) opens new perspectives in 
studying a wide range of protein complexes. Nowadays cryo-EM technique is able to provide structural 
information to reveal and explore the complex functional processes underlying nature.  

Photosynthesis is a global process, including harvesting and converting light into chemical energy. 
Photosynthetic pigment-protein complexes drive the first steps of photosynthesis. They consist of 
antenna subunits and reaction centres, with the former responsible for light absorption and transport 
and the latter for light-induced charge separation and subsequent energy (electron) transfer. In my 
study, I present cryo-EM structures of various photosynthetic organisms from across the phylogenetic 
tree of life, highlighting the extreme architectural diversity of endogenous photosynthetic complexes. 
The resolution achieved allows us to decipher stoichiometries, subunit proximity, interfaces, and the 
localization of reaction centres and antennae. 

Our work reveals the structural basis of a distinct adaptation strategy to different environmental 
conditions, reflected in the composition and reorganisation of key photosynthetic membrane 
proteins. This study demonstrates the logic behind the adaptability and efficient energy transfer 
mechanisms in ecosystems created by nature. 
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CRYOEM PLATFORM AT CIC BIOGUNE 

Adriana Rojas Cardona (Spain)1; Isaac Santos (Spain)1; Idoia Iturriuoz (Spain)1; Diego Charro (Spain)1 

1 - CIC bioGUNE 

Abstract  

The resolution revolution in cryoEM has expanded the number of researchers interested in this 
technique. However, for many scientists, the difficulties in sample preparation and/or sample 
screening remain a bottleneck for integrating this technique into their research questions. In CIC 
bioGUNE, we offer a service that focuses on these two aspects in an individualized approach than 
combines vitrification and screening in our JEOL2200. Using serialEM we can automatically collect up 
to 150 images/hour that are processed on-the-fly with cryosparc, providing a 2D classification to 
evaluate the grid's quality. Once the samples are in optimal conditions for high-end data acquisition, 
grids are clipped in house and delivered to the appropriate facility for remote data collection. We also 
offer quality control of different nanocarriers, and exosomes based on various parameters like sample 
integrity and/or size distribution.  

Our service also includes quality control of AAVs used in Gene Therapy, for which we perform an 
analysis of ratios of empty versus filled viruses estimated by 2D and 3D classification. Statistical 
analysis is performed aiming at a minimum of 10000 particles per sample.  

Keywords: CryoEM, CryoTEM, sample preparation, nano carries, exosomes, AAVs 
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MEMBRANE REMODELLING ON LIPID NANOTUBES OBSERVED BY CRYO ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
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Abstract 
Lipid nanotubes (NTs) are extensively used as an in vitro system to study membrane remodeling by 
proteins using fluorescence microscopy. Two general type of NTs may be distinguished in these 
experiments: a) NTs performed by applying a reservoir membrane. In this case, the protein of interest 
is added to the NT a posteriori allowing to assess its sensing of membrane curvature. b) NTs formed 
by spontaneous tubulation of the flat reservoir by the protein. Here, the propensity of the protein of 
interest to induce membrane curvature can be measured. Importantly, both actions are not 
necessarily related. Interestingly, while membrane tubulation can be easily translated to cryo-EM, 
there is no equivalent method to create preformed NTs for cryo-EM. Here, we present a new 
microfluidics-based method enabling the rapid formation of a high number of free-standing lipid NTs 
of controlled geometry on the microscopy grid. To assay the performance of this new protocol, we 
observed how Dyn2 remodel NTs. Our results show several examples of membrane constriction and 
tethering events on the generated NTs, pointing towards the existence of non-canonical functions of 
Dyn2. Therefore, this method can be used to adapt the formation of such a widespread tool as lipid 
NTs for cryo-EM observations. 

References 
1- Electron Microscopy and Crystallography, Center for Cooperative Research in Biosciences (CIC
bioGUNE), Bizkaia Science and Technology Park Bld 800, 48160-Derio, Bizkaia, Spain.
2- Biofisika Institute (CSIC, UPV/EHU) and Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology,
University of the Basque Country, Leioa, Spain.
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SCNODES – A TOOLKIT FOR CORRELATED SUPER-RESOLUTION FLUORESCENCE & CRYO-ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY 
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1 - Leiden University Medical Centre 

Abstract 
By combining cryo-super-resolution light imaging and cryo electron tomography, highly specific 
labelling and high resolution are integrated into a single in situ imaging technique. Correlating these 
modalities provides numerous benefits for in situ structural biology, including identifiying rare 
proteins and complexes or transient events, accurately targeted tomogram acquisition, and 
identification of biomolecules found within tomograms. The development of this correlated light and 
electron microscopy technique, called ‘SR-cryoCLEM’, requires improvements in software, hardware, 
cryocompatible photoswitchable fluorescent proteins, and sample preparation. Our lab is addressing 
all of these areas, and in this talk I will focus on our recent developments in a complete correlative 
microscopy processing toolkit called scNodes, which integrates super-resolution fluorescence data 
processing, correlation of light and electron microscopy datasets, tomogram segmentation, and 
particle picking, all into one freely available toolkit. 

Keywords: cryoET, tomography, single molecule localization, super-resolution, CLEM, cryoCLEM 
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ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF EXTRACELLULAR VESICLES SECRETED BY LEGIONELLA PNEUMOPHILA 
USING CRYO ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 
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Abstract 

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are defined as membrane-enclosed structures released during the lifespan 
of most cells in all domains of life on earth, including eukaryotes, bacteria, and archaea 1,2. This process 
is conserved throughout evolution from bacteria to humans and plants. Most of the EVs are described 
as spherical structures, however they can adopt a more tubular shape, probably deriving from so-
called nanotubes. They are involved in component exchange between cells and organisms, like 
proteins, mRNAs, miRNAs, lipids, and metabolites, and as signaling vesicles in normal homeostatic or 
in pathological processes 3–5. 

Recently we have shown that the bacterial pathogen Legionella pneumophila, subverts host cell 
signaling pathways via EVs (Lp-EVs) 6,7 and that it releases EVs in vitro and in cellulo during infection of 
the human U2OS cell line, human THP-1 monocytic cells, and human monocyte-derived macrophages 
(hMDMs). These Lp-EVs contain bacterial RNAs that are transported into the host cell where they 
downregulate IRAK1 and RIG-I, most likely by mimicking eukaryotic miRNAs 8.  

The main goal of our project is to get a better understanding of the Lp-EVs structure and the 
mechanism of RNA loading and release that is important for host-pathogen communication and trans-
kingdom signaling. Some of Lp-EV features, like size, morphology, concentration, origin, and molecular 
composition, can be characterized using Cryo Electron Microscopy (Cryo EM). Here we used Cryo-EM 
and 3D tomographic data collection for spatial visualization and show first results obtained in imaging 
and reconstruction of single Lp-EVs. 

Another important part of our research line is the study of Lp-EV release inside the host cell. 
Combining Cryo CLEM, Cryo FIB and Cryo Tomography techniques we aim to get a better 
understanding of the cells infected with L. pneumophila and study the pathway of EV formation and 
role during infection in cellulo. 
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UNCOVERING THE MOLECULAR ARCHITECTURE OF THE SKIN WITH CRYO-ELECTRON TOMOGRAPHY 
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Abstract 

The skin is the largest organ of the human body. It has a variety of functions, including protection 
(against physical and chemical influences, or pathogens), thermoregulation, sensory functions and 
endocrine and exocrine processes such as vitamin D synthesis (Menon, 2002; Yousef et al., 2023). Skin 
is organized in three different layers, the epidermis, dermis and hypodermis, all three of which have 
a different anatomy and function (Yousef et al., 2023). The epidermis itself is also composed of several 
layers divided from the inside to the outside into the stratum basale, stratum spinosum, stratum 
granulosum, stratum lucidum and finally the stratum corneum. These layers illustrate the various 
stages of keratinocyte differentiation (Eckhart et al., 2013), which is the process by which the basal 
layer proliferates and produces new cells that will differentiate towards the skin’s surface (Eckhart et 
al., 2013). 

The majority of studies on skin architecture/morphology found in literature used mainly histology and 
conventional electron microscopy methods. These methods compromise structure details, due to the 
use of chemical fixatives and metal contrasting agents, among other compounds (Koster et al., 1997; 
Marko et al., 2007). As a result of the processing methods, these approaches do not preserve the 
native state of the tissue. 

In this project we use cryo-focused ion beam scanning electron microscopy (FIB-SEM) lift-out milling 
and cryo-electron tomography of natively preserved skin tissue to obtain insights into the 
ultrastructural organization of the epidermis. Our initial results reveal new insights into the 
architecture of the outermost skin layers, specifically their cytoskeletal organization and lipid layer 
organization to provide strength and separation between different cell layers, respectively. 
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THE EFFECT OF HIGH LIGHT ON PHOTOSYSTEM II STRUCTURE 

André T. Graça1, Jack A. Forsman1, Wolfgang P. Schröder1

1 - Kemiskt Biologiskt Centrum, Umeå Universitet, Sweden 

Abstract 

High light is known to be very damaging to Photosystem II.1 As a result photosynthetic organisms have 
developed photoprotective mechanisms to prevent PS II from damaging itself during high light 
conditions such as cyclic electron transfer2, non-photochemical quenching3 and bicarbonate 
dissociation4. In many cases, these photoprotective mechanisms have been characterized 
biochemically, by observing changes in PS II activity. However, structural studies observing the ways 
in which the PS II structure adapts to high light conditions are lacking. Here we compare PS II structures 
from Arabidopsis thaliana in dark adapted state and following 30 seconds exposure of high light (2000 
μE). The structures for the dark-adapted state (2.95 Å resolution) and high light state (3.03 Å 
resolution) were calculated from cryo-electron micrographs of solubilized Photosystem II isolated 
from Arabidopsis BBY membranes using sucrose gradients. Interestingly, there does not appear to be 
many obvious changes in the PS II structure before or after the high light treatment. In particular the 
bicarbonate bound to the non-heme iron is predicted to dissociate in high light, however, our 
structure shows an unambiguous density at the position of the bicarbonate. The similarity of the dark-
adapted and high-light structures suggest that the implementation of photoprotective mechanisms 
may require additional accessory proteins which are not present in isolated PS II samples. In addition 
to being the first Photosystem II high light structure, the control Photosystem II structure represents 
the first fully intact (including extrinsic proteins) cryo-EM structure of Photosystem II from the model 
organism Arabidopsis thaliana. 
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MICRO ELECTRON DIFFRACTION AT THE CNB-CSIC CRYOEM FACILITY: WORKFLOW AUTOMATIZATION 
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Abstract 

Micro-electron diffrac�on1 is an electron microscopy technique used to determine the atomic 
structure of crystallized molecules. It has revolu�onized both structural biology and chemistry by 
enabling the analysis of macromolecules and small molecule compounds, par�cularly when X-ray 
diffrac�on experiments are imprac�cal due to the small crystal size. 

Since the technique has been implemented in our facility, we have provided numerous services to 
different users, demonstra�ng the robustness of our workflow for resolving small molecule and 
macromolecule structures. Currently, our focus is on automa�ng sample collec�on and processing. 
The SerialEM so�ware has significantly automated the crystal collec�on process by u�lizing scripts, 
exponen�ally increasing the number of crystals collected per session. 

To op�mize data processing, we are ac�vely incorpora�ng the AutoMicroED2 workflow. This 
integra�on will not only yield significant �me savings in data processing but also in data collec�on. 
With AutoMicroED, we can determine in real-�me whether we have collected enough data for 
structure resolu�on, allowing us to proceed efficiently to the next sample. 

In conclusion, our ongoing integra�on of the AutoMicroED workflow holds great poten�al for 
substan�al �me savings in both data processing and collec�on. This advancement will enhance overall 
produc�vity and workflow efficiency, further establishing micro-electron diffrac�on as a powerful 
technique for atomic structure determina�on. 
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EXPRESSION AND PURIFICATION OF RECOMBINANT HUMAN CHAPERONIN CONTAINING TCP-1 (CCT) 
FOR STRUCTURAL STUDIES. 
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Abstract 

The eukaryo�c chaperonin CCT (chaperonin-containing TCP-1) is a key player in cellular homeostasis 
since it assists the folding of 10% of cytosolic proteins and its malfunc�on is linked to cancer and 
neurodegenera�ve diseases. CCT is the most complex of all chaperonins with each of its two rings 
composed of eight paralogous subunits. Unraveling the mechanism of ac�on and forces taking place 
upon its ac�on depends on the heterologous overproduc�on of this protein, which is a considerable 
technical challenge due to its intricate mul�meric nature.1 

To understand how this chaperonin can interact with and fold such variety of substrates and cofactors, 
we can combine cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) with single molecule techniques, such as op�cal 
tweezers and single-molecule. This will undoubtedly contribute to understand how CCT works and how 
to deal with malfunc�ons that can lead to cell dysregula�on. 

With this aim, we have op�mized the heterologous produc�on and purifica�on of human CCT by 
introducing specific recombinant tags. The eight different CCT subunits have been cloned and 
expressed using the Mul�bac modifica�on of the Bac-to-Bac baculoviral expression system, in which 
insect cells are infected with recombinant baculoviruses expressing all the subunits2. Different 
baculoviruses have been constructed with the subunits containing purifica�on tags (His tag in subunit 
1, CBP-Strep-his tag in subunit 3) as well as other tags for single molecule experiments in the equatorial 
regions of subunits 1 and 7. These tags are Ppant sequences for AcpS and Sfp enzimes3, and DogTag 
and SpyTag for their corresponding catchers.4 

We succeeded at purifying the human CCT, and using mass spectrometry we iden�fied all subunits 
with a good q-value (<0,01). The sample was vitrified on grids and images were recorded with a Titan 
Krios electron microscope. The final 3D reconstruc�on reached 4.0 Å resolu�on a�er postprocessing. 
The reconstruc�on shows human CCT in an open conforma�on very similar to that described by Cuéllar 
et al 2019. The docking of this structure (PDB 6QB8) into our final map is almost perfect in the 
equatorial domains and very good in the intermediate and the apical domains, which allowed us to 
unambiguously assign the different subunits of the chaperonin. Although the overall resolu�on is 
around 4.0 Å, the resolu�on was not isotropic along the map with equatorial domains yielding higher 
resolu�on than the flexible apical domain. 
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Abstract 

Ancestral sequence reconstruc�on (ASR) allows the reconstruc�on of ancestral protein sequences 
extending back to 4 Ga (1). Their expression and study is used for the characteriza�on of 
paleoenvironments (2), as scaffolds for protein engineering (3) and, in our case, as proxies for 
biomarker discovery in astrobiology (4), as they are regularly detected in environments of 
astrobiological interest (4, 5). 

HSP60 chaperones (or chaperonins) are the most ancient members of the molecular chaperone family; 
they are ubiquitous proteins with origins da�ng back to the last universal common ancestor (6). They 
are classified into three evolu�onary classes: Group I (GroEL, found in bacteria and eukaryo�c 
organelles), Group II (thermosome, found in archaea and eukaryo�c cytoplasm), and Group III 
(thermosome-like, found in bacteria) (6). They are mul�-subunit assemblies (14 or more subunits) 
organized in two rings that facilitate protein folding in basal condi�ons and promote protein refolding 
during stress (7). 

In this work, we obtained the ancestral sequences for the three HSP60 groups. We cloned and purified 
several of the ancestral chaperonins. Despite having up to 40% sequence divergence from modern 
sequences, these proteins assembled into mul�meric structures, similarly to exis�ng models. ATPase 
ac�vity and protein client assays were used to characterize their func�onal proper�es. To gain further 
insight into the characteriza�on of the ancestral chaperonins, the purified oligomers were structurally 
characterized using cryoelectron microscopy (cryoEM). The maps obtained, when compared to 
published structures of modern chaperonins, allow us to gain insight into the structural as well as the 
proper�es and probable biochemical differences, of modern and ancestral proteins. 
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Abstract 

Transposon are discrete segments of DNA that can move between genomic loca�ons. DNA transposons 
vary in size but all of them encode at least one enzyme called transposase which recognizes the 
transposon ends and catalyzes DNA cleavage and joining reac�on required for their movement. Some 
transposons addi�onally encode accessory proteins that regulate the transposi�on reac�on and may 
carry gene�c cargos such as an�bio�c resistance genes. The IS21 family of transposons is found in most 
bacterial phyla, including numerous clinical and mul�drug-resistant strains. It consists of a single 
operon with two terminal inverted repeats and two open reading frames: the transposase, IstA; and a 
regulatory factor member of the AAA+ family of ATPases, IstB. We have used biochemical and 
structural approaches to provide insights into IS21 transposi�on. 

Our biochemical data reveal that IstA requires the presence of two complete direct repeats to perform 
the integra�on reac�on and it does not show a strong preference for either of the transposon ends 
(le� or right). The cryo-EM structure shows that IstA self-assembles into a tetramer that engages two 
transposon DNA ends around a local two-fold symmetry axis. The DDE mo�fs of the cataly�c 
monomers are proximal to the signature 3’ CA dinucleo�de at the end of the donor DNAs, correctly 
posi�oned to perform a transposi�on reac�on. Muta�on of amino acids implicated in the stabliliza�on 
of the transposon end and catalysis result in an almost complete abroga�on of the integra�on ac�vity. 
Addi�onally, mutants of residues of IstA implicated in the specific recogni�on of the donor DNA have 
also a significant effect on integra�on ac�vity. 

Our in vitro data also show that IstA s�mulates IstB ATPase acivity and that this regulatory factor is 
essen�al to promote efficient strand transfer. A cryo-EM structure shows that IstB forms a clamshell-
shaped pentamer of dimers through ATP-dependent AAA+ interac�ons. The relevance of these 
contacts is supported by the reduced levels of ac�vity shown by a panel of ATP deficient mutants. In 
addi�on, the presence of non-hydrolyzable analogs has pronounced effect on DNA integra�on further 
highligh�ng the cri�cal role of the nucleo�de in IS21 transposi�on.  
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Abstract 

The R2TP (Rvb1-Rvb2-Tah1-Pih1) complex is a specialized HSP90 co-chaperone that provides specificity 
for a subset of clients, including mTOR and ATM kinases, RNA polymerase II or box C/D small nucleolar 
ribonucleoproteins (snoRNP), among others (1). In addi�on, adaptor subunits such as the TELO2–TTI1–
TTI2 (TTT) complex or the URI1 Prefoldin-like complex assist R2TP during the assembly and matura�on 
of certain clients (2). R2TP, as the core of this co-chaperone machinery, is essen�al and evolu�onarily 
conserved across species from yeast to metazoan. Recent findings suggest the coexistence of non-
canonical R2TP complexes, containing the Rvb1/Rvb2 (RUVBL1/RUVBL2 in mammals) subunits and 
either Tah1 (RPAP3) or Pih1 (PIH1D1), assembling the so-called R2T and R2P complexes, respec�vely 
(3). Similar to higher eukaryotes, plant R2TP is essen�al for protein homeostasis. Interes�ngly, vascular 
plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana do not have a PIH1D1 homologous gene, and the RPAP3 subunit is 
a simpler version of the human protein. Thus, a reduced version of the complex containing only 
RUVBL1-RUVBL2 and RPAP3 (R2T) is found in this model organism. Here we analyze the architecture 
of the Arabidopsis thaliana R2T (AtR2T) complex using high resolu�on cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-
EM). In contrast with yeast and human R2TP homologues, AtR2T is assembled as a dodecameric 
RUVBL1-RUVBL2 pla�orm to which RPAP3 is bound. Preliminary structural models show two molecules 
of RPAP3 interac�ng with a RUVBL1-RUVBL2 dodecamer, one to each hexameric ring. These findings 
could highlight new mechanis�c insights about the chaperone ac�vi�es of R2TP. 
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Abstract 

The electron microscopy facility (EMF) at the Centro de Inves�gaciones Biológicas Margarita Salas (CIB-
CSIC) provides technical support to research groups interested in ultra-structural analysis and cryo 
electron microscopy of biological samples. The EMF is equipped with all the necessary tools and 
equipment to process and analyze different kinds of organs, �ssues, cells, and biological samples. 

Recently, the EMF has acquired a Talos L120C G2 cryo electron microscope, which is equipped with a 
16-megapixel Ceta-F camera. This microscope features a robust vacuum system with large Ion Ge�er
Pumps (IGP) that enable rapid sample exchanges using the standard side-entry mechanism. In
addi�on, the mul�-specimen Gatan cryo holder significantly speeds up sample checking and
vitrifica�on op�miza�on.

Furthermore, in line with others TEM systems, the Talos L120C G2 offers enhanced automa�on of 
column alignments and data collec�on, improving produc�vity and efficiency in the analysis of the 
ultrastructure of biological �ssues and macromolecular complexes.  

The MAPS so�ware allows the automa�c acquisi�on of an overview of the sample, simplifying the 
visualiza�on of sec�ons of resin-embedded cells and �ssues, and facilita�ng naviga�on through the 
specimen. The TOMO so�ware allows the acquisi�on of three-dimensional informa�on of the 
sec�ons, providing insight into the iden�fica�on of structural cell compartments and visual 
segmenta�on of different structures within the cell. Finally, the EPU so�ware enables the automa�on 
of data collec�on for single par�cle analysis during cryo-electron microscopy experiments. The image 
processing of these data, although limited in resolu�on, could be crucial in the design of sample 
vitrifica�on strategies to avoid problema�c issues such as preferen�al view or structural heterogeneity. 

Therefore, the addi�on of the Talos L120C G2 cryo electron microscope has enabled the EMF to offer 
advanced services in the ultra-structural analysis of biological samples. This new microscope, which is 
open to all academic and industry users, promises to further benefit the structural studies of a wide 
range of researchers interested in both cellular and structural biology. 
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STUDY OF ALLOSTERIC EFFECT OF COMPOUNDS BOUND TO THE HYDROPHOBIC POCKET OF THE RBD 
DOMAIN IN THE SPIKE PROTEIN OF SARS-COV-2 BY CRYO-EM 
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Abstract 

The receptor-binding domain (RBD) is a key component of the SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein (S) and 
is responsible for binding to the cellular receptor angiotensin-conver�ng enzyme 2 (ACE2), this 
interac�on is the first step in the infec�on cycle of the virus that causes COVID-19 disease. Therefore, 
the RBD binding site where ACE2 interacts is an ideal target to block infec�vity. To this end, significant 
progress has been made in the development of therapies that block the S glycoprotein binding to the 
cellular receptor ACE2 through the use of specific monoclonal an�bodies, recombinant soluble ACE2, 
or fusion inhibitors that specifically target the S glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2. However, studies on 
poten�al exis�ng drugs targe�ng the ACE2 binding site on the RBD of the S glycoprotein and their 
mode of interac�on at structural level s�ll unknown. Therefore, structural studies by cryo-electron 
microscopy (cryo-EM) and molecular dynamics simula�ons are the fastest way to iden�fy a suitable 
exis�ng compound that binds to the RBD binding site and that could func�on as a poten�al inhibitor 
between the RBD of the SARS-CoV-2 S glycoprotein and the cellular receptor ACE2. 

Structurally, the S glycoprotein exhibits two conforma�onal states in the RBD: the open state and the 
closed state. In the open state, the RBD is outstretched and accessible for ACE2 binding; while in the 
closed state it does not. Recently, a hydrophobic binding pocket (HP) within the RBD has been 
discovered, and that this pocket is very well conserved within the genus of beta-coronaviruses (β-CoVs) 
that infect humans: SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 and its variants. The discovery shows that the 
binding pocket primarily a�racts essen�al free fa�y acids such as linoleic acid (LA) and helps stabilize 
the S glycoprotein in its closed state by forming salt bridges with neighboring RBDs in the trimer. This 
has led to postulate that this HP in the RBD is an allosteric site that can block the closed state of the 
trimer and thus prevent the entrance of the virus into the host cell. In this study, we will test the 
allosteric nature of the HP within the RBD in trimers from β-CoVs. Candidate compounds a�er in silico 
docking will be tested for their binding to RBDs and for their effect in the conforma�onal landscape of 
S trimers. 
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Abstract 

Resistance to an�bio�cs by pathogenic bacteria will be an increasing problem for the next decades 
and ribosomes are the target for approximately 50% of the current known an�bio�cs (1). Hence, 
studying at molecular level biological processes like transla�on ini�a�on can provide us with ra�onal 
strategies for targe�ng specific complexes, especially if we are able to find the differences (and 
similari�es) between eukaryo�c and prokaryo�c transla�on ini�a�on.  

Here our main goal is to study certain aspects of bacterial transla�on ini�a�on by in vitro assembling 
a complex including the bacterial 30S subunit, ini�a�on factor 1 (IF1), different IF2 variants, IF3, 
acylated tRNA, and a natural mRNA (that also include some non-canonical nucleo�des). Although 
there is already previous structural work on this par�cular topic (2, 3, 4, 5), there are s�ll many 
unknowns since in previous complexes occupancy and resolu�on for IF2 was very low and synthe�c 
and sequence op�mized mRNAs were used for structure determina�on.  

A second goal we are interested in is to get the first structure of a Cyanobacterial ribosome from 
Synechococcus elongatus PCC 7942, bound to a ribosome late-matura�on protein called EndgA. 
Cyanobacteria exhibit a great adaptability to changing environmental condi�ons through changes in 
gene expression. Numerous genome expression analyses have been carried out in these organisms, 
especially in the model Synechocys�s sp. PCC 6803 (herea�er Synechocys�s). Most of these studies 
are related to the transcrip�onal response to different environmental changes (6). However, far fewer 
studies address the structural studies of ribosomes in cyanobacteria. There is ever-increasing evidence 
that numerous protein factors interact with the ribosome to regulate protein synthesis and modulate 
the expression profile of the cell in response to different environmental stresses (7). In this context, 
EngA is an essen�al GTPase involved in the matura�on of the ribosomal subunit 50S (8-10). This study 
aims to advance in the knowledge of how EngA is bound to the ribosome through the first structure 
of a ribosome from a cianobacteria.  
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Abstract 

The CryoEM CNB-CSIC facility located in Madrid houses an advanced cryocorrela�ve imaging pla�orm 
that integrates visible light and electron microscopy. This pla�orm is open to the en�re structural 
biology community for a variety of applica�ons. 

We have implemented a cryocorrela�ve workflow which starts with sample vitrifica�on. Vitrifica�on 
approach is determined by the thickness of the specimen. High-pressure freezing on planche�es is 
preferred for thicker samples such as �ssues (up to 200 µm thickness). On the other hand, plunge 
freezing is used for cells a�ached to EM grids or purified samples. In addi�on, we have successfully 
implemented the waffle method for vitrifica�on of cellular samples on EM grids by high-pressure 
freezing. 

In our workflow, vitrified specimens are tagged or labelled with fluorophores to determine the three-
dimensional loca�on of events of interest and to gain func�onal informa�on. Regions of interest are 
located and imaged using a cryoconfocal visible light microscopy (ZEISS LSM 900 with an AiryScan2 
detector). Once cryofluorescence informa�on is collected, samples are transferred to a cryofocused-
ion-beam scanning electron microscope (cryoFIBSEM) (Zeiss Crossbeam 550 equipped with a Leica 
cryo stage) in which using the informa�on obtained by cryovisible light microscopy, serial sec�on 
volume imaging and lamellae prepara�on are performed. The facility is equipped with a 300 kV 
microscope for cryoelectron tomography (cryoET) data acquisi�on (JEOL CryoARM 300) on the 
generated lamellae. 
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Abstract 

The number of structures of biomolecules determined by single par�cle cryo-electron microscopy 
(cryo-EM) is increasing exponen�ally in recent years1. The improvements in the hardware of 
microscopes and the so�ware used for data analysis have resulted in more detailed maps that 
frequently arrive to the atomic-level resolu�on. The Basque Resource for Electron Microscopy (BREM) 
provides access to high-end instrumenta�on and exper�se in high-resolu�on cryo-EM to na�onal and 
interna�onal researchers, from academia and industry. BREM is equipped with a ThermoFisher Krios 
G4 transmission electron microscope, paired with Gatan’s BioCon�nuum Imaging Filter and a K3 direct 
electron detector. The system also includes a phase plate, a second Falcon III direct electron detector 
and Ceta-D CMOS camera. In addi�on, the facility contains the equipment for sample prepara�on: an 
ELMO glow discharger for TEM grids, a Leica EM GP2 single-side blo�ng automated plunge freezer, a 
ThermoFisher Vitrobot Mark IV double-side blo�ng automated plunge freezer and a Leica EM ICE 
automated high pressure freezer. BREM offers on-the-fly processing to analyze the quality of the data 
on real �me using a processing server with 8 GPUs, a hot storage server with 130 TB SSD and a warm 
storage server with 500 TB HDD. 

BREM has highly qualified staff to operate the facility and assist users with three-dimensional structure 
determina�on using all major cryo-EM techniques available for structural biology. 
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Abstract 

Members of the Epithelial Growth Factors Receptor Family (EGFRs) influence cell growth and 
prolifera�on, and are key in all phases of tumor progression. Hence, in this work we are using this 
receptor family as a model to develop a subtomogram averaging image processing workflow, to solve 
its structure in a close to na�ve environment. Vesicles from SKBR3 cancer cells, enriched with HER2 
membrane receptors (~170 kDa) were used to acquire cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) data. The 
heterogeneity of the vesicle membrane protein content together with the small size of the target 
receptor, se�les this image processing on the limit of the nowadays tomography tools, making it 
mandatory to push the different exis�ng methods to their maximal capabili�es. We used PySeg 
so�ware [1] to perform a vectorial picking on CTF-corrected tomograms [2,3]. A combina�on of 
exhaus�ve 2D procedures using PySeg, and 3D classifica�on and alignments implemented in RELION4 
[4]; were used to try to iden�fy HER2 protein on the membrane surface. The implementa�on of this 
new workflow into Scipion3 [5], will facilitate the use of the different so�wares in a single pla�orm, 
allowing in a near future to push image processing to a higher resolu�on.  
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Abstract 

The CTC1-STN1-TEN1 (CST) complex is a cri�cal mediator of both telomeric and genome-wide 
replica�on. It binds the ssDNA overhangs at telomeres, recrui�ng the Polymerase α-Primase to 
replicate the chromosomic 5’ ends1–3. During genome-wide replica�on, it acts upon foci of replica�on 
stress, mainly G-rich sequences, preven�ng or restar�ng stalled replica�on forks 4,5 and by helping to 
repair double-stranded DNA breaks6,7. 

While many of the muta�ons in CST that result in gene�c disorders, such as the Coat Plus Syndrome 
and Dyskeratosis Congenita, have been explained by recent structures of CST and some of its 
interac�on partners, many others remain unclear8,9. Only the interac�on with telomeric ssDNA 
substrates has been structurally characterized, although it is well established that CST interacts with 
other types of substrates both during telomere and genome-wide replica�on. We propose that 
altera�ons in the molecular mechanism behind these interac�ons are responsible for the aberrant 
func�on of CST in some of these gene�c disorders. I will present our ongoing efforts and challenges 
towards using single-par�cle cryoEM to characterise the interac�ons between CST and several DNA 
substrates and our preliminary conclusions. 
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Abstract 

During previous COVID-19 waves, therapeu�c administra�on of monoclonal an�bodies (mAbs) has 
been highly effec�ve in preven�ng COVID-19-related hospitaliza�on and death. However, there are 
currently no approved therapeu�c mAbs capable of neutralizing the new variant BQ.1.1. In this 
mul�disciplinary work, we characterize, from a func�onal and structural point of view, 17T2, a new 
mAb with high and excep�onally broad neutraliza�on ac�vity against pre-Omicron and Omicron SARS-
CoV-2 variants, including the highly immune evasive variants BA.5 and BQ.1.1. 

Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) analysis showed that 17T2 binds the Omicron BA.1 spike protein 
with the three RBD domains in “up” posi�on and recognizes a large epitope overlapping with the 
receptor binding mo�f. According to its type of interac�on, 17T2 is considered a class 1 an�body, as it 
binds to the le� shoulder-neck region of the RBD. A comparison with a structurally similar neutralizing 
mAb (S2E12) was carried out to understand the differences in the neutralizing ac�vity against newest 
Omicron sublineages which led to the detec�on of point muta�ons in key residues that may lead to a 
higher interac�on with the RBD, emphasizing a salt bridge between the CDR 3 of 17T2 heavy chain and 
the RBD that stabilizes the complex. 

Altogether, the results highlight the impact of small and unique structural an�body changes, in both 
the heavy and the light chains, on neutralizing performance. As a result, 17T2 mAb could be considered 
a poten�al candidate for future therapeu�c and prophylac�c interven�ons. 
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Abstract 

Cryo-electron tomography (Cryo-ET) allows the imaging of cellular compartments in a frozen-hydrated 
state that preserves molecules in close-to-na�ve condi�ons. The ability to image cellular components 
while preserving their ultrastructure creates new opportuni�es to study their interac�ons with their 
molecular environment.  

Membrane Contact Sites (MCSs) are a prime candidate for Cryo-ET. The func�on of these 
microdomains is heavily influenced by their morphology and the proteins at the cle� between them, 
which requires these features to be imaged in as close to physiological condi�ons as possible. 
Abundant MCSs like those between the endoplasmic re�culum (ER) and the plasma membrane in yeast 
can be found efficiently without the need for targe�ng, but more rare or short-lived contacts such as 
between ER and mitochondria or lipid droplets and vacuole can be challenging to find. 

Some of the limita�ons of Cryo-ET when imaging infrequent cellular structures is that it remains a 
rela�vely low-throughput technique, and the iden�ty of the feature of interest remains hidden un�l 
some form of tagging is employed. The integra�on of Cryo-light microscopy in our workflow has 
allowed us to ac�vely target features of interest during sample thinning and later during tomography, 
dras�cally improving the output and reproducibility of our tomographic data. 

By employing a combined approach of Cryo-ET assisted by Cryo-light microscopy we are able to 
reliably find and iden�fy specific MCSs and other cellular components, while at the same �me 
preserving the informa�on of their cellular context. 
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Abstract  

RUVBL1 and RUVBL2 are two highly conserved AAA+ ATPases that form a complex involved in diverse 
cellular processes, such as chroma�n remodeling, DNA repair or regula�on of gene expression. An 
overexpression of this RUVBL1-RUVBL2 has been reported in many cancer types, like gastric, breast or 
liver, and this demands to explore them as a therapeu�c target (1, 2). RUVBL1 and RUVBL2 assemble 
hetero-hexameric oligomers that are scaffolding subunits of several macromolecular complexes, and 
ATP binding and/or hydrolysis has been described as essen�al for most of their func�ons (3). However, 
the molecular mechanism driven by the ATPase ac�vity of RUVBL1-RUVBL2 is s�ll poorly understood.  

Several compounds and small molecules have been recently described to specifically interact with 
RUVBL1-RUVBL2 to inhibit its ATPase ac�vity, showing poten�al against cancer (4, 5, 6). Here, we 
inves�gate the poten�al of cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) to iden�fy some of these small 
compounds in complex with RUVBL1-RUVBL2. We have cryo-EM sample prepara�on and preliminary 
single par�cle image processing of the complex shows some interes�ng features when compared with 
a compound-free sample, that might provide some light about the inhibi�on mechanism.  
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Abstract 

Cryo-EM advances in Single Par�cle Analysis focuses nowadays in the study of the diverse 
conforma�ons of the macromolecules beyond tradi�onal 3D classifica�on. Con�nuous flexibility 
methods, such as cryoDRGN or Zernike3D [1, 2], allow to study intermediate states as well as 
transi�ons between them, characterizing the full structural spectrum. In this work we have combined 
flexibility methods, together with sta�c classifica�on consensus strategies, to study the conforma�onal 
landscape of ABCB4. This receptor is an ATP-binding casse�e transporter expressed in hepatocytes 
that plays a crucial role in the forma�on of bile by transloca�ng phospha�dylcholine (PC) into canaliculi 
[3]. While previous studies [4] have provided valuable insights into the structural basis of PC 
transloca�on, the precise transi�on mechanism between discrete conforma�ons remains elusive. 
Although further characteriza�on is needed to fully understand the mechanism of PC transloca�on, 
preliminary studies using these developing flexibility analysis tools [1,5] revealed what might be 
possible new intermediate states. 
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Abstract 
The CST complex, composed of Cdc13, Stn1 and Ten1 in yeast, mediates thereplica�on and stability of 
telomeric DNA. While Stn1 and Ten1 are very well conserved across species, Cdc13 does not resemble 
its mammalian counterpart CTC1 either in sequence or domain organiza�on, and Cdc13 but not CTC1 
displays func�ons independently of the rest of CST. Whereas the structures of human CTC1 and CST 
have been determined, the molecular organiza�on of yeast Cdc13 remains poorly understood. We 
have dissected the molecular architecture of Candida glabrata Cdc13and showed how each of its OB 
folds contributes to its self-associa�on and binding to telomeric DNA sequences. Using a combina�on 
of biochemical and biophysical tools, we concluded that Cdc13 forms dimers through the interac�on 
between OB-fold 2 (OB2) domains. Dimeriza�on s�mulates binding of OB3 to telomeric sequences, 
resul�ng in the unfolding of ssDNA secondary structure. Once bound to DNA, Cdc13 prevents the 
refolding of ssDNA by mechanisms that involve oligomeriza�on of Cdc13. Furthermore,we showed 
that Cdc13 and CST form higher-order complexes via oligomeriza�onthrough OB1. Our results reveal 
the molecular organiza�on of C. glabrata Cdc13, how this regulates DNA binding, and suggest that the 
dis�nct architectures of yeast Cdc13 may share common principles. 
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Abstract 

Telomeres are nucleoprotein structures that cap the end of linear chromosomes to protect them from 
inappropriate ac�va�on of the DNA damage response pathways. The Shelterin complex is a six-protein 
complex -TRF1, TRF2, RAP1, TIN2, TPP1, POT1- located at telomeres that confers telomere protec�on 
and length regula�on (1,2). Misregula�on of this complex is associated with many human diseases 
including premature aging syndromes, telomerase-associated disorders, and cancer (3,4). Despite its 
relevance, the structural and mechanis�c informa�on about human shelterin components is limited 
(5, 6).  

In our group, we are trying to get insights on how shelterin orchestrates all these different processes 
that take place in telomeres, which are also �ghtly regulated. To achieve this aim, we use cryo-electron 
microscopy, among other techniques, to reveal some details about the dynamics of the complex and 
its organiza�on at telomeres. A�er a though process of sample op�miza�on, we are recons�tu�ng all 
possible shelterin subcomplexes combina�ons in vitro to understand its different biological func�on 
and how they are regulated to fulfil its mission within cells at the right �me. 
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Abstract  

High resolu�on cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) structures of viruses qualita�vely indicate the 
interac�on degree between the genome and coat proteins (CPs), but lack the direct evalua�on of its 
effects on the virus capsid. Here we study the mechanical and chemical uncoa�ng of three variants of 
the human picobirnavirus (hPBV) virus-like par�cles (VLPs) which differ in the N-terminal of their CPs. 

We used Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) to induce and monitor mechanical disassembly of individual 
hPBV par�cles. Cri�cal indenta�on experiments show that whereas lacking-RNA par�cles allowed a 
fast �p indenta�on a�er breakage, loaded-RNA par�cles showed a slower �p penetra�on a�er being 
fractured. Mechanical fa�gue experiments confirm the interac�on between RNA and the N-terminal 
capsid protein. The increased length of the CP N-terminal makes the hPBV VLPs  to crumble slower 
than wild type N-terminal, indica�ng an enhanced RNA cargo reten�on. 

In addi�on, we induced chemical disassembly of hPBV VLPs. An in vitro assembly/disassembly system 
shows the influence of salt, pH and RNA. The disassembly reac�on a�er increasing the pH results in 
CP dimers and tetramers, but it is irreversible, possibly due to RNA degrada�on. However, the 
disassembly is reversible with increased pH and salt. Size exclusion chromatography and dynamic light 
sca�ering analysis show that the size of the disassembled par�cles is similar to that of the VLPs. 
Although these VLPs might not be completely disassembled, biochemical analysis shows that they 
release part of their genome. However, nega�ve staining in transmission electron microscopy shows 
that CP dimers and tetramers are the major resul�ng disassembly products. The structure of these 
par�ally disassembled par�cles has been solved by cryo-EM without imposing icosahedral symmetry. 
Preliminary results indicate that, maintaining the structural integrity of the capsid, some CP dimers are 
detached and the genome can exit through the newly formed holes. 
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Abstract  

Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the leading causes of death worldwide and is a disease caused by the 
infec�on of Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb). The emergence of mul�drug resistant mycobacteria 
has prompted the need to be�er understand their resistance mechanisms and develop novel 
therapeu�cs (1). Arabinofuranosyltransferases (AraTs) are membrane enzymes involved in the 
biosynthesis of arabinan, an important component of the unique cell-envelope of Mtb. High virulence 
and resistance of Mtb to common an�bio�cs is related to the protec�ve role of the mycobacterial cell 
wall, so these enzymes are a�rac�ve targets against TB (2-7). This family of proteins, essen�al for 
bacterial survival and growth, comprises Embs (EmbA-C), which are known targets for ethambutol, a 
first-line drug for TB treatment; and A�s (A�A-D), which represent new poten�al drug targets against 
TB. Here we present our advances in the characteriza�on of the mycobacterium A�D protein. We used 
Cryo-EM for structural studies, NMR for ac�vity assays, and structure-based virtual screening with a 
drug repurposing strategy to search for molecules with the poten�al to inhibit A�D. 
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Abstract 

The field of cryo-EM offers the possibility to gain high-resolu�on structural informa�on of 
biomolecules in their na�ve state. Advances in sample thinning of cryo-EM samples allows the study 
of proteins inside intact cells using tomography, opening the door for ‘visual proteomics’. However, 
thicker samples such as �ssues or en�re organisms are s�ll largely unsuitable for cryo-electron 
tomography (cryoET) imaging methods. Therefore, significant efforts are directed toward improving 
large or megavolume sample prepara�on methods to enable cryoET of such complex samples. Here 
we present the ini�al stages of a novel workflow and op�miza�on of sample prepara�on methods for 
larger symbio�c �ssues. We focused on the binary associa�on between the Hawaiian bobtail squid 
Euprymna scolopes and the luminous bacteria Vibrio fischeri. The Squid-Vibrio system has long been 
studied to understand host-symbiont interac�ons. Once the squids hatch, Vibrio fischeri in the 
seawater migrate toward and into the squid’s internal light organ, where they colonize and maintain a 
light-producing popula�on for the life�me of the squid. Our goal is to study this bacterial-host interface 
using cryoET, at a resolu�on previously una�ainable by conven�onal EM methods. We describe two 
new workflows to inves�gate this biological system. First, we present the applica�on of custom 
designed nanobiopsy needles to collect �ssue cores, which can be high pressure frozen. This system 
can accurately excise �ssues in regions of interest, and cryo-electron microscopy of vitreous sec�on 
(CEMOVIS) showed that samples are well vitrified. Secondly, we present a high-pressure freezing 
protocol for en�re dissected symbio�c light organs. In a cryo-ultramicrotome, the light organ or biopsy 
needle is a�ached to EM support grids with cryo-glue, enabling downstream thinning and imaging 
methods, e.g., focused ion beam milling (FIB-SEM) and cryoET. Resul�ng samples were thinned by cryo 
FIB-SEM using a novel method called serial li�-out, and generated lamella were imaged using cryoET. 
Visible crystalline ice indicates that further HPF op�miza�on is required for proper vitrifica�on. Our 
ini�al findings suggest that nanobiopsy needles are a suitable tool to enable the applica�on of cryo-
EM imaging methods to previously inaccessible large-volume samples. Addi�onally, we show that 
megavolume (>700µm) complex samples are capable of being cryo-processed into lamella suitable for 
cryoET. 
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Abstract 

The ini�a�on phase is the rate-limi�ng step of protein synthesis (transla�on) and is subject to fine-
tuning via pos�ranscrip�onal regulatory mechanisms. As such, the ini�a�on pathway is an important 
drug target (1). During ini�a�on, the start site and the reading frame of the messenger RNA are 
selected by the small ribosomal subunit (30S) when the start codon, typically an AUG, is decoded in 
the P-site by the ini�ator tRNA in a process guided and controlled by three ini�a�on factors. This 
process can be efficiently inhibited by GE81112, a natural an�bio�c that is specific toward bacteria (2). 
GE81112  is a highly hydrophilic chlorine-containing, noncyclic, nonribosomal tetrapep�de cons�tuted 
by four nonproteinogenic l-amino acids(2, 3). It is found in nature in three structural variants (A, B, and 
B1 with molecular masses of 643–658 Da) (2, 3). Previous biochemical and structural characteriza�on 
of GE81112, indicates that the main mechanism of ac�on of this an�bio�c is to (1) prevent the ini�ator 
tRNA from binding correctly to the P-site and (2)  block conforma�onal rearrangements in ini�a�on 
factor IF3, resul�ng in a unlocked 30S preIC state (4, 5).  We have determined the binding site of 
GE81112 in the (preIC) at about 3.0 Å resolu�on.  This binding site is remote from the binding site of 
the ini�a�on factors, tRNA and mRNA sugges�ng that it acts allosterically to prevent the ini�ator tRNA 
from being locked into place. The binding mode is consistent with recent studies iden�fying the key 
pharmacophores of GE8112. 
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Abstract 

The COVID-19 pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 has had a significant impact on the global popula�on. 
Despite the development of vaccines, effec�ve an�viral therapies for COVID-19 are s�ll lacking, 
although treatments targe�ng SARS-CoV-2 entry into host cells are promising. The virus enters host 
cells through two pathways: the TMPRSS2-based pathway in which binding and fusion takes place at 
the cell-membrane level, and the endocy�c pathway in which the virus is first internalized, and binding 
and fusion take place from within matured endo-lysosomes (Jackson et al. 2022; Zhang et al. 2022). 
Therefore, understanding these pathways is crucial for the development of effec�ve treatments. Here, 
we aim to describe the endocy�c entry pathway of SARS-CoV-2; to map it and to visualize the host 
reac�on towards viral entry. To achieve this, we are u�lizing a cryo-correla�ve light and electron 
microscopy (cryo-CLEM) approach (Klein et al., 2021). This approach is very powerful as viral entry is a 
rare event and being able to iden�fy entry sites tremendously increases the probability of visualizing 
the event. In this scenario, fluorescence informa�on can act as a guide to target cells that have been 
infected, and cryo electron tomography (cryo-ET) can provide the 3D informa�on of the virus 
containing endo-lysosomes, and its cellular context (Mahamid et al., 2016). To this aim, Vero cells were 
cul�vated on EM grids and infected with UV-inac�vated viruses, which are able to enter the host, but 
lacks the ability to replicate (Loveday et al., 2021). Fourty minutes post infec�on the samples were 
plunge-frozen and cryo-fluorescence maps were acquired to localize the fluorescently labelled endo-
lysosomes. Using a cryo-focused ion beam scanning electron microscope (cryo-FIB-SEM), 200 nm thin 
cryo-lamellae were cut in areas containing the endo-lysosomes (Marko et al., 2007). Although we could 
not use the 3D fluorescence informa�on to target the vesicles specifically due to the diffrac�on-limited 
resolu�on in the axial direc�on, we were able to localize them in some of the prepared lamellae. Cryo-
ET on these vesicles, followed by 3D reconstruc�on showed that these vesicles can contain mul�ple 
viruses, among other cellular components, sugges�ng a possible fusion mechanism of mul�ple 
individual virus-containing endocy�c vesicles. 
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Abstract 

Extracellular vesicles (EVs) are defined as membrane-enclosed structures released during the lifespan 
of most cells in all domains of life on earth, including eukaryotes, bacteria, and archaea 1,2. This process 
is conserved throughout evolu�on from bacteria to humans and plants. Most of the EVs are described 
as spherical structures, however they can adopt a more tubular shape, probably deriving from so-
called nanotubes. They are involved in component exchange between cells and organisms, like 
proteins, mRNAs, miRNAs, lipids, and metabolites, and as signaling vesicles in normal homeosta�c or 
in pathological processes 3–5. 

Recently we have shown that the bacterial pathogen Legionella pneumophila, subverts host cell 
signaling pathways via EVs (Lp-EVs) 6,7 and that it releases EVs in vitro and in cellulo during infec�on of 
the human U2OS cell line, human THP-1 monocy�c cells, and human monocyte-derived macrophages 
(hMDMs). These Lp-EVs contain bacterial RNAs that are transported into the host cell where they 
downregulate IRAK1 and RIG-I, most likely by mimicking eukaryo�c miRNAs 8.  

The main goal of our project is to get a be�er understanding of the Lp-EVs structure and the 
mechanism of RNA loading and release that is important for host-pathogen communica�on and trans-
kingdom signaling. Some of Lp-EV features, like size, morphology, concentra�on, origin, and molecular 
composi�on, can be characterized using Cryo Electron Microscopy (Cryo EM). Here we used Cryo-EM 
and 3D tomographic data collec�on for spa�al visualiza�on and show first results obtained in imaging 
and reconstruc�on of single Lp-EVs. 

Another important part of our research line is the study of Lp-EV release inside the host cell. Combining 
Cryo CLEM, Cryo FIB and Cryo Tomography techniques we aim to get a be�er understanding of the 
cells infected with L. pneumophila and study the pathway of EV forma�on and role during infec�on in 
cellulo. 
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Abstract 
Just as cargoes enter the endosomal network, various protein machineries contribute to their 
recycling by either bulk flow or selective processes. The SNX-BAR subfamily of sorting nexins, which 
contain a phox-homology (PX) domain and a Bin/Amphiphysin/Rvs (BAR) domain, play a central role 
as coat proteins in multiple endocitic retrograde/recycling pathways. Generation of tubular carriers 
by SNX-BAR proteins combines membrane association, cargo capture, coat assembly and lipid bilayer 
deformation mechanisms that remain unresolved. Using X-ray crystallography, cryo-electron 
tomography and cell-based analysis we reveal an unprecedented coat architecture for tubular-based 
cargo sorting mediated by the SNX1-SNX5 heterodimer. 
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Abstract 

Primary mitochondrial diseases arise due to mutations in nuclear or mitochondrial genes, leading to 
impaired function of specific mitochondrial pathways. Coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10) is an electron carrier 
in the mitochondrial respiratory chain, and mutations in the genes involved in its biosynthesis give rise 
to primary CoQ10 deficiencies, a mitochondrial disease with heterogeneous clinical manifestation. In 
this work, we use the well-characterized Coq9 knockin R239X mouse model (CoQ9R239X), which 
manifests a severe encephalomyopathy. Since there is still no connection between mitochondrial 
structure and the loss of function in primary CoQ10 deficiencies, we explore by transmission electron 
microscopy the mitochondrial morphology in the brainstem of this mouse model. For that, mice 
neuronal tissues were embedded in resin and stained with uranyl acetate and Pb citrate to enhance 
membrane contrast, either for visualized mitochondrial shapes and sizes or an exhaustive visualization 
of mitochondrial cristae collected by 2D TEM and 3D electron tomography. The tissue blocks were 
sectioned by ultramicrotome in 70 nm and 150 nm thickness slices, which were mounted on copper 
grids for TEM visualization. For further robustness of the results, tissue blocks were sectioned at two 
different depths from the brains of healthy and affected mice at different time periods. This analysis 
allowed us to evaluate the number of cristae in each case and their volume and morphology. These 
results provide a better understanding of how the CoQ10 deficiency affects the mitochondrial 
morphology, resulting in a loss of its function, leading to the course of the disease. 
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Abstract 

Hydrogen sulfide is an ancient molecule present in Earth’s primordial atmosphere and organisms from 
all Domains of Life soon evolved to utilize it in their physiology. However, H2S can have either 
beneficial or toxic effects, depending on the concentration. Therefore, tight regulation of 
intracellular H2S/H2S-derived more oxidized reactive sulfur species (RSS) is paramount for survival of 
all organisms. In bacterial pathogens, H2S/RSS is regarded as an important component in microbial 
defense mechanisms against oxidative and antibiotic stress. 

The cst operon in Staphylococcus aureus encodes a nearly complete mitochondrial-like H2S oxidation 
system. In addition, a cst-like operon has also been described in the human pathogen E. faecalis. Three 
enzymes encoded by these two operons include the coenzyme A persulfide reductase CoAPR, the 
multidomain persulfide dioxygenase-sulfurtransferase fusion protein CstB and the sulfide:quinone 
oxidoreductase SQR, which collectively protect the organism against H2S and RSS toxicity.  

Herein, we describe the X-ray crystallographic structures of full-length SaCstB (native and single 
cysteine substitution mutants) and the CoA-bound crystal structure of EfCoAPR. Companion cryo-EM 
data on these enzymes suggest a high mobility of the C-terminal rhodanese domains that may be 
important for catalysis. The structures of sulfite-bound mutant CstBs suggests a mechanism by which 
the C-terminal domain facilitates the concerted oxidation of a thiol persulfide (RSSH) to thiosulfate 
and thiol, without the release of the toxic sulfite intermediate. 

These studies provide an enhanced understanding of the mechanisms of H2S/RSS homeostasis 
encoded by the RSS-regulated cst operons in bacteria, putatively leading to the development of new 
antimicrobials to fight these human pathogens. 
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